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PREFACE 

This copy of our Journal is dedicated to the 24th International Geographical 
Congress to be held at the end of summer 1980 in Tokyo. The Main session has 
twelve Sections ill which meetings will take place from September 1 to Septemb~r 
5, but already the week before 26 Meetings of Commissions will be held at va
rious places in Japan, organized by the IGU for the solution of specific and actual 
geographical problems. 

Czechoslovak geographers have participated and intend also in future to ta
ke part in the meetings of the Sections and in some of the Commissions. In thii; 
copy we submit papers of Czech geographers, the topics of which correspond with 
the themes of the Congress and which should show in which line our geography 
takes part in the solution of problems dealt with in the individual Section or 
Commissions. By tradition, we are represented in specific branches of physical 
geography, geomorphology, hydrology as well as climatology; we are also enlar
ging our study of the landscape and its optimum exploitation fer human needs. 

This number, serving above all as. an information for foreign Congress par
ticipants, contains also a review of some of the latest Czech books and a list 01 
the most important geographical institutes in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. 
We enclose also a list of our main professional journals. This small "Orbis geo
graphicus bohemoslovacus" is quite up to date to the 1/1/1980. 

We are sure that the 24th International Geographical Congress in Tokyo 
will show not only the high level of geography of the host country, of which we 
are well informed, but also that of its organizational capabilities. Considering 
the great distance, the personal participation of our geographers will be limited, 
yet they will surely follow the Proceedings of the Congress with the utmost in
terest. We wish them much success,. 

For the Editorial Board 
of the Journal ot the Czechoslovak Geographical 

Society 
Prof., Dr. Vdclav Kral, CSc. 

Chief Editor 



PREDMLUVA 
, , ' ,. L .' "" .. 

Toto Cislo naseho casopis:u venujeme 2,4. Mezinarodnimu geografickemu 
kc.ngresu, ktery se bude konat koncem leta 1980 v I'okiu. HIavni kongresova jeci~ 
nani probehnou ve dvanacti odbornych sekcich ve dnech 1. az 5. zari, avilak jii 
v ph::dchazeJicim tydnu bude zasedat v ruznych mistech Japonska 26 odbornych 
komisi, zrizenych Mezinarodni geografickou unii k reseni vybranych a aktuainich 
goo6raHckych problemu. 

Ceskoslovensti geografove se v minulosti ucastnili a hodlaji se i nadaic 
ucastnit sjezdovych jedmini jak v odbornych sekcich, tak i v nekterych odbornych 
komisich. V tomto eisle naseho Sborniku predkladame prispevky ceskych geografii, 
ktere zapadaji do kongresove tematiky a maji ukazat, v kterych smerech se nas(' 
geografie podili na reseni problematiky jednotlivych sekci Ci komisi. Tradicne 
jsme zastoupeni zejmena v jednotlivych odvetvich fyzicke geografie, v geomor~ 
fologii, hydrologii i klimatologii, rozvijime nauku 0 krajine a .iejim optimalnim 
vyuiiti pro potfeby cIoveka. . 

V tomto eisIe, ureenem predevsim pro informaci zahranicnich navstevniktl 
kongresu, podavame taKe informace 0 nekterych vyznamnejsich ceskych kniznich 
publikacich z posledni dohy. Uvadime rovnez seznam hlavnich geografickych pra
covist v Ceskosiovensku a seznam nasich hlavnich odbornych easopisii. Tenta 
maly HOrbis geographicus bohemoslovacus" je podle stavu k 1. 1. 1980. 

24. Mezinarodni geograficky kongres v Tokiu jiste ukaze i vysokou uroveil 
geograficke vedy i organizacnich schopnosti hostitelske zerne, 0 nichZ jsme doMe 
informovani. Piestoze pro velkou odIehlost se asi nepodari vetsimu mnozstvi na 
sich geograftl osobne se ucastnit kongresovych jedmini, budeme vsichni takto 
jednani sledovat s velkym zajmem a prejeme jim pineho uspechu. 
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Za reda~cnl. radu 
Sborniku Ceskoslovenske geograticke UJolecnosti: 

Prot. RNDr. Vaclav Kral, esc., 
vedouci redaktor 
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JARO~.1iR DEMEK 

THE GEOGRAPHICAL PROGNOSIS 
IN PRESENT-DAY CZECH GEOGRAPHY 

1. Preface 

At the present time, during building up or a well-developed socialist society, 
a rapid pr0'gress in science and technical sciences is taking place in Czechosl0'va
kia without any anal0'gy in the past. The scientific-technical revolution results in 
basic qualitative changes. in the present-day system of production f0'rces in Cz~
choslovakia which affect all components of this system and all sides of techno
logical relationships. The extraordinarily rapid development of science and the 
prompt introduction of scientific knowledge int0' production make of the science 
an immediate production force. 

The changes evoked by the building up of socialism and by the scienti,fic
technical revolution strike even the Czech geography. Ge0'graphy in Czechoslova
kia is subjected to changes affecting the bases proper 0'f the said science., 

But the processes mentioned "ab0've manifest themselves. eV2n in the object 
of geography, i. e. in the changes of the intricate system of the landscape sphere 
on Czechoslovakia's territory. Mainly the socialization of agriculture and the chan
ges attached thereto by the division of land and the industrialization of agricul
tural production have substantially changed the character of the landscape of 
extensive regions in Czechoslovakia. The extension 0'f production and the adop
tion of new modes of production have not only raised the standard of living of 
the population but manifested themselves even by some negative effects 0'n land
scape and environment (atmQspheric and water pollution, cumulation of waste, 
etc. ). 

In planning Czechoslovakia's future development, a number of tasks arise 
therefore, several of them concerning the spatial organizati0'n of the economy and 
life of the society. The quality of the environment in Czechoslovakia also exhibits 
a distinct spatial structure, from regions with a slightly disturbed nature (e. g. 
national parks and protected landscape areas) up to regions devastated by mining 
with str0'ngly disturbed natural conditions. This is why the simple statement 0'f 
the present-day state of geographical conditi0'ns and the state of environment is not 
sufficient for planning but it is necessary to know the variants of the development 
of the spatial structure of economy as well as of the life of the SOCiety for instance 
in 1990, 2000 and/or 2050. Czech geographers have, theref0're, in recent years 
paid considerable attention to the pr0'blems of geographical pr0'gnosis. 

2. Contents of the geographical prognosis 

Prognosticating is a systematic investigation of the future and a formulation 
of scientific statements concerning 0'bjectively possible alternatives and variants 
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of the sUDj2'Ct of prognosis in the future. The result of the investigation is a prog
nosis as a complex of mutually connected valuations, i. e. aims of valuation, mo
des of their achievement and necessary costs. It has already been mentioned abo
ve that, at the present time, Czech geography is facing two tasks, such as 
a) the prognosis_ of the geography as a science, and 
b) the prognosis of the development of the subject of geography, i. c. of the land

scape sphere especially on Czechoslovakia's territory. 
For the purpose of tackling the tasks mentioned, geography creates an imple

ment - the geographical prognosis. The geographical prognosis is a systematically 
derived and from the viewpoint of reliability theoretically and practically verified 
system of possible alternative states of geography as science and of the landscape 
sphere as a subject of study of this science in the future. The geographical prog
nosis is a very complicated and responsible task. It requires not only a d~ep 
insight in the development of science but, simultaneously, a clear idea of time· 
spatial relationships of nature and society in the future. 

The geographical prognosis belongs by its character into the group of scienti
fic-technical prognoses. It should be stressed that the scientific-technical prognosti· 
cation and the practice of scientific-technical prognosticating are still in the be
ginning of their development. At the pr-esent time, the active process of imprc
vementof the methods of scientific-technical prognosticating is proceeding in 
Czechoslovakia. Czech geographers have the advantage of being able to base the 
elaboration of the methods of geographical prognosis on collective co··operation of 
the member countries of COMECON in the sphere of scientific-technical prognos
ticating. 

The methodological basis of the Czech geographical prognostication are the 
scientific categories of materiahstic dialectics and, above all, the principles 01 
objectivity and law-controlled development, the recognizability and inexhaustibi
lity of the real world. The geographical prognosticating is in relation to general 
prognostication a conrrete branch of geographical research based on its spe.::ific 
theory resting upon general Knowledse of the doctrine OE science. At the present 
time, geographIcal prognosticating il1 Czechoslovakia is getting the character of 
a systematic analysis o.t tendencies and perspectives giving more precision to va
luation. The prognoses designed by geographers are based on known objective 
laws, tendencies, demands and conditiom of the qevelopmer,t of both. the geo
graphy as science and the whole Czechoslovak society. The geographers are 
trying to formulate the possible alternatives of the development of both - the 
geography and the subject of its study - the landscape sphere on the whole 
territory of the country. Experience has shown that prognosticating is more 
successful if it is more connected with the practice of socialist development, with 
planning of the scientific-technical and socio-economic development of a well
developed socialist society. 

The geographical prognostication is further based on general methods of 
prognostication, i. e. on the complex of general principles, modes and laws of 
scientific forecasting. 

3. Prognosticating of the development of Czech geography 

As already mentioned, the geography as science was subjected in recent years 
to a substantial development affecting the bases proper of this old science. Even 
Czech geography is quickly developing as a component of Czechoslovak geography, 
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a component of the geography in socialist countries and, last but not least, as 
a component of world geography. Czech geography turned from description to 
the s.ystem-structural analysis. of its subject, i. e. of the landscape sphere. It does, 
not content itself only with the statement of the present-day state. Czech geo
graphers are searching for and proposing the modes of the control of the develop
ment of the landscape sphere on Czechoslovakia's territory and within the frame 
of the co-operation of the COMECON member countries. in the interest of its 
optimum utilization for the needs of further development of the socialist society. 
In Czechoslovakia, a rational spatial organization of life and economic activities 
of the soci3list society is becoming a necessary component of the complex care 
of environment of this society. 

The development of Czech geography is planned and takes place both within 
the scope of the preparation and execution of the different fifve-year plans of the 
development of Czechoslovak economy and society, and within the frame of plan
ning for longer periods 00 up to 15 years). The task of Czech geographers is, 
therefore, to proJIJ,osticate the needs of the development of geography for the said 
periods and to give them precision on the basis of the five-year plans of the State 
Plan of Basic Research and the State Plan of Technical Development. 

The prognoses carried out so far of the development of the Czech geography 
have shown that it will deal up to 1990 mainly with the problems of 
a) landscape and its development (changes of spatial dIfferentiation and spatial 

structure especially from the point of view of securing the optimum utilization 
of natural resources and of securing the optimum environment) 

b) spatial geographical structures with the aim of securing the optimum spatial 
dislocation of population (investigation of urbanized areas), production and 
recreation 

c) cartographical models especially with the application of modern means of 
automation of map compilation and the utilization of the modes of remote 
sensing 

d) modernization of teaching geography in all types of schools. 
The prognosis has shown simultaneously that to secure such a development 

ot geography in the future it will be necessary to develop the theory of geography 
as well as the further development of geographical prognosis. 

4. PrognostIcating of the further development of the landscape sphere 
on Czechoslovakia's territory 

Prognosticating the further development of the landscape sphere on Czecho
slovakia's territory is an important task not only of theoretical significance fm 
geography but also of immediate practical significance mainly in connection 
with s·ecuring the optimuln environment for the further development of socialist 
society. 

But experience has shown that the geographical prognosis of the development 
of the landscape sphere is a very complicated task, especially for the followin8 
reasons,: 
a) the progriosis must be based on reliable data and knowledge of the past anc~ 

the future 
b) the subject of the prognosis, i. e. the landscape sphere, is an unusually intri

cate system with many variables 
c) the prognosis must end by a synthesis, i. e. a complex prognosis of thedeve-
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lopment of the landscape sphere on Czechoslovakia's territory or its, parts 
for 15, 25, 50 or - in the last resort - even 100 years ahead. 
The geographical prognosis is always a scientific fores.eeing of unknown or 

partly unknown phenomena. This is why so heavy demands are made on the 
reliability of the basic data:. For the prognosis of a possible development of spa
tial relationships between the elements and components of the landscape sphere on 
Czechoslovakia's territory it is necessary to know above all: 
a) the trends and rate of the natural development of the different natural ele

ments and components of the landscape sphere 
b) the changes both of the individual components and the whole natural sub

system of the landscape sphere affected by the economic activities of society 
c) the tendency of the development of the whole society, i. e. both the totality 

and the different socio-economic subsystems (industry, agriculture, transport, 
services, recreation, etc.). 

The basic data must be related to a certain zero level. But the experience of 
Czech geographers has shown that in the conditions of the strongly altered nature 
of Czechoslovakia it is quite difficult to find the scale of the natural development 
of the individual elements and components of the physico-geographical sphere. 
In the time, when measurements of climate, waters, biota, with sufficient precision 
were started (e. g. climatic data from 1775 in Praha-Klementinum), the para
meters already concerned a rapidly changing nature with significant and diverse 
effects of human activities. To acquire exact data on the landscap2 sphere in the 
past and partly even nowadays is therefore rather difficult and geographers are 
often obliged to use estimates and approximate data. This fact is, of course, reflec
ted in the quality of the prognosis. 

From the functional viewpoint, three types of geographical prognoses are 
distinguished by Czech geographers. The first type are geographical research 
prognoses whose aim are the discovery and formulation of new tendencies in the 
development of the geography as science and its subiect,i. e. the landscape sphere. 
This tyne of prognoses is tackled above all in the Institutes of Geography of the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and the Slovak Academy of Sciences and at 
the geographical departments of universities. The second type are geographical 
program prognoses based on known tendencies and laws of the development of 
geogr'lphv as science and its subject and also on social needs. They refer to geo
graphical research prognoses but are more focussed on the requirements of practi
ce. This type of prognoses is examined besides the institutions mentioned above 
II Iso by geographers in departmental research institutes and institutions (c. g. 
Research Institute of Construction anrl Architecture). Thf; third type are geo
graphical organization prognoses based on the knowledge of general laws and 
tendencies of the development of geography as an organization system. They arc 
based on information supplied by research and program prognoses, on information 
of human and material resources and formulate the scientifically motivated hy
pethE'sIs on resources necessary for the achievement of possible ;tnd nlanned aim( 
An example of such prognoses are the different levels of territorial planning in 
Czechoslovakia. 

At the present time, the scientific prognostic:ntion is llsing l' hont 140 various 
mpthods of pwgnosticating. The real number of thp methods applied in geogranhi
cal Drognosticating in Czechoslovakia is. naturally. much sm'lller. The applied 
methods can be, in substance, concentrated into three basic groups. such as extra
polation methods, exoertise methods and methods of modelling. 

In the geographical prognosis, its subject is considered by Cz{'('h f1Po~raphcrs 
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principally a system of interconnected components with respect to their hierarchy 
and importance. The object of the prognosis is simultaneously studied in relation
ships with other systems as well as an element of the system of higher order. Czedl 
geographers understand under the term system methods in the practice of present
day geographical prognosticating .the procedure of the application of different 
methods and approaches to prognosticating based on a united theoreticaJ.hypothe 
sis. In this procedure, the various methods and approaches complement mutually 
their limited possibilities. This procedure increases, therefore, the credibility of 
the obtained data. The utilization of system theory in ensuring the solution of the 
geographical prognosis is a necessity corresponding to the Ilew level of the pro· 
blems arising before Czech geography within the frame of the scientific-technical 
revolution. -

The geographical prognosis. in Czechoslovakia has also different levels. The 
highest level represents the prognoses of the development of the landscape sphere 
on the level of the whole federation. 

The second level are the prognoses on the level of both states - the Czech 
So::ialist Republic and the Slovak Socialist Republic., An example of such 
a prognosis can be the prognosis of the development of the environment of the Czech 
Socialist Republic in the publication ]. Demek et aI., Zivotniprosti'edi Ceske so
cialil:>ticke republiky (The Environment of the Czech Socialist Republic, Praha 
1978). This geographical prognosis formulates some conceptions of the further 
development of the landscape sphere of the Czech Socialist >Republic about [J 

2030. These are: 
a) the conception that the atmospheric pollution of the CSR will go on increasing 

until 1985 in connection with the increasing consumption of solid fuel (espe
cially lignite of low quality) and with the development of motorism; as, late 
as after 1985 a slight decrease in pollution by solid partirles. can be expected 
owing to the increased efficiency of fly-ash separators; but the amount of gas 
emmissions (above all S02) will increase futher, even after 1985; 

b) the conception on thermal pollution of the atmosphere in settlem~nt aggIo
merations and industrial centres where the additional thermal energy will 
reach about 2000 approximately 1/3 of the total quantity of solar energy in
cident upon 1 m2 of the surface of the Czech Socialist Republic per year; 

c) the conception on limited resources of surface and groundwater and on the 
increasing trend of water consumption by the population from the present-day 
296 1. inh. -1. day-1 to 552 1. inh. -1. day-1 in 2000; as well as on the increa
sing water pollution by agriculture which may be a limiting agent of social 
and economic development in 2000; 

d) the conception on the rearrangement of the whole landscape of the Czech So
cialist Republic and the change of its function especially in the lowland 3.ml 
hilly land regions in connection with the concentration, mechanization and 
specialization of agriculture; 

e) the conception on growing problems in urbanized regions, mainly as to 
atmospheric pollution, problems with noise, lack of drinking water, civiliza
tion diseases, etc.; 

f) the conception on the spatial differentiation of the environment in the indi
vidual parts of the Republic and concentration of significant problems. in so
me regions, such as for instance, in the North Bohemian Lignite Basin and 
th2 urban T2gions of Ostrava, Praha, Brno, Plzeii, Sokolov, Hradec Kralove 
and Pardubice. 
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The third level is the prognosis of the development of the landscape sphere 
in the individual regions. A considerable progress has been attained in this level 
of prognosis, especially thanks to the institutes dealing with territorial planning 
(e. g. Terplan, Urbion, etc. J. 

In the geographical prognoses, the possibilities of the special geographical 
representittion means are usually made use of - the thematic maps. But it should 
be mentioned that this specific geographical language is still more used even by 
other scientific disciplines (e. g. by territorial planning) which results in a "geo 
graphization" of these branches and their rapprochement with geography. A new 
higher stage of geographical prognosis will be the starting monitoring and auto
mation of the construction of prognostic maps with the aid of computers. 
Conclusions 

The present-day state of geography as science and the present-day state of 
its subject of study - the landscape - require not only the establishment 
of their present-day state but even a prognosis of their development in the 
future. This is why Czech geographers are developing and will develop the geo
graphical prognosis as a useful implement in fulfilling the tasks of geography 
in the period of the scientific-technical revolution. 
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Shrnuti 

GEOGRAFICKA PROGNOZA V SOUCASNE GESKE GEOGRAFIl 

Progn6zovanI je systematicke zkoumani budoucnosti a formulovanl vedeckych vy
poved! 0 objektivne moznych alternativach a varialltaeh objektu progn6zy do !:lUdfJu,:. 
nosti. Geogr.aficka prognoz.a pak je komplex navzajem souvisejicich hodnoceni 0 vyvoji 
geografie jako vedy a vyvOji objektu tEto vedy tj. krajillne sfery v budoucnosti. Geogra 
ficka prognoza Je ukol velmi slozity a odpovedny. Svym charakterem nalezi do skupiny 
vedeckotechnickych prognoz. Je ti'eba zdllraznit, ze vedE'ekotechnicka prognostika a pm· 
xe veclE;ckotechnickeho progn6zovuni s€ nachazi jeslii v pocatc(ch,.sveho vyvoje. V sou· 
casne dobe probiha v Ceskoslovensku aktivni proees zdokollalovanf metod geograficke
ilo prognozovanL Metodologickym ziikladem ceske geogrnficke prognostiky jsou vedec
ke kategorie materialisticke dialektiky a pi'edevsim prinCipy objektivncsti a zakonitosli 
vyvoje, poznavatelnosti a nevycerpatelnosti realneho sveta. Vyznam geograficke progno
zy spociva v tom, ze v soucasne doM docllazi v Ceskoslovensku k rychlemu rozvoji 
geografie jako vedy, souc.asne vsak k rozsiihlym zmenam v jejim objektu, tj. v sektoru 
krajinne sfery na uzemi CSSR pod vlivem int€nzivni hospodai'ske cinnosti spolecnosti 
p1'l budovani vyspele socialisticke spolecnosti Zei!nena socializace zemiJdelstvi a indu 
strializace zemMelske vyroby podstatne zmimily raz krajiny rozsahlych oblasti GSSR. 
Rozsireni vyroby a zavedeni novych druhu vyroby l1Ajen zvysilo zivotni uroven obyva
teistva, ale projevilo se i nekterymi negativnimi vlivy na krajinu a zivotni prostl'adi. 
Proto rna geograficka prognoza nejen teoreticky, ale i bezprosti'edne prakticky vyznam. 

Z funkcniho hlediska jsou v clanku rozliseny tfi typy geograficke prognozy, a to 
vyzkumne, programove a org.anizacni prognozy. Jsou probrany hlavni metody pouzivane 
pfi geograficke prognoze, a to zejmena metody extrapolace, expertizy a modelovani. 
Z hlediska mei'itka jsou rozliseny progn6zy gloMlni, regionalni a oblastni. Jako pri
klad je uvedena prognoza vyvoje zivotniho prosti'edi GSR. 
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TADEAs CZUDEK 

PLEISTOCENE THERMAL EROSION 
IN THE WESTERN PART OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

I. Introduction 

Although considerable progress has been done in the research of Pleistocene 
cryogenic hillslope processes and landforms in Czechoslovakia over the last 25 
yt'ars, there is still little information available to the role of fluvial processes in 
periglacial environments. Our recent investigations concerning this problem are 
based on the valley shape, the river and slope deposits, as well as the character oi 
the valley bottom and slope foot underlying the Pleistocene sediments; studied 
in numerous drill-holes, test pits and long excavations. The present report shows 
that linear (vertical) and lateral thermal erosion played, indeed, an important role 
in the evolution of Pleistocene valleys and in the modification of pre-Quaternary 
valleys in Bohemia and Moravia. 

II. Thermal erosion 

Thermal erosion results in the melting of ground ice, the removal of loosened 
material by flowing water and the origin of thermo-erosional features. Thus, ther
mal erosion is closely connected with normal mechanical erosion whose morph'J
genetic effects differ from place to place in permafrost areas. I t can be said 
that it is in many regions much smaller than that of thermal erosion. Thermal 
erosion is acting in permafrost areas in all rivers. But its geomorphological dfed 
controled by local conditions is variable and depends among others: 

i) on the temperature of the runnig water and the temperature of the frozen 
ground; 

ii) on the quantity, the mode of distnbution and the type of frozen ground, 
iii) 'In the composition and me;:hamcal properties of the bedrock, notably 

on its jointing; 
iv) on the quantity and the velocity of flowing water; 
v) on the lenght of the annual period of thermal erosion; 
vi) on the quantity of material supplied, not only from valleys slopes and 

river banks but also from the bottom of the river; 
vii) on the tectonic regime of the area - uplift or subsidence- and on the 

rate of this tectonic movements. In many cases, the tectonics affect the type of 
thermal erosion as well as its share in the total activity of running water. 

From the geomorphological point of view thermal erosion can be classified 
into two basic types: linear (vertical) thermal erosion and lateral thermal erosion. 
Both are interrelated and very often act tozetheli (T. Czudek - J. Demek 1973, p. 
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26). Under certain conditions the action of one type of thermal erosion dominates, 
under other conditions that of the second type. A lot of landforms created and/or 
conditioned by lateral thermal erosion as well as the rapid undercutting of river 
banks led many authors to conclusions tnat the thermal erosion operates predo
minantly laterally. In the conditions of present-day permafrost this opinion is 
correct especially in the case of larger lowland stream~. But 'in many cases, main,
ly in areas of rapid uplift, the linear mechanical and linear thermal erosion 
dominate. 

Both types of thermal erosion are known to be very effective. Examples. from 
Arctic North America and Siberia in particular are .startling. The frozen banks 
of the rivers Indigirka and Yana,.for instance are in some plac~s-retreating at 
a rate of 10--25 m/year (S. S. Korzhuyev 1966, pp: 28--29). New gullies deve
lop quickly, and the lenght of existing gullies may increase at a rate of several 
tens of metres/year. Numerous descriptions of the effect of thermal e::osion 
in present-day permafrost areas have been presented in many papers and summari
zed especially by]. Dylik (1970), A. Jahn (l9i'O, 1975), T. Czudek -]. Demek 
(1973) and H. M. French (1976). 

Ill. Pleistocene thermal erosion and the evolution of valleys in the western 
part of Czechoslovakia 

During the cold periods of the Pleistocene epoch Czechoslovakia was situated 
in front of the Scandinavian continental ice sheet and its. western part in the pro
ximity of Alpine glaciers. There is numerous direct and indirect evidence indica
ting the presence of Pleistocene permafrost on the territory of Bohemia and Mora
via. The main arguments for this are: 

i) post-cryogenic textures in unconsolidated fine-grained sediments; 
ii) pseudomorphs of ice-wedges, the largest of them being 6,50 m deep and 

11,25 m wide (Nemcany near Slavkov u Brna, Central Moravian Carpathians)'; 
iii) intensive deep frost weathering of massive rocks reaching along fissure!'. 

to depths of more than 30 m; 
iv) huge blocks of Tertiary and Pleistocene sediments transported in frozLa 

state by the glacier in formerly glaciated areas of northern Moravia; 
v) very frequent occurrence of climatically determined periglacial asymmetric 

valleys, dry valleys, dells, frost-riven cliffs and scarps, tors and cryoplanation 
terraces which can develop in seasonally ·frozen ground (where permafrost is 
lacking) but are - in such forms as found in Czechoslovakia - typical of zone 
with present-day perennially frozen ground. 

Permafrost occurred in Bohemia and Moravia not only during the Wiirm 
but also in former cold periods of the Pleistocene (J. Demck in J. Demek - J. 
Kukla ed., 1969, p. 39). Its thickness as well as the ice content were locally and 
obviously even in the individual cold periods different. Of widespread importance 
were here especially the relief aI;ld local geological conditions, the lithological rock 
properties in particular. The thickness of the Pleistocene permafrost on Czecho
slovakia's territory is not sufficiently known at present. But according to recent 
investigations it attained at least several tens of metres. It is possible that it could 
attain even about 100 m under favourable conditions. Up to 60-70 per cent 
of permafrost by volume could consist of ice. 

There are three basic morphographical valley types in the area described 
These are: 
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1. broad open (dell-like) valleys; 
2. deeply incised V-shaped valleys with a narrow bottom; 
3. valleys with a broad bottOom (box-like valleys). 

The valleys are of different age and many of them originated in pre-Q uater
nary epoch. Some of them in the Bohemian Massif are even of Paleogene age . 
During the Quaternary an intensive modelling of older valleys and the evolution 
of new valleys can be observed. 

In the development of the broad open va lleys represented especially by delL 
(Dellen) and small dry valleys mainly processes of linear thermal erosion were 
important. These valleys are very frequent in Bohemia and Moravia and occur 
both in regions built of less resistant sediments and in solid rocks areas. Their 
sides are commonly asymmetric. The valleys mentioned form often a dense pattern 
in- low lang and hilly land relief. During the Pleistocene the deepening and, owing 
to slope processes, the widening of older broad open valleys as well as the forma
tion of small shallow dells and dry valleys in new places took place. From the 
character of the Pleistocene periglacial sediments 011 the bottom of the valleys 
described it foilOows that they were transported both by solifluction and running 
water. There are even cases that on the bottom of short broad open valleY5 occur 
channels filled-up with slope deposits whose cross-profile shows that they were: 
created by linearly running water (1'. Czudek 1971, p. 37, 1978, p. 72). In the 
Mor<lvian Gale e. g. we establisncci in drill-holes below the present-day broad 
open cross-proIile of a dell a flat-bottomed box-like form (Fig. l.) as we'll a!; 
knicks in the long-profile indicating fluvial action (T. Czudek 1973, pp. 10 -12 J. 
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1. Uppermost part of a de ll SW of Kujavy, Moravian Gale. 1 - seliiments of the bottom 
of the dell (Holocene ). 2 - eo lian loess loarns I Wlirm), 3 - glaciofluvial sedlm8nts 
[Saale), 4 - glaciol ucustrine s8diments (Sa a le ], '5 _.- Miocene marine <;ediments 
I Badenianj . V 1 - V 17 drill -ho les. [ Accordin g 10 T. CzudekJ. 

In areas of solid rocks of the Bohemian Massif and the Western Carpathians 
dells developed In places of greater jointing or where shallow terrain depressions 
might have already occurred. In these places, there were, ow.ing to greater moisture, 
favourable conditions for the development of larger ground ice masses . Even iil 
regions consi sting of soft Neogene and Quaternary sediments Pleistocene delis ani 
dry valleys originated in former relief depressions and greater ground ice occur
rences . On ice-wedges and larger ice lenses first gullies developed due to thermal 
erosion of linearly running water which 11UY in many cases be considered 
the initial phase of the evolution of the dells . Owing to linear flowing water 
(ma.inly vertical thermal erosion) these landforms were deepened and broadened 
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by mass wasting processes. In many cases lateral shifting of the axis due to 
asymmetric action of slope processes and undercutting of the sides of dells. ami 
dry valleys by thermal erosion took place. Lateral thermal erosion co-operated 
accordingly in the origin of valley asymmetry. 

Deeply incised V-~h3ped valleys with a narrow bottom are widespread iii 
the highlands 3nd especially mountains of the Bohemian Massif and the Western 
Carpathians. These valleys are even several hundrcds of metres deep and cha
racterized by a lack of morphologically expressed [\uvial terraC~3. The terraces' are 
usually buried by slope material. In many V-shaped valleys (in mountain regions 
in pa~·ticular) there were mostly not favourable conditions for the development 
of river terraces. This is connected with a very intensive uplift which could to 
a considerable extent obscure the climatically conditioned phases of 3 certain 
stability and activity in valley incision. Due to intensive tectoilic uplifts, at the 
end of the Tertiary and in Pleis.tocene the valleys described exhibit distinct 
features of forms created by rapid down-cutting. In the Krkonose Mts., the Krns
ne hory Mts., the Hruby Jesenik Mts. and the Moravsko3iezske Beskvdy Mts. 
for instance thp. intensity of the Pleistocene deepLning of the valleys can be estab
lished with at least 300 and /or 400 Ill. The disturbance of the bedrock by fwst 
(widening of the original fi'>Sures) in the valley DOittom and lower slope parts. 
seems to be greater than on the surrounding watershed ridses. In the development 
of the V -shaped valleys during the Pleistocene mainly normal mechanical ero
sion as well as thermal vertical erosion took share. The lateral erosion was of less 
importance in the general aspect of these vallp.ys. 

The valleys with a broad bottom (box-like valleys) are typical of the lowland 
and hilly land relief 01 . the western part of Czechoslovakia. They are less fre
quent in highlands and only seldom can be found in mountain areas . They oeCl,;r 
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2. Box-like valley of the Vrtiivka Rivp.r near Velkil Dystrice, Nlzky Jesenlk (Bighlands). 
1 -- loess (WlirmJ, 2- loess with fragments of Lower Carbomferous rocks (Wlirmj, 
:; .-- slope deposits: loams and debriS (WUrmJ, 4 -- sediments of the valley bottom 
(Holocene - Wlirm J. 5 - terrace sediments (Young Pleistocene j, 6 - fossil weathp
red material (caolinitic clay) redeposited in the Pleistocene, 7 -- bedrock - mostly 
shales (Lower Carboniferous). S 1 - S 10 test pits, V 1 - V 8 drill-hole~. [According 
10 T. Czudek" w\,d M. HrusnaJ. 
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in various rocks and their typical feature is a flat broad bottom, the dimensions 
oi which usually exceed the depth of the vaHey (Fig. 2.). The rivers are underfit, 
their bottoms being even more than 100 times broad~r than the present river chan 
neL It follows from numerous drill-holes that the base of the fluvial deposits is on 
the whole fairly flat in the cross-profile. The basis of terrace gravels and sands 
exhibits the same character or is slightly inclined towards the valley axis. Shallow 
depressions (om' or several) occur in the bedrock underlying the sediments of tlit: 
valley floor. These former braiding channels are to be found in various places; 
even in close proximity of slopes and inside the gravel body, too. The character of 
accumulation of the Pleistocene sands and gravels point also to their removal not 
only down-streams but even in lateral direction. There, where no talus occurs, the 
Quaternary sediments of the valley bottom are directly adjacent to the bedrock oi 
the slope, whIch is here considerably steep lusually more inclined than in the 
vlher siope parts) . A similar situation indicating lateral erosicn exist in the case 
01 river terraces . In places where ta lus exists at the foot of the slope several types 
oi relationships between the Pleistocene gravel-sand series of strata of the valley 
floor and the slope deposits were established. The effects of lateral erosion wp.re 
accordingly strongly affected by the action of periglacial slope processes. Althougn 
box-like valleys must have existed in many areas of the western part of Czecho
s!ovakia .as early as before the Quaternary, the Pleistocene lateral er03ion often 
occurring evidently together with the deepening of valley bottoms has heen decisive 
10r their present-day shape. It is not excluded and has not been exactly proved for 
the moment, that lateral erosion was supported by icings. Their presence during 
the coid Pleistocene periods is beyond any doubt in Central Europe. 

Pleistocene lateral erosion (especially thermal erosion) is responsible not 
only for the development of present-day flat broad valley bottoms. In many cas~s, 
a disti.nct shifting of the valley (often by as much as several hundreds of metres) 
owing to asymmetric action of slope processes can be observed. This is indicated 
by the often asymmetric development of the river terraces. An example can be th~ 
Trnavka River valley in the Moravian Gate where 9 buried Pleistocene terTaces 
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3. Asymmetric valley SSW of BIIov, Moravian G<Jte. 1 - flood sediments (Holocene J. 
2 -- slope dp-posits (Holocene J. 3 .- eolian lop-ss loams (WOrm J. 4 - sand and gra
vel of the valley bottom (late Wiirm), 5 - glaCiofluvial sediments (Saalel. 6 - Mio
Cfme marine sediments (Badenian J. S 1 - S 4 test pits>, V 1 - V 23 drill ;holes. 
(According to T. Czudek). 
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were found on the left (E-facing) side at a distance of 5 km from the valley head. 
The lenght of the lateral shifting of the valley axis towards the steeper (W
facing) slope is about 530 m. Pleistocene lateral thermal erosion took also share 
in the development of asymmetric valleys (F,ig. 3.) ,which belong to the typical 
features of the relief in the western part of Czechoslovakia. 
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PLEISTOCENNI TERMOEROZE V ZAPADNI CAST! CESKOSLOVENSKA 

Autor pojednava (l jednom z velmi vyznamnych faktoru pri vyvoji Udolf v oblasti 
Cech IJ Moravy, tj. 0 pleistocenni terl1loerozi. Termoeroze je proces rozpousteni pod
zemniho ledu, odnas,eni uvolnenych hmot tekouci vodou a s tim spojeneho vznilm 
pi'iznacnych tvarureliefu. Nase'vyzkumy poultazujl na velky vyznam linearni a lateral
ni lermoeroze pri vyvoji pleistocennlch udolf a modelaci pi'edpleistocennfch udolf v ob
lasti Geske vysociny a Zapadnich Karpat. V praci jSOli take podany pi'ime a nepi'ime 
diikazy existence pleistocenni dlouh::>dobe zmrzle pudy na uzeml Ceskoslovenska, jejiz 
mOCllost mohla dosahovat az okolo 100 m a obsllh ledu az kolem 60-70, %. 

Hi vyvoji uvalovitych udolf, zastoupenych u nas pi'edkvarternimi sirocl~ rozevi'e
nymi udolimi, pleistocennimi upady a suchymi udolimi se silne uplatnily procesy linear, 
ni termoeroze. Mnohe upady a sucha udoll 5e zacala vyvijet na ledovych klfnech a ~T 
mistech vetsiho nahromallenl pm)zemniho ledu. Lateralnl termoeroze se podil~la (spo 
IUl'iisobila) pi'i vyvoji asymetl'ie techto udoH. 

Pri vyvoji hluboce zarezanych udolf ve tvaru vice nebe mene rozevi'eneho pismmw 
V sa v pleistocenu uplatnila zeJmena mechanicka eroze tekouci vody a take linearni 
:ermoeroze. Boen! termoeroze mela pro celkovY vzhled techto udolf mens! vyznam. 

Pro dnesni tvai'nost neckovltych udolf oyla rozhodujici lateralni termoeroze, pro 
bihajici zi'ejme casto za soucasneho tennoerozuiho prohlubovallf udoln[ch den. Neni 
vylouceno, ze bocni termoerozi podporovala i TliiledL 
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ANTONIN IVAN 

RELIEF OF THE SOUTH-EAST MORAVIA 
AND PROBLEMS OF GEOMORPHOLOGICAL 

CORRELATION OF THE WESTERN CARPATHIANS 
AND THE EASTERN ALPS 

The significance of Moravia for correlation of continental and Alpine gla
ciations in Central Europe has been known for a long time and it seems to 
be suitable to extend the idea to the pre-Quaternary relief forms too. Particu
larly suitable for this purpose is the relief surrounding the Vienna Basin. This 
depression penetrates with its northern part into the Carpathians. and with the 
south-west one into the Alps. Projects and constructions of geomorphological 
maps as the International Geomorphological Map of Europe, Geomorphological 
Map of the Carpathim and Balkan Regions. (M. Pecsi 1977) and Map of Plana
tion Surfaces of Carpathian and Balkan Regions (Resolution ... 1975) demon
strate that this problem is not a matter for itself. The importance of correlation 
increases when the compared areas were dealt with according to different theo
retical conceptions, and consequently, with different results. During the con
struction of geomorphological maps arises for example a danger of hardly reason
able time gaps on the contacts of geomorphological regions. 

Looking at previous and present conceptions of denudation chrono:logy of the 
Western CarpatMans and the Eastern Alps, we can see considerable differences. 
The conception of three planation surfaces devl1loped from the Upper Miocene 
till the Upper Pliocene is commonly accepted for the Western Carpathians (M. 
Klimaszewski 1965, E. Mazur 1965). At present prevail tendencies to put the 
planation surfaces into still younger periods (E. Mazur, J. Cineura 1975, 1. Star
kei 1975). For the Eastern Alps, on the contrary, the conception of many de
nudation levels is still valid. After the period influenced by the ideas of.A. Win
kler-Hermaden, who considered the relief of the area as very young, new investi
gations shift the age of summit parts of the relief to earlier periods. Generally is 
believed that in mountain areas, the development of present relief forms began after 
the Pyreneic phase (Eocene) by accumulation of a gravel cover built of allochtonous 
rocks of the Central Alps. This hypothetical relief termed the "Augensteinlartd
schaft" dated from the Oligocene till the Ottnangian was the initial form of a more 
complex dissected relief, the "Raxlandschaft", developed from the Oligocene to 
the Badenian. Preservation of surfaces from the period before thrusting of the 
youngest nappes can be explained partly by the slowness of movements, partly 
by the flatness of the overthrust plane (A. Tollmann 1968, H. Riedl 1977). 

For the explanation of relations between the relie'f of the Western CarpathIans 
and the Eastern Alps we can take into account in Moravia the correlative se
diments building the youngest nappes, the deposits of the Carpathian Foredeep 
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and the Vienna Basin and the remnants oJ planation surfaces in the Pavlovskf 
vrchy (Hills), Vizovicka vrchovina (Highland) and in the Bile Karpaty (Mts .. ). 

The flysch nappes of the South-East Moravia were thrusted in the Pyreneic, 
Savian and Styrian folding phases. The Vizovicka vrchovina (Highland) ana 
the Bile Karpaty (Mts .. ) are parts of the older Magura nappe, the Pavlovske 
vrchy (Hills) of the younger Zdanice nappe. The nappes were formed as relief 
thrusts i. e. they were shifted over the subaerial erosional relief (Z. Roth 1975). 

The development of the relief in the early-orogenic (pre-neotectonic) stage 
can be divided into two phases. In the first phase from the Eocene to the Lower 
Miocene after the thrusting of the Magura nappe·the region, according to Z. Roth 
0975), was uplifted to the altitude of 200-400 m. The local denudation relief 
was, according to the mentioned author, with great probability, in direct connection 
with the East-Alpine "Augensteinlandschaft ". In our opinion there is a certain 
difference, as the possibility of transport of the material from the Central Car
pathians across the area of the Magura nappe has not yet been proved. The corre
lative sediments of this phase are the Zdanice-Hustopece beds of Oligocene to Lo
wer Miocene age. They are now regarded as molasse rather than as previously sup
posed flysch type sedimentation. Also the idea has been expressed that their se
dimentary basin was rather a ·foredeep than a geosyncjnal trough. The thickness 
of sediments «2500-3000 m) suggests the greatest denudation of the napp~ 
just in this phase. 

In the second tectonically and paleogeographically complicated phase from 
the Lower Miocene to the Badenian the Zdanice nappe was formed and the Magu
ra nappe was completed by thrusting over it. The structure, especially in the area 
of the present Vienna Basin suffered repeating movements accompanied by ma
rine transgressions and regressions (see V. Spicka 1966, 1972) and by the for
mation of synorogenic planation sudaces. This is demonstrated by the erOS!OI, 
surface (unconformity) on the bottom of the basin cutting both the Magura flysch 
and Zdanice flysch. The surface is fossilized by Lower Miocene deposits. Although 
hurried, it is the oldest form in this part of the vVestern Carpathians. The Lower 
Miocene basal clastics, few hundred metres in thickness indicate the transport 
from the near rugged relief. 

Significant paleogeographical changes in the course of this phase took place 
also in the Karpatian and the Badenian (Old Styrian phase). Owing to repeated 
upflits, a part of the basin filling was .denuded and the development"of planation 
surfaces reached over the flysch. The deposits of Karpatian were particularly re
duced and the significant Intra-Miocene surface later dislocated by fault tectonics 
was developed. This development is exemplified also in the present relief of t:'1e 
Pavlovske vrchy (Hills). After the thrusting of the Zdanice nappe over the Kar
patian sediments of the Carpathian Foredeep, the denudation and development of 
planation surface which was, at least, in the last phase shaped by marine abrasion 
(A. I van 1973) took place. The planation surface was burried under Badenian 
sediments" later dislocated along the cross faults and lastly resurrected in 
Upper Miocene or the Lower Pliocene. The correlative sediments of this planation 
surface are mainly basal clastics of the Lanzendorf series of the Badenian. It 
may be that the sporadic dark dolomites, accordiQg to L Krystek and J. Tejkai 
( 19(8) of unknown provenience correspond to the black dolomites that are th" 
key rocks of the "Augensteinlandschaft". 

The limestone klippes of the Pavlovske vrchy (Hills.) provide a significant 
point for the correlation with the Alpine region too. The continuation of the hillfi 
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in Austria are the Leiser Berge, where H. Riedl (1960, 1977) found two plana
tion surfaces on the limestone. The higher one (500 m)is a subaerial surface, 
formed in the Lower Miocene and it may be correlated to a certain extent, with 
the "Raxlandschaft". The lower level (450 m) is the Badenian abrasion surface 
already mentioned. In the Pavlovske vrchy (Hills) due to analogous. structural 
and paleogeographical conditions the Lower Miocene surface could develop, but 
its remnants have not been preserved. This results from the sandwiching of the Lo
wer Miocene deposits between slices of the Jurassic limestone (Z. Stninik 1963) anJ 
from the great inclination of the thrust plane of the Zdanice nappe (Z. Stranik, 
E. Benesova, F. Picha 1968, profile p. 98). The movements on the post-Badenien 
cross faults are also important. They throw doubt upon ail conclusions inferr~d 
from the analysis of height of the surfaces. The basiC changes in paleogeography 
and geomorphological development occured in the Badenian during the young 
Styrian phase which initiated the late-orogenic (neotectonic) stage. The Vienna 
Basin has assumed its present ground plan (except the Hradiste Graben), borde
red by distinct radial faults. The forming orographical units, the Pavlovske vrchy 
(Hills), Vizovicka vrchovina (Highland) and the Bile Karpaty (Mts.:) have ap
peared, in comparison with it, as horsts. Generally however the anticlinal type of 
movements has prevailed. 

The remnants of the Lower Miocene, the Badenian and the Pannonian depo
sits on cut folded structures suggest that the amount of denudation of the flysch 
was not great in the neotectonic stage. Most probably, due to repeated transgres
sions the denudation took place mainly in the Neogene sediments. The geomorpho
logical reconstruction therefore should consider also the repeated burrying and 
exhumation of the older relief. Particularly at the basin margins there are some re
surrected surfaces on the narrow fault blocks in altitude close to younger plana
tions. 

Problematic is also the interpretation of correlative sediments in the Vienna 
Basin. Except the material from neighbourhood, sediments from the Bohemian 
Massif, great parts of the Alps and their northern forefield were brought here. 
Important is also fact that on the planation surfaces, owing to intensiv.e modelta
tion in Quaternary we do not find fossile weathering products and paleosoils. N el
verthdess, especially the many-coloured layers in the Vienna Basin constitute the 
possibility how to precise the geomorphological development. -The planation surfaces of the investigated area are well preserved in the 
Favlovske vrchy (Hills) and the lower southern part of the Vizovicka vrchovina 
(Highland). Striking is especially the regional planation surface of 350 m, situa
ted 160--190 m above the flood plains of the main water courses'., In the Pavlov
ske vrchy (Hills) the surface cuts the faults disturbing the Badenian sediments. 
In the Vizovicka vrchovina (l-hghland) deposits of the Pannonian age are pre
~erved on it. H. Riedl (1960) in Leiser Berge ranged this surface in:o Upper Plio
cene. According to H. Nowak (1969), in the Austrian part of the C,upathian Fo
redeep the surface has developed from the Pannonien till the Upper Pliocene. 
This conclusion is valid for our territory too, but here it is a complicated pdly
genetic surface in which also the pre-Pliocene exhumend elements could participate. 
This relief form is the most important from the viewpoint of the correlation of pla
nation surfaces. 

The remnants of surface of 270 m, which have already certain relations to 
the valley pattern, can be found in places under the level of 350 m. Somewhere 
they have the features of pediments. The position closely above the highest riv€r 
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terraces suggests Upper Pliocene age. The smaller extent is due to extensive 
development of Pleistocene cryopediments. They form mostly the bottom of 
basins connected with short water gaps or pediment passes. In places, the destruc
tion cf the older relief was so intensive, that we may speak about cryoplain accom
panied by residual hills quite analogic with inselbergs. The development of 
cryopediments was expressively controlled by lithology. They can be found mostly 
on weak Neogene deposits or moderately consolidated flysch claystones. This de· 
pendence somewhere resulted in relief inversion of the same type as that developed 
in the Bile Karpaty (Mts.) in the Tertiary. 

Substantially more complicated problems are met with in highland and moun
tainous relief. The state of their research in our country was described by J. Demek 
et all (1965), T. Czudek, J. Demek and o. Stehlik (1965) and J. Demek (1976). 
As a rule it is difficult to determine even the number of planations. Dating, when 
it is proposed, rests mostly on '1nalogy with other regions. Except the idea of 
Miocene abrasion, all previous conceptions have their starting point - regard
less whether they come to the conclusion of single dislocated planation surfaoe 
0. Krejci 1944) or of number of levels -- exclusivdy in tectonic causes. Fen 
example A. Winkler-Hermaden (1957), on the basis that in the Vienna Basin 
the compressional tectonics is separated from the tensional one, adds to every folding 
phase two planation surfaces. But the basic presumption was modified by new 
research (V. Spicka 1966). In earlier works uniform lowering of all surfaces is 
also tacitly anticipated. Climatic aspects of planation surfaces were not cons ide . 
fled at all. 

It is necessary to say that only little interest is devoted to the higher flysch re
lief at present. From the Wienerwald where the geological structure is simi'lar 
to mountain areas of the flysch Carpathians in Moravia, A. Winkler-Hermaden in 
his comprehensive book only briefly quotes G. Gotzinger, who distinguished 
three more distinct levels in 520 m, 560 - 570 m and 600 - 620 m and less striking 
planations in 760-780 m and in 800 m. The highest surface is according to A. 
Winkler-Hermaden of the Lower Pannonien age. 

The above mentioned difficulties can be demonstrated on the Bile Karpaty 
(Mts.). The structure of the Neogene deposits at the southwest termination indi
cates a brachyanticlinal closure, from which the height of mountains increases 
succesively towards NE. In the south-west part of the mountains, east of the city 
Stniznice, we can find two planation surfaces in the axial part which are diffi
cult to distinguish. The lower one is accompanied by fault steps. at the outer edge. 
On the contrary, in the highest parts, e. g. in the surrounding of fhe Velka Javo
fina (970 m), at least 5 leve1s (820-880 m, 650 m, 500-550 m, 450 m and 
380-420 m) may be determined on the morphographical basis. 

However, the genetic andchronologic considerations are complicated at least 
by three factors: 1) cross faults of NW -SE. direction, reftecting movements vf 
the deep platform basement; on the faults topographical steps are developed in 
some places, 2) according to P. Grecula - Z. Roth (1978) a Tertiary sub
duction zone passes under the Bile Karpaty (Mts.); that might be in connection 
with the manifestations of young longitudinal tectonics found by J. Mosche
Iesova (1923); 3) at present it is not possible to relate definitely any planation 
surface of the Bile Karpat'y (Mts.) with the surface of 350 m in the Vizovicka 
vrchovina (Highland), which forms a part of their western fore field. 

This article could not discuss all the problems, e. g. the influence of folding 
phase migration etc. Nevertheless our analysis shows that the forms ailialogic with 
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the "Augensteinlandschaft .. and "Raxlandschaft" have not been preserved in the 
present relief in Moravia. Hoyvever, it is possible to find them in the sedimentary 
record of the Neogene basins. For the ~orrelation of the relief of the Western 
Carpathians and the Eastern Alps only the lowest present time planation surfaces 
time may be considered. The research of the highland and mountain relief ha:; 
not advanced sufficiently till now. 
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Souhrn 

RELIEF JIHOVYCHODNI MORAVY Z HLEDISKA GEOMORFOLOGICKE KORELACF. 
ZAPADNICH KARPAT A VYCHODNlcH ALP 

Soucasne denudacni chronologie Zapadnich Karpat a Vychodnich Alp jsou velmi 
rozdilne. Pro jejich korelaci, potrebnou z hlediska tvorby pi'ehlednych geomorfologickych 
map a z toho, ze se u nas zacinaji objevovat terminy alpske geomorfologie [l. Roth 
1975), ma vyznam hlavne relief po obvodu Videiiske panve. Dne5ni relief flyiSovych 
Karpat jv. Moravy )e svym zalozenim sice stary, pro korelaci lze vsak uvazovatien 
mladsi, dobi'e zachovane povrchy pahorkatin a nekterych vrchovin. V clenitych vrchovi- • 
nach a zejmena hornatinach nedospel vyzkum jeste dostatecne daleko. Prvky analogic-
ke s tzv. "Augensteinlandschaft" a "Raxlandschaft" lze u nas hledat hlavne v diskor·· 
dancich a korelatnich sedimentech neogennich panvi. 
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MILAN KONECNY 

ANTHROPOGENIC GEOMORPHOLOGY: 
QUESTIONS, PROBLEMS, TASKS 

l. Preface 

Geography is a scientific discipline able to explain and tackle the interre1a
honships of physico-geographic and socio-economic phenomena and processes in 
the period of the scientific-technical revolution whose attendant symptom is even 
the increasing pressure of the society on the natural milieu. Tackling of such an 
intricate complex task is accompanied with efforts of physical and socio-economiC' 
geographers for mutual understanding and application of their disciplines for the 
purpose of reaching their object, i. e. the identification, knowledge, explanation, 
suggestion of measures and prognosis of the future development of landscape 
transformation by human activities. 

Although the problems of the effects of human activities on natural environ
ment were paid increased attention as late as after World War II, works dealing 
with these problems are met in the world literature many years earlier. To the 
first gf'nerally appreciated authors belong the American scientist G. P. Marsh 
and the outstanding Russian geographer A. I. Vojejkov who contributed to know
ledge of the character, extent and impacts of the uncontrolled interference of man 
in natural processes as early as in the second half of the 19th century. 

With time, even specialists of the individual sciences on Earth, above aU 
geographers and geologists, have begun to take notice of the specific manifesta
tions of the pressure of human society on natura'! environment. The German geo
grapher E. Fisher (1915) points out the role of man as the youngest geological 
factor, numerous authors pay attention to anthropogenic transfonmations of geo
morphological processes (R. 1. Sherlock, 1923; K. Bryan, 1925; G. V. Jacks 
and R. O. Whyte, 1939; S. Pawlowski, 1923). Great upsurge as to the numbe~' 
of such studies can be registered in geographical literature since the fifties of 
this century up to the present times. An important contribution to the knowledge 
of the economic influence of man on the Earth surface was the work of the Ger
man economic geographer, E. Fels (1954). W. D. Thornbury (969) devotes in 
his work the chapter "Applied Geomorphology" to the utilization of geomorpholo
gical knowledge in hydrological applications, extraction of mineral raw materials, 
designs of technical projects, oil extraction and military application. 

The geographers of socialist countries have too a significant share in this 
deve10pment paying their attention not only to the research within the frame of 
the different disciplines but even to the application of geomorphological knowledge 
in complex studies A. S. Devdariani, 1954; J. Dylik, 1954; 1. Zapletal, 1969; I. P. 
Gcrasimov, 1970; J. Demek, 1973, F. N. Milkov, 1973, etc. )1. 
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It can be stated that geography as a whole responds to the necessity of in
vestigations of the diverse effects of the society 011 the natural environment in 
two ways. On one side, new complex geographical disciPlines are formed, such 
as complex physical geography or science on landscape, on the other side new 
scientific branches develop within the frame of the fundamental geographical 
disciplines (geomorphology, soil geography, biogeography, etc.). 

2. Definition and delimitation of the subject of study of anthropogenic 
geomorphology 

Anthropogenic geomorphology belongs to the youngest geomorphological 
disciplines. The author of the paper considers anthropogenic geomorphology a new 
branch of general geomorphology. Subject of its study are in the sensre: 
s.l.: all direct or mediate effects of human society on the relief of continents 

and oceans 
s.s.: the study of the aspect, genesis and age of anthropogenic relief forms, as 

well as the space-time aspects of the registration, evaluation and progno
sis of anthropogenic relief transformations of the territory discussed. 
Although anthropogenic geomorphology is a discipline generally acknowled-

ged in literature, its definition and delimitation can only seldom be found espe
cially in geographical and/or geomorphological dictionaries. R. W. Fairbrid3e 
(19b8, p. 525) mentions for instance the term of anthropogenic geolmorphology 
only in connection with the elucidation of the role of man as a geological agent 
in the Holocene. In another place (pp. 15 to 18) he pays greater attention to the 
description of anthropogenic geomorphological processes. S. V. Kalesnik (1968, p. 
19) does not give the definition of anthropogenic geomorphology either but s pe
cifies anthropogenic factors as a group of ecological agents including various 
forms of the influence of man on the flora and environment. F. D. ,Monkhouse 
and J. Small (1978, p. 14) define the subject of "anthropogeomorphologyM as 
the study of relief forms created by man (pits, quarries, dumps, lakes}. 

More attention is paid to problems of anthropogenic geomorphology and 
its different aspects in geomorphological textbooks and papers. Let us say -
before a characteristic of the approaches of some authors to the problems forming 
in our opinion the subject of study of anthropogeni.c geomorphology - that some 
of them class a part of the problems of anthropogenic geomorphoiogy with the 
discipline called "environmental geology" (Flawn P. T.. 1970; Tank R. W., 
1976). This fact proves even the effort of the other sciences on Earth to contri
bute to the solution of the effects of man on the modification of the Earth suria
ce and the related processes. It is impossible not to see that in most cases "en
vironmental geology" only introduces physico- and socie-economic geographical 
aspects of the interrelations man - environment, the complex expression of which 
by geographers is not always available. An important part is played even by the 
fact that in some Anglo~American countries geomorphology is considered a part 
of geology. The subject of study of "environmental geology" is therefore often 
integrated in that of anthropogenic geomorphology or "environmental gecllUorpho~ 
logy" which I consider synonyms. Let us prove now the statements mentioned 
by opinions of some authors about the role played by geomorphology in the study 
of reciprocal effects of man and environment. 

D. G. Panov (1966, p. 6) mentions anthropogenic relief forms to human acti
vities conditioning even the dynamics of geomorphological processes. 
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J. Pilawska (1968) arrives in her considerations concerning the changes 
of the geographical milieu by mining at the conclusion that, besides, geomorpho~ 
logy, such transformations must be tackled even by other geographical discipli~ 
nes. The investigations which had formerly only a space aspect have even a branch 
aspect at the present time. 

I. P. Gerasimov (1970, p. 13) demands that the knowledge of anthropogenic 
effects on geomorphological processes results in their prognosis and, simulta~ 
neously, in measures which 1) will reduce the effects of destructive elemental 
processes and 2) will lead to the formation of natural~technical systems. Mapping 
of the consequences of anthropogenic influences is necessary too. 

P. T. Flawn (1970) specifies in the preface to hist book "environmental 
geology" as a part of ecology dealing with the relationship of man to his geolo~ 
gical locality. 

R. U. Cooke and J. C. Doornkamp (1974) consider "environmental geomor~ 
phology" a discipline dealing with the geomorphological aspects of human influen
ce on natural milieu. They suppose that the revival of interest and the specializa
tion of geomorphologists in these problems is caused by the exploitation of natural 
resources and its consequences which have to be solved by society, and 2) th". 
transformations of geomorphology as a whole, because the latter must work in 
the solution of the problems of environment in context with social, economic and 
technical sciences i. e. sciences with which the exchange of information is mutually 
relevant. The knowledge resulting from the analysis of individual geomorphdlo~ 
gical processes is also of use in environmental management. 

F. N. Milkov (1974, p. 4) suggests to regard anthropogenic geomorphology 
as an independent science or as "a special part of general geomorphology". He 
considers as subject of study of anthropogenic geomorphology anthropogenic 
morphosculptures and its task - the study of direct and attendant anthropogenic 
forms: with the registration of the effects of economic activities on the modelling 
of natural relief forms. 

P. F. Molodkin (1976, p. 77) defines anthropogenic geomorphology as a part 
of general geomorphology studying the anthropogenic relief of the Earth surface, 
its structure, development and genesis. As method of study he considers the anthro~ 
pogeomorphological analysis investigating the mechanism of natural and anthro· 
pogenic processes in the modelling and dcvelopment of the anthropogenic relief. 

R. W. Tank's (1976, p. 2) delimitation of the characteristics of the geological 
environment is based on the conception of ecology as a science dealing with the 
relationships between organisms: and environment. 

J. C. Frye (1976, pp. 3-6) takes interest in the task of the sciences on 
Earth in tackling the environmental problems which he divides into five groups. 
1) gathering of data for planning practice with res]?ect to physiognoniy, surhce 
and sub-surface characteristics especially in extension of urban areas (in utill~ 
zation of topographical and geological maps, knowledge of engineering geology. 
soil mechanics, prognoses of poteutial landslides, etc.). 2) determination of factOls 
affecting the security and stability of surface and subsurface waste dumps, 3) 
provision of information for planned utilization and ensurance of water resources 
for the population, 4) identification of perspective natural resources, 5) recogni~ 
tion of man as the main geological factor by monitoring of the changes he evokes 
in environment and preventing the consequences of these activities. 

From the review submitted it follows - besides the knowledge mentioneu 
above - that 1) most authors study anthropogenic relief transformations for the 
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needs of research in the sphere of the formation and protection of environment; 
continuity with other geographical disciplines is elaborated only slightly, reserves 
exist above all in the application of the knowledge of the complex discipline 
dealing with the relationships between society and natural milieu - the landsca
pe science. 2) some authors (P. T. Flawn, 1970, R. W. Tank, 1976) slightly 
suppress in their approaches the principle of regionalism (in I. P. Gerasimow's 
conception .- 1976) in behalf of the principles of anthropogenism and ecologislll. 
3) some 'iuthors (D. G. Panov, 1966, W. D. Thornbury, 1969) attribute the 
solution of numerous problems. of anthropogenic geomorphology to applied geo
morphology. In spite of the fact that the author of this paper considers applied 
research as one of the most important criteria the results of the discipline to social 
nerds, he believes that applied geomorphology makes use only of a partial know
ledge of geomorphological branches and, accordingly, even of knowledge resulting 
from the study of anthropogenic relief transformations. This means that applied 
and anthropogenic geomorphology are different disciplines of geo:norphology. 

3. Contribution of Czechoslovak geomorphologists 

The works of authors dealing in CZechoslovakia with some aspects of anthro
pogenic geomorphology can be summarized in 3 groups. The works of first group 
deal with theoretical problems and result usually either in general systematic 
classifications of anthropogenic relief forms or delimit the effects of man on the 
Earth surface (L. Zapletal, 1969; J. Demek, 1973; M. Hnidek, 1976). The :;e
cond group consists of works devoted to the geomorphological analysis of a cer· 
lain tcdtary with applicatIOn of its ba3lc meihod-- geomorphological mappinSj. 
The maps belong by their conception to general geomorphological map3, includin~ 
besides genesis, aspect and age of relief forms even an information on allthropo 
genic relief forms. These forms are in lar~e, medium and small-scale maps repre
sented almost exclusively by conventional extra-scale ~Yll1bols. Works drafted in 
this way h.ve - as to number - the upper hand to both further groups 0. D~
mek, 1959; V. Kreil, 1969; B. Balatka et aI., 1972; T. Czudek, 1971; A. Ivan, 
1975). The third group is represented DY works investigating and recording exclu 
sively the effects of man on the relief. They present either: a) a re'"iew of anthro
pogenic forms and interferences with the relief (J. Louckova, 1969, 1974) or of 
forms and transformations of the relief by a certain type or gamut of economic 
activities (0. Stehlik, 1971; L. Zapletal, 1976 a, b) Or evaluate the effect of eco
nomic activities on the relief in the whole complex (0. Stehlik, 1975). 

4. Means of expression 

Traditional, effective and still basic means of expression of the results uf 
geomorphological studies are their cartographical interpretations in the form of 
thematic maps and cartograms. 

The geomorphological map is considered an information system which is 
a model of really existing geomorphological geosystems. Owing to the increase 
of information on the relief, its full recording in a geomorphological map is still 
more difficult if the criteria of correctness, objectivity and lucidity are to be res
pected. This is why other, special geomorphological maps develop whose COilt~nts 
is determined by the purpose of application. In my opinion, these map~ only 
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elaborate a certain part of the information system which has already been recor
ded in the general geomorphological map. The general geomorphological map 
keeps, therefore, its fundamental significance, irreplaceable so far. 

From the point of view of the tasks imposed on geomorphology by the pro
blems of the interrelations of society and environment, geomorphological maps 
can be divided into two groups. The first group of maps supplies information on tbe 
character of the relief and its suitability for utilization by a certain type of human 
activities. Sufficient information of this kind can be derived from general g~o
morphological maps characterizing the aspect, genesis and age of the relief, or 
from partial geomorphological, above all morphographic and morphometric map8 
(c. g. maps of vertical dissection, densi1y of dissec1ion, density of erosion network, 
valley depths, etc.). The second group represented by special maps makes possible 
the, evaluation of the economic activities of man with respect to the relief which 
lead in most cases to the disturbance of the natural dynamic equilibrium of th,:, 
relief, resulting in a transformation and modification of the course and intensity 
of geomorphological processes (erosion, development of landslides, etc.). 

The author of this paper attempted 10 compile such a special map in tne 
region of the Boskovicka brazda (Boskovicc Furrow) (M. Konecny, 1978). In tll-:: 
original of the map he represented by contour lines and conventional symbols 
With differentiation in colour the individual anthropogenic relief forms and by 
ilat tint the probable soil erosion in mm per year for the whole area covered with 
agricultural land. 

A great advantage of these maps compared to general and partial geomorpho
logical maps is the possibility of the expression of the prognosis of geomorpho
logical processes OIl the basis of the preceding development and the present-day 
sldte ot the relief. 

Difficulties in the application of general and special geomorphological maps 
are caused by the lenght of their preparation and the various demands of the map 
users who often lack training in utilization of such maps. In the first case, much 
can be Improved by automation of map construction, in the second case by ela
boration and stabilization of the respective legends of general and above all spe
CIal geomorphological maps. 

To satisfy the increasing demands of various institutions on a sufficient num
ber vI topical relevant information on the relationship man - environment, 
a progressive classification of information and a formation of information systems 
take place. I.mproved geographical and/or geomorphological information systems 
are becoming their organic components. I consider an information system - ac
cording to Langefors (B. Langefors, 1966) -- a system involving elements for 
collection, transmission, preservation, processing and giving of information. A spe
cial feature of a geographical and, accordingly, a geomorphological information 
is its space and time character. A space information demonstrates the distribution 
of elelments of certain properties and allows to study: their interrelationships. 

Data on the natural milieu are obtained in field research by the study and 
interpretation of air and space photos or by the combination of these methods. 
In information systems they usually refer to rectangular projections of certain 
space units (squares, hexagons) on a chosen topographical area. The space uni ts 
become in this way the territorial carrier of information. The amount of the in
formation carried is determined by the purpose and level of the information sys
tem. These criteria are valid also for the amount and structure of information 
supplied into the information system by the individual scientific disciplines. Pro· 
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u:ssing of gathered information is carried out in computers, making possible the 
printing of cartograms of the characteristics of the different elements or their 
various combinations. 

Anthropogenic geomorphology supplies to such information systems data 
concerning anthropogenic transformations of the relief. Output infortmation can 
inform on the individual anthropogenic relief forms, the modification of the cour
se of present-day geomorphological processes including their prognosis and supply 
an idea of the degree of the anthropogenization of the territory. 

5. Tasks of anthropogene geomorphology 

In my opinion, the solution of the following tasks is absolutely necess'arY for 
a further intensive development of anthropogenic geomorphology and an increase 
of its significance for social practice: 
1) elaboration of the theory and methods of research of the origin and develop

ment of relief forms and relief-forming processes owing to economic activities 
of society 

2) elaboration of theoretic bases of anthropogeomorphological prognoses of re
lief development in depedence on the economic activities of society, regional
geographical and zonal-climatic conditions 

3) delimitation of anthropogenic factors in the formation and transformations of 
the relief and elaboration of the typization and classification of anthropogenic 
relief transformations 

4) selection, systematization and preliminary data processing for the needs of 
information systems on the territory. 

6. Conclusion 

The author of the paper submits a review of the main questions, problelDi.s 
and tasks of a new branch of general geomorphology - anthropogenic geomorpho
iogy. He believes that anthropogenic geomorphology will enrich the whole geomor
phology with new knowledge elucidating the reciprocal relation and effects oi 
human society on the relief and will utilize the possibility of tackling the funda
mental problems of environment for which it has the necessary qualification. 
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Resume 

ANTROFOGENNi GEOMORFOLOGIE - OTAZKY, PROBLt:MY, OKOLY 

Autor cliinku se zamysli nad otazkami, problemy a ukoly antropogenni geomorfolo· 
gie. Za jeji predmiH studia povazuje v sirsim smyslu vsechny prime ci zprosti'edkovane 
vli\'y lidskeho spolecenstvi na relief pevnin a oceanu, a ve smyslu s. s. studium vzhledu, 
geneze a stAri antropogennich tvaru reliBfu, jakoz i prostorocasove aspektv registrace, 
vyhodnocovani a progn6zy antropogennich transformaci reliefu daneho uzemi. Upozor
iiuje, ze nekteri auton zai'azuji problematiku teto disciplfny do tzv. "environmental 
geology". Ve vetSine pripadu vsak jde 0 zavAdeni fyzicko- a socioekonomicko geografic
kych aspektii vzajemnych vztahii clovek - prostrfldi, ktere nejsou vzdy ad geografil 
k dispozici. Dale autor uvadi prehled nekterych nazorii no1 pojetl antropogenni geo
morfologie a venuje speciAlni cast rozvoji discipliny v Ceskoslovensku. Za zAkladnf 
prostredek vyjactreni vysledku geomorfologickych studii povazuje kartografickou in
terpretaci ve forme tematickych map a kartogramii. Z hledjska ilkohl, ktere pi'ed geo
morfologii klade problematika vzajemnych vztahu spolecnosti a prosti'edi, lzp. geomorfo· 
logicke mapy rozdelit do dvou skupin. Prvni podAva informaci 0 charakteru relief!' 
a jeho vhodnosti pro vyuZiU urcitym typem lidske cinnosti (Obecne a dHel geomorfo
logicke mapyJ. DruhA, reprezentovana mapami speciAlnimi, umoZflUje hodnocen[ a prog 
n6zu hospodarske cinnosti na relief. Autor upozorf'iuje i na ulohu geografickych, resp 
geomorfologickych informacnich systemii v informacnich systemech 0 uzem[ a moi
nosti zpracovAni informaci pomocf pocftacil, jejichz grafickA zai'izeni umoziluji vytistenf 
kartogramii charakteristik jednotlivych prvkfi, ci jejich kombinacL Antropogenni gen-
morfologie poskytuje pro takoveto informacni systemy Udaje tykaj[cf se antropogennich 
transformaci rE'liefu. 
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LUDVIK LOYDA 

PARALOGISM IN GEOMORPHOLOGY 

There is no doubt about climatic geomorphology' to be one of natural sciences. 
Nevertheless its development is in no way similar to them. The greater part of 
these sciences has originated in the antiquity already and their evolution ha'> by 
far not yet been completed. On the other hand geomorphology has resulted from thc 
work of only one generation of scientists. They created its fundamental principles 
and solved all its problems in the main. Nowadays, their precepts are being only 
applied to, and there is no problem more which could not be made clear on this 
basis. 

Therefore, geomorphology was not developing as slowly as other sciences, but 
it arose nearly all of sudden - after the victorious struggle of erosional ideas 
concerning the river valley genesis against the tectonic conception This was 
acknowledged by Hettner (1928, p. 28): "Mit dem Siege der Erosionstheorie ist 
die Morphologie eine selbstanclige Disziplin gegeniiber der Tektonik geworden." 

With regard to the lack of deep boreholes, of geophysical and geodetic mea
surements, the erosional as well as tectonic explanations had of course to bc 
entirely or mostly speculative at that time. That is why deduction became the 
only working method of climatic geomorphology - from the forms of the relief 
directly their genesis was deduced. On this basis the genetic system of W. M. Da
vis was elaborataed. But Hettner (p. 29) did not agree with this incorrect method 
and criticized Davis's ideas: " ... ihre ganze Deduktion von der Erosion des flie~
senden Wassers ausgeht; sie rechnen damit als mit einer bekannten, nicht weiter 
zu untersuchenden Tatsache." 

Onesided erosional deductions cannot be held for a research of nature, III 

fact, but only for individual ideas trying to elucidate the origin of valleys and of 
other forms of the relief. Hettner is right if noting that only mistakes arise in 
this way. Therefore he criticizes the erosion theory sharply: " ... sie macht '>ich 
die Art des Einschneidens und die Grenz!! cler Erosionsarbeit oft nicht geniigend 
klar und ist dadurch zu falschen Vorstellungen und Schlussfolgcrungen gekom
men, die sie bei einem Durchdenken leicht hiitte vermeiden konnen." 

In addition to theaoove-mentioned reproofs he warns against dogmatic use 
of these incorrect explanations and calls for the deduction method to be comple
mented with the inductive way of research: "Auch heute enthalt die Theorie (dec 
Erosion) noch cine Anzahl zweifclhafter Satze, vor deren dogrnatischen Anwen
dung man sich hiiten muss. Sie muss mehr bisher in jeder einzelnen Ausstellung 
mit der Wirklichkeit verglichen, durch induktive Betrachtung gepriift werden." 
Moreover he reproves the geomorphologists for their ignoring of this requirement 
all the time: "Die meisten jiingeren Morphologen widmen sich dieser Arbeit s('
lider Grundlegung zu wenig." 
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It is evident that there are serious defects and imperfections within the fun· 
damentals of the erosion theory i. e. in the root of all the climatic geomorpholo
gy, too. This is understandable, since geomorphology did .not virtually originate 
as a science exploring natural processes, but as a science only publishing COil

siderations about valley genesis. This state lasts practically from the time oi 
the origin of this science. Its working method has not at all changed till now. 
This is proved even by Carson's and Crickmay's judgment of the scientific level 
of modern geomorphology. Carson (1971) writes: "Much attention has been given 
- at a superficial level - to corrasion as a major general mechanism of erosion, 
Notwithstanding the attention paid to corrasion by geomorphologists, however, 
very little is known about the mechanics of this process." 

Of course, if research has not at all advanced till our time, then original 
erosional conceptions still remain unverified. That is why they cannot be held 
for scientific precepts. They are still only primary ideas' which can well be right 
but more probably are not. Every hypothesis has to be verified - otherwise it 
remains only an idea and is of no value for science. Crickmay (1974, p. 195) is 
very well aware of the peculiarity and relevance of today's state of things in 
geomorphology and he estimates it very critically - he is sure that the require
ment to verify precepts would be quite a revolution ,< "this, in itself, is a form 
of revolution; passive, perhaps, but all the more insidious"), 

The lack of verification is thus the fundamental feature of the whole ero
sional theory. Since it is the question ·of mere speculations, it is useless tryi~g 
to argue against them, e. g. by a detailed geomorphological study in river valleYf>. 
We find here for the most part nothing which could prove or disprove erosional 
interpretations. The incorrectness of genetic erosional explanations is to be lik~ly 
brought to light by an analysis of their form' and subject and by their mutual 
confrontation. Thus we get out of the framework of natural research, but if the 
incorrectness of erosional presuppositions is to be detected, there is no other way. 

In contrast to other sciences, disputations have not in fact been taking pla
ce in geomorphology. The only controversy between adherents of erosional inter
pretations ort one hand and adherents of tectonic views on the other hand took 
place in the past century already, With a common lack of substantial proofs, it 
must have been only the matter of an exchange of opinions. It was, therefore, the 
mere ability to .argue promptly which gained the victory for the erosional theory. 

As early as in the antiquity philosophers pursued from a common point of 
view the analysis of the incorrect but successful argumentation. That is to say, that 
already then a successful advocate of a wrong conception unjustifiably gained 
a reputation of a wise man, of a scientist. This was the way of the sophists dis
putes. Even experts - after Aristotle T- got embarassed by their arguments. Nei
ther recognizing the grounds of a discussed problem nor convincing the opponent, 
but gaining a victory at any rate is the question in such an argumentation. The 
sophists'seemingly conclusive argumentation is, in fact, always fallacious in its 
form or subject. 

Aristotle enumerates 13 kinds of fallacious arguments (paralogism). Some 
of them are to be found among the genetic 'precepts of geomorphology, too. Let 
us start e. g. with the geomorphologic term "erosion". This term is the point of 
departure of all other erosional explanations and an example of a multisense word 
(homonymy). In erosional precepts "erosion" aplies either to trasport (wearing 
away), or to disturbing activity (corrasion, abrasion), Or to various combinations 
of more processes - weathering, corrasion, corrosiOn, denudation,. and transporl. 
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In the German geomorphologic literature erosion is not even regarded as a separa
te process "Erosion, Transport und Akkumulation ... doch nicht scharf zu 
Irennende Vorgange sind, sondern in steter Wechselwirkung stehen" (Machat
schek 1954). 

It is sure that a vague i. e. incorrect subject of the basic term "erosion" must 
lead to incorrect and little reliable erosional explanations. One of the fundamen
tal erosional theorems - that a river can deepen its valley even in the hardest 
rocks: if having time enough - can serve as an example. In its support it is said 
that even drops of water can deepen a pit in a hard stone ("Der Tropfen hahIt 
den Stein", Hettner 1928). This seemingly conclusive argument is, of course, an 
example of paralogism called "ignoratio elenchi". One statement is here wil
fully changed for another . .surely both these processes cannot be confused - the 
matter is corrosion and weathering in the case of dropping water, but corrasion 
and transport in the case of river activity. 

After another deep-rooted presumption the mere existence of a valley witb 
a water stream on its bed is held for a proof of the erosional genesis of the valey. 
This: is nothing than another paralogism, called "petitio principii", i. e. the thing 
~till to be proved IS held for entirely proved already. Such an erosional interpre
tation could be correct only in the case if the valley originated in loose rocks. To 
give general validity of erosional genesis to all valleys. is also an example of the 
paralogism "fallacia secundum qUid" - what is valid under specific conditioll3 
is held here for common. 

If we ask the question "what has existed earlier - the valley or the river 
flowing on its bed", we get near the paralogism "fallacia consequenti.~" which 
counfuses the cause with the consequenc. It is rather difficult to imagine how 
and where the stream has flown before a valley was formed - especially on the 
surface of hard rocks. On the other hand it is quite easy to understand that water 
always gathered (as it is in our time) in the lowest parts of the relief i. e. in de
pressions and valleys. Therefore the existence of the valley must have been ante
cedent to the forming of the water streams. A diametrically different opinion is 
taken for granted by the erosional theory. 

The genesis of river terraces can be surely explained in two wan - by ero
sional or by tectonic activity. Climatic geomorphology rejects the tectonic expla
nation and halds the erosional genesis for self-evident and proved. Here it i~ 
again the question of the above-mentioned paralogism "petitio principii". To 
this kind of paralogism probably all other erosional explanations can be ranged 
- on the inversion of the relief, on the water erosion being more intensive than 
the glacial erosion, on the erosional origin of submarine canyons, on antecedent 
and epigenetic cutting down of rivers into hard rocks, on the origin of valleys on 
flie Mars and on the Moon, on the backward erosion, on the cutting down of 
meanders, etc. As, in fact, none of the erosional interpretations has been proved, 
all the erosional "theory" cannot be held for right. 

By bringing cases of paralogism in erosional explanations to our attention, 
we are able to understand better why Peschel's right tectonic interpretations from 
the past century could be rejected so easily and without research. This reminds 
us again of the low quality of erosional genetic interpretations which form. the ba
sis of modem climatic geomorphology. 
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Resume 

PARALOGISMY V GEOMORFOLOGII 

Je znamo, ze geomorfologie se nevyvijela od staroveku jako vetSina ostatnich pn· 
rodnich ved, ale vznikla vlastne naraz .- pri vitezne konfrontaci eroznich nazar!! 
s tektonickymi. Neni vedou, ktera zkouma pfirodni procesy, ale na zaklade dedukci 
pronasi pOUle uvahy 0 udolni genezi ap. Tento stav trva dodnes. Erozni vyklady zusta
vali pritom stale neovereny, a tak je vlastne nelze povazovat za vedecke poueky. Po
zadavek ovei'ovani tech to vykladil by zi'ejme vyvolal uplnou revoluci (Crickmay 1974]. 

Chybne dedukce se ovsem nedaji vyvratit podrobnym geomorfologickym zkoumanim 
pi'irody. Protoze jde pouze 0 uvahy, lze Jejich nespravnost odhalit splSe rozborem formy 
a obsahu jednotlivych poucek a jejich vza]emnou konfrontaci. Tim <;e zauyvali i filozo
rove staroveku. Uspesny obM.jce chybneho nazoru uz tehdy ziskaval neopravnene povest 
moudreho eloveka. Tak vedli sve spory sofiste. Aristoteles uvadi 13 druM! paralogismu 
[klamnych soudu), ktere sofiste pouzivali a z nichz nektere nalezneme i v geomorfo
logickych vYkladech. 

Znamym paralogismem ie viceznaeDost slov (homonymieJ. Jejim pi'lkladem mliie 
byt hned zakladni pojem "eroze". Ta ie povazovana bud ien za transport nebo jen 
za rusivou cinnost nebo za kombinaci vice procesu - zvetravani, koraze, koroze, de 
nudace a transportu. 

Erozni vznik udoli v tvrdych horninach ie zase pi'irovnavan k vyhlubovani jamkl' 
kapajici vodou. Jde tu 0 paralogismus "ignoratio elenchi", tj. 0 vedomou zamenu jed
noho procesu za jiny. Nejrozsirenejsim je vsak paralogismus "petitio principii", kdy 
ie za dokazane povazovano to, co ie ti'eba teprve dokazat. Sem pat!'i snad vsechny 
erozni poucky - 0 eroznim vzniku i'icnich udolf, 0 inverzi reliefu, 0 vzniku podmorskych 
kanonu, 0 epigenezi a antecedenci (v tvrdych horninach), 0 zarezavani meandru, 0 vet
si sile p.roze vodni nez ledovcove ap. Protoze zadne erozni tvrzeni neni vlastne dokaza
no, nemuze byt dokcl.zana ani spravnost erozni teorie jako celku. 
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VACLL\V ZAJICEK 

INNOVATIONS IN REGIONAL TASKS 
OF WATER PROTECTION AND UTILIZATION 

The effects and impacts of human activities on hydrosphere components are 
in many countries the subject of scientific research activities mainly in those with 
developed economy. Mutual exchange and confrontations of findings, methodo
logical approaches and especially application of scientific data in practical solutI
ons are everywhere of great significanr.e. This holds specially true in actions tha' 
in their conceptions and processing contain progressive innovation elements. 

In this sense the presented contribution deals with those topics in which na
tional efforts can bring the best results on international scale. I t is based on the 
fact that the problem is of interdisciplinary character and essentiaHy belongs 
into the field of geography; additional scientific disciplines and application fields 
act as supplementary components. 

l. Initial stage 

The first, mainly analytical stage of increased till harmful damage of the 
hydrosphere components can be characterized as the period of the recording of 
damages, evaluation of causes and sometimes also of withdrawing from them. One 
of the important results of research activities in this stage is the differentiation of 
three categories of effects and resulting disproportions: 

l. Harmful impacts of components of the socioeconomic field on the hydro
sphere and especially on utilized or effectively utilizable water resources. 

2. Harmful impacts and unbalanced interactions inside the hydrosphere main
ly in the interactions between water management sectors. 

3. Harmful impacts manifesting themselves from the hydrosphere out.side, 
especial1y by ,the activities of water management on other natural, economic anl 
social sectors. 

The first group includes impacts of objects or production complexes of the 
primary and secondary sphere and effects of residential agglomerations as well 
as of man as individual. They have a harmful impact on precipitation, soil, ground 
and surface waters. 

Shortcomings in interactions (category 2) arise, on the one hand, from activi
ties of water management on the hydric base of the watershed and concern e. g. 
exploitation exceeding the acceptable extent of natural resources, on the other 
hand they are connected with the neglecting of hydraulic linkages existing between 
the components of the hydrosphere; this holds especially true for the hydrodyna
mic relationships of surface and groundwater, 
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The third group includes, on the one hand, harmful impacts caused by water 
as element, on the other hand local and regional effects of hydrotechnical structu
res (dams and impounding reservoirs, bridges, drainage systems. etc.). 

Ihe analytical period brought also numerous findings for the solution ot 
practical problems (ZajiCek 1973), of which it is necessary to emphasize mainl} 
the following ones: 

-- The majority of problems can be solved, some immedietely, others after 
a longer time. Hence these problems can be tackled with a net exaggerated opti
mism. 

-- In spite of the fact that Qf the three mentioned ,catcgori~s the first is th~ 
most impurtant, the hydrological and water management se:::to:r must arrange the 
relationships indicated in items 2 and 3. Only then can it assert its interests be
longing to category 1. 

- The solution of practical tasks. cannot be narrowed down to the pro
tection of isolated water resources. It requires the application of a wider spatial 
strategy in the genesis, regime and utilization of the hydrosphere components, 
especially in regions with intensive economic development. This means that the 
solution must be based on 1he optimal arrangement of structures and prol('s~es 
in space. Technological solutions are supplement~ry measures. 

_. Every collision between hydrosphere and the economic field must be .over
come in its potential stage and on the principle of global optimisation, taking .into 
balanced account economic, technical and ecological aspects. 

--- From the analytical phase it is necessary to exploit the maximUlIIl for 
the qualitative improvement of the location theory principles and for the spatial 
organization of economic activities. From this arises also the requirement not to 
admit actions causing mistakes and disproportions for the future. 

- One of the most important principles in this sense is to stop with the 
prevailing one-sided exploitation approach to the hydrosphere components and 
to respect their potential in the planning and management processes on the scale 
of continents, countries and localities. 

Under Czechoslovak conditions, the primary analytical research stage was 
essentially conCluded at the beginning of the 70 'so It has become the basis for the 
synthetical solutions, and mainly for the permanent conceptional activity on this 
subject. 

2. Solution principles. 

In the present stage of wGrk there ("xist already sets of Iindings from tIle 
solution of problems as well as from satisfactorily executed tasks of economic de
velopment. Generally, in a cultural region the hydrosphere components maintain 
the necessary quantitative and qualitative level only when three basic principles 
are conSistently consident in research as well as implementation field: 

a) Hydrology peI"llllanently supplements its fund of findings, being able to 
provide in all situations necessary data, arguments as well as complex data. 

b) Research develops and practice implementshydrotechnical innovations, 
which already take a balanced account of water management as well as interests 
of ,other sectors in the given region. 

c) The factor water is inchided on all levels of planning activities among 
the most important indicators; it serves mainly as location factor. 
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2.1 Supplementation of the fund of hydrological findings 
Although this first principle concerns the advance in hydrology as such, it 

applies mainly for hydrological sectors effectively bound to the subject under 
discussion. Of greatest importance are problems of the discharge regime and pro ' 
bl ems of vulnerability of the different runCilff components . 

Water resources are mainly threatened under extreme runoff conditions, 
especially during drought periods. For their evaluation in watersheds of different 
Size, dimensionless duration curves and additional characteristics arising from them 
are used satisfactorily. This holds true mainly for Central Europe having relati
vely small differences in the basic climatic parameters. As decisive factors in 
the di stribution of runoff act categories of rock media in the different watershed3 
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Selected duration curves in the Labe and Danube watersheds (Fig. 1) characte
rize thus on regional scale the poor capacity of rivers to overcome dry periods 011 

a higher runoff level (Type d) in granite-gneiss regions; on the other hand they 
exhibit a high cumulative potential of the mighty layers of sedimentary rocks 
(Type a) . With larger watersheds (Type b, c), the resultant characteristics corres
pond to the shares of the partial watersheds of the preceding types. The abscissae 
u, v in the range of 'low flows , e. g. in the ordinate of 355-day water (20 % Qa 
in the case of the river Labe and 17 % Qa in the case of the river Morava) de
termine for their tributaries the minimum limit of the necessary enrichment, rea
ching at least the runoff level of the main watersheds. In places where to the 
basic hydromechanical condition of the rock medium increased precipitation fre-
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quency (in higher mountain positions or in seaside regions) must be added, the 
runoff characteristics in the range of 100 to 365-day waters are even more fa
vourable. Under broader European conditions this can be seen in the case of the 
river Somme (Type e), which is a representant of a Cretaceous watershed in the 
French Atlantic zone. From this base we get further to the evaluatian of runoff 
in the necessary intervals determined according to the m-day scale; in a similar 
way we process also floods in the n-day field. 

Based on the duration curves af daily mean discharges, it is then possible 
for the chosen watersheds to evaluate the runoff phase of groundwater in periods 
withont precipitation. In this case we uefine the duration curve analytically by 
m~ans oIan interpolation equation and· we use the maximum of its derivation 
curve for the determination of the inflexion point of the tangent, which together 
wlth the ordinate of the t:mgent is the ~asic parameter far ;he calculation Oi 

the groundwater runoff potential in periods without precipitation (Zajicek 1973). 
Again we see here the marked differences under conditions of the crystalline 
watershed (river Sazava) and the accumulative active watersheds with sandstone 
as prevailing rocks (river Ploucnice), in both cases for parts of the watersheds 
with an area of about 1 000 km2 (Tab. 1). 

Tab. 1. Runoff potentiality of groundwaters in periods without precipitation. 

Groundwater Underground 

River River Groundwater runoff in % runoff in spe-
profile runoff (mm) of total runoff cHic expression 

, l.s--1.km-2) 

Sazava D. Sa':ava. 28,7 8 0,85 
Pohled 24,9 8 0,75 
Chlfstov 21,4 8 0,64 
Svetla 17,5 7 0,53 

Ploucnice C. Lip3. 97,4 39 3,07 
Struznice 88,8 40 2,84 
Benesov 76,9 34 2,45 
usH 76,8 34 2,44 

The function of the watershed with a higher storage capacity becomes mar
kedly evident also in the evaluation of the underground component in the total 
runoff from the watershed. For these instances it is useful to use the original met· 
hod of separation (Kliner, Knezek 1974). Applying this method, the relation 
between the actual variations of the groundwater table and the discharges in 
a surface stream is used. 

In watersheds with low retentian capacity of the litho-and pedosphere, the 
results of these analyses belong among the arguments for the construction of im' 
pounding reservoirs, where contrariwise to the former practice, there exists the 
possibility to make use of additional innovation elements. So for instance, based 
on regionally treated characteristics of showers, we consider regions from this 
aspect extreme:ly inclined to soil denudatians and thus we contribute, in the pre
design stage, to the selection of variants. In addition we devote attention to the 
problems of larger water abstractions from reservoirs to cover the needs af other 
watershed and especially to the problem of compensation measures far the initial 
watershed, which we process using diurnal hydrographical data from long-term 
observation series (Malisek et al. 1977). Numerical methods and suitable programs 
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for large computers permit to overcome even problems of complicated water mana
gement systems. Thus we reach an incomparably more exact evalution than when 
using methods based on monthly parameters. 

All mentioned work procedures are based on data of hydrographical services. 
In tasks requiring a more detailed knowledge of interactions' (specially when 
interconnecting quantitative and qualitative problems) we use also the results 
of purposive research in small model watersheds. As example of a whole series 
of similar studies we present briefly the conclusions from a study of principles 
of nitrate load in waters. These results were obtained in the experimental water' 

2. Zebrakovsky Brook. A - predominant type, B - - exceptional type, Fi 
- forest, M - meadow; (P. R.) - penepl,ain and etchplain relicts. 

Held, Fo -
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shed of the 2ebrakovsky Brook near Svetla nad Sazavou, a typical representative 
of a peneplain region type, in which impounding reservoirs are situated in Cze~ 
choslovakia as well as in neighbouring countries. 

Peneplain relicts are due to previous development in the Tertiary and Qua 
ternary covered by relatively permeable soils and are utilized by agriculture (Fig. 
2). Residual nutrients escape into groundwaters and springs and also into 3ur~ 
face streams. Even relatively large percentages of forests on the slopes under 
the peneplain relicts have only a slight ameliorating function. On the contrary, 
where the forest reaches as far as the watershed divide (Type B) and the whole 
process of infiltration and groundwater flow to the springs takes place in forest 
areas, the water is of high quality (Tab. 2), 

Tab. 2. 2ebrakovsky potok (brook) - occurrence of N 03 in water in typical zones. 

Sector I Extreme v.alues I Average I Remarks (mg.l-1) (mg.I-1) 

Atmosph. I 2,6-14,0 I 5,8 I -;Jrecipitation 

I Water in meadows I 4,8-12,1 J " 8,0 I 
mainly in the upper 
reaches of the watershed 

Groundwater of 

I 26~I04 I 60 I example of higher load penepl. relicts 
-

I I I 
Spring 'runoff 0,0-2,6 1,3 

gneiss and granite 
from the forest zone 

This very briefly presented characteristic of the results of multiannual re
search from a whole series of scientific and applied disciplines led already to th~ 
elaboration of principles for the adjustment of land and the organization of its 
agricultural utilization, especially in water supply watersheds. The determination 
of tolerance limits on the border of the two economic sectors brings considerable 
effects also for agriculture and that in plant nutrition and economics. 

2.2. Hydrotechnical innovations 
In the preceding example we roughly demonstrated how the activity of the 

partner sector in the region is organized in conformity with the interest of water 
management. However, the reciprocity must appear also in the water management 
field and that mainly by increased emphasis on ecological elements in technolo
gical projects. In water power engineering this principle is met by pumped~storage 
power plants, in hydro~ame1iorations by regulation drainage, in waste treatment 
plant technology by secondary utilization of slurries, etc. The example by which 
we d~onstrate this innovation approach in the field of water supply, is further~ 
more accompanied by positive effects on regional scale. 

This is reflected in systems utilizing artificial recharge and storage of ground~ 
water. After successful construction .of objects in Quaternary gravel~sand locali~ 
ties (Halek et a1. 1971, Zajicek 1975) this system is applied at present in struc~ 
tures made up of mighty sandstones layers. Following field surveys - similar 
as in normal water supply actions - in the preparatory stage of these project~, 
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model simulation and preliminary evaluation is applied, which in turn leads to 
the basic design of the system and its size category. 

On the other hand, the solution proper of hydraulic processes in the ground
water reservoir must include innovation elements, beginning already with the de
termination of the necessary filtration and storage parameters exceeding the ex
tent of current hydrogeological investigations. In the storage space and in the 
zone' between infiltration objects and the well recovery 'line, substancially non
-stationary groundwater flow processes are encoJlntered; this: can ~ described by 
partial differential equations i.ncluding the mentioned parameters. In concrete 
cases it has been shown to be suitable toaproximate partial derivations by dif
ferential expressions for a rectangular network (Stransky 1975) and to, obtain 
thus ~ystems of differential equations, easily processable on a digital computer. 
formally these equations can be written in the form 

AI-I,j' hl-I,j,n + AI,j-I • hl,j-I,n + AI+I,j • hl+I,j,n + AI,j+I 

. hi, j + I, n - AI, j • hi, j, n = ne 
Lq 

- W'(x,y,t), 

where coefficients 

h 
n. 
W' 

,0,t 
n 

are expressions including the coordinates of transmissivity tensors in 
the area studied, 
groundwater table level in the nodes of the system (i,j )', 
effective porosity, 
value expressing summarily outflow and inflow of groundwater in the 
area studied, 
time increment, 
number of the solved time 'level n . ,0, t. 

This simplified characteristic of the working procedure indicates that after 
the preliminary evaluation of each locality, it is necessary to incorporate as: inno .. 
vation link of the working procedure sectorial pilot-plant infiltration. Results ob
tained from this process correspond to the physical characteristics of permeability 
coefficients that, under conditions of sedimentary rocks, are decisive for very 
important transmissivity parameters. 

In the locality of Cerny diiJ near Mlada Boleslav with sandstone layers 
about 100 m thick, this infiltration test led to the determination of the values of 
the coefficient of permeability in the interval of the first half of the order of 
lO-lm.s--l. For the underground reservoir (Fig. 3) we derived the acceptable 
rising of the water table Hd by up to 40 m as well as the specific values of thc 
recoverable quantity of q (I . S -1) in characteristical points between the original 
(a) and raised level (b). The obtained graphical relation is defined analytically 
as an exponential function 

q = 31,0069 Hd 1'079,3. 

From the given range of raised levels and possible drops below the natural 
level is the optimal operational range in the interval Hd = 20 to 25 m. In such 
a case the system capacity reaches 1 000 1 . s -1, similarly as in the existing wa
ter supply base at Karany. Another interconnecting link of the two systems is the 
water source for artificial recharge - pretreated water from the river Jizera. 
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3. Conditions for artificial recharge and storage of ground waters in the locality of 
Cerny dlll : a, b - original and raised groundwater table; c, d - infiltration and well 
r-ecovery line. 
k - sands tone; t - marlstone; Hd - raised groundwater taole ; V - newly obtained 
water vo lume. Illustration not to scale. . 

Water supply bases of this type provide water of better quality than surface 
water reservoirs and, in comparison with them, they have very low space require
ments. Capital investments mostly do not reach even 50 % of the costs requiff~d 
by reservoirs on surface streams. 

2. 3. The greater importance of the factor "water" in planning activities 
The main principle for meeting this th('sis, which is based on the results of 

the preced ing chapters, is the shift of water resources from the category of affected 
factor s to that of affecting factors . In this sense it is naturally necessary to aban
don the one-sided concept of the water manage.ment potential of the watershed as 
wurce for drinking water supply and in all development tasks to consider it in 
three basic functions: 

- in the primary supply sense fo r the res ider-dal and production 3ector, 
- in the role of a sound receiving body, capable up to the critical loading h'-

vel of the river to deal with the permiss ible pollution load from the residentia: 
and production sphere, predominantly in the form of wa3te treatment plant 
effluents.; 

_. in the role of an positive urbanization factor with the composition function 
of a large water surface in residential surroundings. 

The main development regulative is unequivocally repre~ell ted by the se
cond function, be it in the form of offer or limits for economic sectors. It is cha
i·acterized as representing the reserve of the stream capacity arising from the 
diHerf'nce between the natural quantitative and qualitative base of the strealll 
and the tolerance limit for the acception of substances which are added as residual 
pollution. This reserve is thus dependent on the sanitary, biologi..:al and chemical 
limits given by the water laws in different countries and on the discharge value
in a given place or river reach. This concerns naturally mainly discharges warran 
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ted even in dry periods. For this reason we dealt with them and their evaluatioil 
in greater detail in the introductory chapter. 

From this two basic conclusions can be reached for the application of the 
innovation elements as well as in the managing and decision-making field: 

1. National economic planning as well as lower planning categorie3 must 
bind their activities and presumed consequences of the diffemt actions to the 
territory limited by hydrographical borders; this kind of procedure mllst be main
tained even when the focus of the economic processes lies in otherwise bordered 
territorial entities. 

2. With a view to the safeguording of a healthy environment, it is necessary 
in this connection to meet the principle of the critical .loading level of rivers. 

I 
--L_ 

4. Water management conditions for the development of towns and industry - diagram 
of watershed s,ection. River wnes of offer and corresponding watersheds: 1 - most 
suitable , 2 - - suitabl e. Other areas and corresponding towns: 3 - little suitable (with 
rivers of low order), 4 .- unsuit,able - spa c·as distant Irom rivers, 5 - fund'llllentallv 
conflicting (i,n Iiltra lion ,and he,adwater ,areas J. 6 - - divide. 

In a certain watershed (Fig. 4) we can thus differentiate zones of "offers", 
where conditions exist also for placing of more demanding users (territorial stri· 
pes 1, 2), and other localities up to infiltration and headwater areals (zone 5 ) 
where aspects of water resources protection should dominate. These principles ca;) 
be naturally applied in various countries, mainly in developed or intensively de
veloping countries. In Czechoslovakia, we have treated in this way mainly zones 
of offers (Zajicek 1977) for the main watersheds. This was done in the interest 
of their utilization for location greater economic activities and to elimit dispre
portions, which occur in infiltration and headwater zones . 
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3. Conclusion 

The necessity to protect and suitably utilize water resources is an acknowled· 
ged postulate in all countries all over the world. A problem, however, is the use 
of rational and effective methods. 

Good results can be obtained only when the protection of water and water 
management is a part of complex tasks of environmental control in which the 
natural base. and its economic function are maintained in a balanced state. Prin
ciples of protection must be reflected in national economic plans. This aspect 
pJaces in the foreground the condition of tolerance limits of rivers and. their res
pE:'cting in the development of· the region. This actually decides about the future 
function of both running and standing waters in watersheds, regions and the 
whole country. In a balanced state with this regional arrangement must also 
act the technical factor - water and waste treatment technologies. i 

To reach these aims it is not possible to apply only traditional work;jng pro'· 
cedures. Therefore we incorporate innovation elements into the basichydrolo
gical evaluations and reflect them into the regional synthesis as ~elI as into the 
aata used for technical structures. The broad range of this problem we demonstra~ 
~ed on selected examples, characterizing in greater detail especially those working 
procedures that are effectivly applicable also in other countries.. . 
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Resume 

INOVACE VREGIONALNlcH ULOHAcHOCHRANY A VYUZITi VOD 

R~ferat je zaClenen do tematiky nazvane "Diisledky lidske ~innosti v prasHedi 
hy,drosfery". Ie v nem snaha 0 aktivnt i'eliitelsky pi'i!ltup, jehoz cHern je v rozhodujfci 
probHhnove oblasti pi'ispet k docilenl souladu inezi hospodai'skym rozvojem d Vodnfmi 
zdroji. Rozumlme jimi vodohospodai'sky potencial povodi, ktery se uplatnuje ve ti'ech 
zakladnfch funkcich, totiz jako primarni vodarenske zdroje, dale jako recipienty, v nichz 
se odpadni latky ze sfdelni a vyrobnf sf~ry projevuji jen po mez unosnosti tokfi, a PI)
sleze jako kompoziCni me~totvorne prvky, zvlastb ve forme velkych vadnich ploch 
uvnitl' zastavby. 
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, Z6.kladni podmfnkou pro i.:!osazenl uV8deneho cUe je rozpracovanl a postupne uplat
fiovanl potfebnych koncepcnlch prinetpi't pro stycnou oblast sociaIne-ekonomickych 
systemi't a vodohospodarskeho sektoru. Prvnf princip spati'ujeme v posilovanz fonda 
hydrologickych poznatkil. a akazatelU inovacniho charakteru, ucelove zamei'enych k re 
gionalnfm uloham. Mezi ne patN napi'. charakteristn;y retencnich potenciaIii jednotli
vych povodf (obr. 1) anebo ukazatele odtokove potenciality podzemnfch vod v be?:
~razkovych obdohfch (tab. 1). Z kombinace detailne :.tudovanych procesu v modelovych 
povodich (obr. 2) vyplyvaji poznatky 0 pl'fCindch zatizenf vodnich zdroju nekterymi 
nezadoueimi la.tkami, napr. dusicnany (tab. 2). Tim j8 i ukilzana cesta k zvladnllti pro
blematiky. 

Druhy princip spociva v rozvoii a aplikaci hydrotechnickljc7z inovacf usmernenych 
hledisky krajrnne ekolQgie. Jejieh typiekym, ziistupeem \jSOU podzemnf nadrze d:Jplno
vane umelou infiltracf (obr. 3), kterou v nallieh podmfnkachaplilmjeme pile:ievsim v ric-
nich terasach a v' ki'ld6vych _ pfskovcovycn strukturiicli., ' ' 

Tl'et[ zasadou je podstathe zvysenz role vodnlclt zdro;il v plaTlUvacl cinnosti, pre de 
vsim jejich pi'esun z kategorie OvlivllOvanyeh slozek mezi faktory ovlivi'ilijicL Hlavni 
rozvojovy regulativ pi'itom predstavuje unosnost toki't, ktera je rezervou (nebo defiei
tern 1 mezi priitokovou a kvalitativni zilkladnou toku a tolerancnim limitf1m pro pl'ijem 
Jdtpk pi'ichazejicich ve forme rezidmilniho znecistenL Umozi'iuje oenranu pramennych 
a dalSich zranitelnychuzemf, ale i vyuziti z6n s dostatecnymi rezervami (obr. 4) pro 
situovani vetSich hosRodarskyeh ~ktivit. . 

Uvedene zasadya jejich aplikace jsou nodany jako pl'fspevek k racionalni organ!
zaci a rozVoji spolecenskych a vyrobnfeh aktivit v souladu s principy prostorove eko
nomiky.' OCinne se uplatiluji ve stadiu pffprav rozvojovych ukolu a tak umozauji pi'e
nesenistl'etu mezi hydrosferou a hospodui'skymi sektory do oblasti jejich pot8ncialnfho 
vyskytu. Teehnologicke prvky v systemech (zvlllSte cistfrny odpadnich vod a upravny) 
jsou kvaliIikovany jako pruvodnf ,clanky doplfiujfcf primarnl regionalnf resenf. Zas,ady i do
kumentovane pracovnI po~tupy jsou anal6glcl{Y pouzitelne i v jinych rozvinutych 
zemieh. 
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SBORNIK CESKOSLOVENSK£ GEOGRAFIC~£ SPOLECNOSTI 
Rocnfk 1980 • Cislo 1 • Svrazek 85 

ROSTISLAV NETOPIL 

SMALL MONTHLY WATER BEARING VALUES 
OF THE STREAMS OF THE CZECH SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 

The increasing off-take of water from rivers and of groundwater foi" the 
satisfaction of the needs of industry, agriculture and the population in towns 
and villages results in an increasing interest in a better knowledge of the regime 
of small water bearing values of streams. Their occurrence and long duration can 
cause serious not only operation and production difficulties but owing to conside
rable pollution of streams even health and hygienic ones, especially below place~ 
of point pollution by waste water where their necessary dilution for the sake of 
a more efficient self-cleaning process is impossible. Owing to the fact that small 
water bearing values can occur simultaneously on all streams of extensive tern
torial units, the damages caused by them can attain a higher extent than those 
evoked by floods. These reasons as. well as the effort of getting better acquainted 
with the elements of the discharge regime of Czech rivers led me to the investiga
tion of the spread in space and time of small run-off and its regional dependences 
in the rivers of the Czech Socialist Republic in the period between 1931 and 1970. 

For the purpose of temporal delimitation of small water bearing value-i 
discharges exceeded in average 355 days in a year were used in OUr country until 
lately. But it appeared that this limit ceased to be suitable not only for water 
supply planning focussed on the utilization of rivers as water resources and eco
nomically advantageous ways of liquidation of waste, but even for the study of 
the regime of small water bearing values. Their main disadvantage as a criterion 
of small discharges was that the substance of this dirscharges 
contradicted the different natural conditions of the Czech rivers affecting 
the magnitude and frequency of the small water bearing values. 
1£ the discharges mentioned above are used, the frequency of occurrrence and the 
average duration of the small water bearing values would be absolutely equal not 
only in our rivers but in general in all streams of the world which contradicts 
the different conditions for river feeding and, accordingly, even for the run-oH 
from the river basin. 

The first task of research was to find a more suitable limit for the analysis, of 
the small water bearing values of rivers be it judged according to the values or 
daily or monthly discharges. The task was tackled on the rivers. of the Morava Ri
ver basin and the results were published (R. Netopil 1976). In the publication 
the analYSis was described of the frequency of occurrence and the distributioll 
in time of small monthly water bearing values for which the monthly run-off 
corresponding to 3 % of the annual average run-off appeared to be suitable. I! 
corresponds in substance to the discharge attaining 36 % of the long-term ave-

rage discharge (normal). It has the following advantages: 



1. It comports with the character of the small water bearing of rivers for it is 
mostly lower than the average of the series of discharges of the months of smal
lest water bearing values in the individual years. 

2. It allows to find out the agreement Or disagreement in the distribution in timp 
of the periods of small water bearing values and with rivers with analogical 
natural and geological conditions in the river basin affecting the run-off and 
even the agreement or similarity in the duration of those periods. 

3. In the case of rivers with diverse natural and geological conditions in the ri
ver bas,in it gives a true picture of the deviations caused by them both in the 
average duration and in the duration of the individual periods of the small 
water bearing values. 

4. In rivers with very steady run-offs the monthly discharges do not fall to the 
limit of small water bearing values at all or only exceptionally. ThIs is in line 
with the properties of these strpams in which even minimum discharges need not 
have the character of a small water bearing. 

S. The possibility of a cartographical representation of the diverse features of the 
regime of small water bearing values of rivers of a larger territorial unit allows 
to reason about the relationships between the small run-off and the individual 
elements of the natural milieu. 

6. An establishment of synchronous long periods of small water bearing values on 
a larger territory makes possible a judgement of the exceptionality of their 
occurrence according to precipitation conditions with respect to the conditions 
of replenishment and take-off of groundwater. 

7. The chosen limit of small monthly water bearing values is advantageous even 
for the determination of the effect of hydraulic structures (reservoirs) and its 
degree on the discharge regime. 

8. The chosen discharge approaches the value of the average share of groundwater 
in river feeding attaining 30 up to 40 % of the average all-year run-off. In the 
periods of small water bearing values the rivers are fed exclusively from ground
water resources in the river basin. 

9. It is in a certain sense a universal limit of small water bearing values for all 
rivers though very different as to their average water bearing. It can, according
ly, be of general validity. Its utilization, suitable even for analyses of small 
daily discharges, provides results widening the knowledge concerning small wa
ter bearing values of our rivers as well as the causes of their occurrence. 

The application of the limit mentioned of small water bearing values has al 
lowed to get a completely new idea of the considerable differences both in avera
ge duration and in the distribution in time of the small water bearing values, 01 
their regional deviations and, accordingly, even to determinate the territorial 
units, in which the rivers are endangered by a distinct fall of discharges to a di
verse extent and in a diverse time. The 40 years sequences of monthly discharges 
from l33 water gauging stations and from 26 stations with at least 20 years se
quences are certainly sufficient for objective conclusions both as to the regime 
of small water bearing values in our streams and as to possible effects of some pro
perties of the natural milieu on the regime. 

An analysis of the occurrence of small monthly water bearing values has 
shown that their average duration changes in the rivers of the Czech Socialist 
Republic from more than 4 months to less than 1 month with cases when the 
monthly discharges did not fall to the limit of the sma'll water bearing values in 
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the whole peripci at all or only 3poradically. A sporadic or zero occurrence waS 
established in rivers with basins on permeable sandstones of the Czech Plateau 
and in rivers below larger reservoirs with power generation and protective 
function. The first case is in line with the high natural equalizing ability of run
-oil in a permeable rock milieu in which groundwater resources, originate, replenish 
and are equally taken-aU, appearing as an important resource of ·river feeding. 
The dissected relief of the sandstone platea11s contributes to a more intense ex
change of groundwater resources. The fact that in the same Czech Plateau wheff~ 
outcrops of impermeable rocb occur (clays, claystones) the average duration of 
small water bearing values attains 4. 7 months proves that the degree of perme
ability of the rock milieu is a first-rate factor for the frequency of occurrence :>1 
small water bearing values. In the second case water reserves in water basins 
controlled from the point of view of water supply are concerned, the utilization 
of which according to plan causes considerable oscillations in discharge in the 
course of the day which do not manifest theniselves in monthly run -off. 

1. Average duration of small monthly water bearing values (1, 2, 3, 4 
lion expressed in months). 

average dura-

In the other rivers the average duration of small monthly water bearing 
values decreases with increasing altitude of the river basin above mean sea levc:l 
sinking in the highest mountain chains below 1 month. But this conclusion is 
valid only for the rivers of the territory of the Czech Massif. In the Carpathian 
part of the Morava and Odra river basins the changes mentioned were not con
firmed. Even this second law governing the spatial deviations of the average dura
tion of small monthly water bearing values is connected to a: certain extent with 
the rate of the run-off of groundwater and its share in river feeding. In moun
tainous regions built of relatively less permeable rocks i. e. crystailine or dia
genetically strongly consolidated sedimentary rocks numerous authors established 
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a considerable underground run-off exceeding distinctly the same run-off in plains. 
This apparent paradox can be explained logically. In contradistinction to the flat 
territories of plains where important static:,ground-W'ater reserves may occur but 
only small dynamic reserves decreasing and replenished in the course of the year 
only unsubstantially along the streams, the considerable declivity of the terrain 
of the mountains makes possible a quicker running of groundwater in the zone of 
subsurface disjoining of rocks including the stony regolith and debris. Among the; 
total groundwater reserves prevail .dynamic ones with a yearly intense exchange 
in the whole space of fissure and percolation water bearing. bed. The mountaill 
river basins are, besides, in comparison with lowhtnd ones, climatically more 
favourable (higher precipitation more equally spread during the year, lower eva
potranspiration) for the formation of replenishing' groundwater reserves. The 
high values of subsurface run-off in the mountains were· proved not only hy hydro
logical but even by hydrogeological methods of the determination of subsurfacz 
run-off (Krasny, Knezek 1977, Dankova et al. 1977, Brazda 1970) and they are 
mentioned even in publications abroad (e. g. Karrenberg R., Weyer K. U. 1970). 
In the Carpathian part of the Czech Socialist Republic built of flysch rocks are 
the conditions for groundwater occurrence less favourable and the whole region 
is poor in groundwater (Hynie O. 1961). This is why in this rock type and the 
overlying weathered material and, in addition, in the mountain relief, there ~rt! 
no favourable conditions for a more uniform feeding of rivers not even in a cli
matically more favourable terrain (river basin in the summit zone of mountain 
ridges). 

The pointed out properties of the natural milieu of the river basins manifest 
themselves even in the deviations of the distribution of the small monthly water 
bearing values in the course of the year. The following laws follow from their 
analysis: 
1. In spring, the small monthly water bearing values are most seldom or we.re 

not established at all. 
2. On the territory of the Czech Massif, the most frequent occurrence of small 

water bearing values is shifted with increasing altitude a. m. s. I. of the river 
basin from summer to winter, the relatively most frequent occurrence in the 
winter period being linked up with the uppermost parts of the mountain river 
basins 

3. Their occurrence in the Carpathian part of the Czech Socialist Republic is in 
winter relatively less frequent than in autumn and summer but attains, absolu
tely more than 30 % of its duration similarly as in the rivers of the Czech 
Massif." 

Among the causes of regional deviations in the most frequent occ!-lrrencc of 
small m9nt~ly water bearing values in the individual seasons belong besides the 
rock properties everi the different balance Qf water circulation in the individual 
seasons.' In the balance it is necessary to take account not only of consumption 
by evapotranspiration but even of the replenishment of the soil ,noisture. In lo
wer situated' river basins the maximum part of winter precipitation is ri9nsumed 
for restoration of their reserves so that the increase of groundwater quantity is 
unsubstantial. In the mountains the greatest part of winter precipitation accumu
lates in the snow cover so that there the increase of the groundwater quantity is 
interrupted. 

Following knowledge follows from the analysis of the regional deviations ill 
the frequency of occurrence of small monthly water bearing values: 



2. Most frequent occurrence of small monthl y water bea ring val ues in s,easons (2 
Winter, P = Autumn , L = Summer) . 

3. Occurrence of small monthly water bearing values in seasons (percentage). Winter, 
Spring, Summ er, Autumn. 
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1. In spite of the differences in the relative duration of sma'll water bearing va
lues in winter, their total occurrence in this season is similar in lowland as well 
as mountain rivers. The small water bearing values can last the whole winter 
once in three up to five years in average. 

2. In spring, the frequency and even probability of ihe occurrence of small water 
bearing values decreases with the altitude a. m. s. 1. of the river basins; in ri
vers flowing from the highest mountains their occurrence was established either 
not at all or isolatedly in March which has in such places rather properties of 
a winter month. 

3. In summer, great regional deviations in the frequency of occurrence of small 
water bearing values were established. Rare cases show that they need not occur 
at all, in other rivers th~y can last in average every second year the whole 
summer. The frequency of their occurrence decreases with the increasing alti
tude a. m. s. 1. But this rule is not valid in the Carpathian part of the Morava 
and Odra river basins. 

4. In autumn, the regional deviations in the frequency of occurrence of small wa
ter bearing values decrease but the relationship between the frequency of theIr 
occurrence and the altitude a. m. s. 1. of the river basin keeps preserved. 

As to the continous duration of small monthly water bearing values, i. e. 
their periods, it appeared that in rivers with their basin in plains, hilly lands a:1d 
lower highlands they can exceptionally exceed one year, in mountain riven 
usually only 4 up to 6 months. In the former, their occurrence for more than 6 
months is more frequent, in the latter ones it is rather rare. In both cases thE 
long periods of small water bearing values are connected with lack of precipita
tion, especially in the autumn and winter periods. Owing toethc fact that with the 
said lack of precipitation is connected even the insufficient increase of groundwa
ter reserves, they can draw out even for the following spring and summer seasons. 
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Resume 

MALE MEsICNl VODNOSTI NA REKAcH GESKE SOCIALISTICKE REPULIKY 

Za hranici malych mesicn,ich vodnosti rek autor pouziva mesicnich prOtokO, 0d
povIdajicich 36 % dlouhodobeho prOmerneho prutoku, odvozeneho z obdobt 1931-1970. 
Ukazalo se, ze tato hranice rna mnoho pi'ednosti pi'ed do sud pouzivanym dennim prOto
kem prumerne pi'ekrocenym 355 dnO v roce. Mezi nimi je ita, ze ji lze pouzit i prn 
vymezcivani obdobi malych dennich priitokii. Zhodnocenim mesicnich priitokii ctyi'ice
tilete i'ady ze 133 vodomernych stanic a nejmene dvacetilete i'ady z 26 stanic v povodi 
Labp-, Odry a Moravy na I1zemi CSR dospiH autor k zaveru, ze prumerne trvani !l1alych 
mE;~icnich vodnoR>tI se miize menit v rozsahu od mene nezli 1 meslce na horskych i'e 
kac:h ilZ po vice nezli 4 meslce v roce na i'ehacil ravin, pahorkatin a nizsich vrchovifl. 
U fek s povodim na propustny.ch piskoVclCh a pod nekterymi vodnimi nadrzemi se ne· 
vyskytly bud viibec, nebo jen zcela ojedinele. Jejich casove rozlozeni je takove, ZP 
nejcetnejsi vyskyt se posunuje s rostouci nadmoi'skou vy~kou povodf od leta do zimv. 
V regionalnich odchylkach priimerneho trvani i casoveho rozlozoni malych mesicnich 
vodnosti, ale i v extremni deIce .a cetnosti vyskytu jejich period lze pozorovat ziikonitost 
vertikalnf zonalnosti a vyrazneho I1cinku miry propustnostinejen hornin, ale i zvetra
lin na nich. Jejich vlastnosti spolu s reliefem podmiiiuji tvoi'eni i dynamiku vycerp6· 
vanI zasob podzemni vody, ktera je jedinym zdrojern napajeni rek v dobe vyrazneho 
poklesu jejich vodnosti. Fi'ilozene kartogramy poskytujf pi'ehled 0 regionalnich odchyl
kiich v priimernem trvani a casovem rozlozeni malych mesicnfch vodnostL 

• 
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LUDVi;~ MI8TERA 

THE GEOGRAPHY OF ENTERPRISES IN THE SYSTEM 
OF SOCIO .. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 

The geography of enterprises as a component of the system of socio-economic 
geography is a young branch of science. It was defined for the first time in 
a theoretical article of the same name in 1963 (L. MiStera, 1963) in which foun
dations were laid to the said branch. The author published a nU1-nber of work •. 
dealing with this problem. The monography about the West Bohemian ceramic 
enterprises (L. Mistera, 1967) in which he checked the significance of the geo
graphy of enterprises in practice was most extensive. 

It cannot be said that world geography had not paid attention to the enter
prise but it regarded it always above all as a social and economic unit. The study 
of the enterprise was not in the complex of relationships but rather in global 
judgement of its position in the branch of industry or in the region. Works of 
this kind are numberless .. 

The conception of the geography of enterprises was mostly approached -
though only in a des.criptive form - with respect to the character of the work by 
V. P. Maksakovskij (1961) in the publication about large industrial establishments 
of Poland, Czechoslovakia and German Democratic Republic. 

In connection with the needs of society the problems are tackled above all 
by Czech and Slovak geographers (M. Stfida - 1968, V. Svarovsky- 1966, 
J. Sabaka - 1972 -- 1978, ]. Sisak - 1978). This requires a system approach 
to the need of structural changes in political economy, mainly in industrial pro
duction which is projected into the individual regions through the mediation of 
geography in relationship to environment. 

The questions of the enterprise are tackled thematically by economists, so
ciologists (enterpris'e sociology) and mainly by historians (history of enterprises.) 
L. Cesenek (1971) appreciates the significance of the author's viewpoints of the 
geography of enterprises for the history of enterprises, P. Sindler (1976) points 
out the social need of the geography of enterprises. 

Methodological approaches and historical conditions 

The geography of enterprises, its tasks and aims are in harmony with the 
tasks and aims of geography. The geography as science, and/or a s.ystem of scien· 
ces, investigates the territorial and spatial interactions both inside the compo
nents of organic and inorganic nature and society and their reciprocical interaction 
rela tionsrups. 

The subject of research of the geography of enterprises is the enterprise, the 
~ubject of investigation the interaction relationships evoked by the enterprise. 
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The enterprise is conceived as a production unit dislocated territorially. The enter
prises manifest themselves spatially as elementary complexes.. The quantitative 
and qualitative aspects of the phenomena and relationships of the enterprises to 
the natural and especially to the socio-economic milieu manifest themselves as 
a component of the landscape sphere. 

The geography of enterprises originated on certain historical conditions of 
&ocial development. The development of production, especially the industrial one, 
in the world caused that the industrial enterprise has become in its milieu the 
bearer of social and economic progress and, consequently, even the subject ot 
study. The eHects of economic laws of socialism such as equalization of the stan
dard of living, abolishion of the differences between well··developed and less
developed regions, between countries and inside the countries, between the towns 
and the province made of the enterprise a unit of planned production activity. 

The philosophical and methodological contents of the geography of enter
prises is tounded with experimental and empirical approach. The task of the 
geoglaphy of enterprises i:> to lllvestigate above all thc optimum possibilities 01 
the territorial division of labour on the basis of the well-developed social division 
labour, in its production specialization and concentration. The study of territorial 
and spatial relationships makes possible the establishment of the optimum loca
tion of the enterprises in places with suitable production and social conditions. 

The structural changes in economy carried out according to plan require 
a scientific approach on numerous levels of the dislocation of production, in their 
territorial manifestations and relationships. 'Ihe superionty of socio-econOnLtc 
and social conditions over production ·technical ones is a characteristic feature 
and follows from the tasks and aims of a socialist society. The geography of en
terprises does not investigC3.te accordingly only the production aspect of the enter
prise, its production effect, but the impact of the activities of the enterprise as 
a social unit in the socio-economic and social sphere. 

The integration process of the whole state enters by the mediation of en
terprises of production significance into the present-day stage of the internationa
lintion of the world economy in a socialist integration process. Linking up of 
the state economy into the economy of socialist integration affects necessarily C'len 
the progress of specialization and concentration of production not only in the 
sphere of social division of labour but even in its territorial manifestation. The 
enterprise presents itself as a representative of specialized and concentrated pro
duction even spatially in territorial specialization and concentration in territorial 
division of labour. 

The enterprise as a dynamic factor of social changes 

We understand the enterprise as a subject of research as, a source of energy 
and dynamics of economic and all-social development. It creates by its. dynamic 
effect a complex of phenomena acting in the natural, socio-economic and tech
nicalspheres. It acts like an impulse cell in the dialectic relationships of this 
complex. 

The enterprise is accordingly not a passive subject of research where it would 
be possible to add the individual phenomena but it is an active subject. It has 
its interior and exterior structure. The phenomena investigated have their values .. 
Their development and state reflect the laws governing the social development, 
the level of generative forces. The enterprise appears in the dialectics of rela-
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tionships as a live organism responding to the changes in its surroundings and 
its own structure. 

The interior structure of the enterprises manifests itself in the technical 
and/or production-technical sphere. It comprehends. above all the basic problems 
of production, the level of the products, their use value and the economic produc
tion outcome. The enterprise presents. itself as the producer. 

The exterior structure of the enterprise encroaches both upon the sphere of 
natural and that of economic relationships. and creates social relationships. The 
range of its action is determined by the position of the enterprise in the social 
and territorial division of labour, i. e. the kind and extent of production, the 
quality and quantity of production relationships. It manifests itself in positive 
and negative effects on the environment, its exploitation and social-economic 
valorization. 

Spatial manifestations of the enterprise and impact of their effects 

The spatial manifestation of the enterprise can have a territorial extent from 
microregion up to macroregion. The interior structure manifests itself socially 
mostly in the microup to mesoregion and the exterior structure economicially accor
ding to the orientation of production even in the macroregion. The area extent 
is different, according to the kind of production and the significance of the en
terprise. The areas of consumer-supplier relationships can be of considerable 
areal extent especially in the international division of labour. 

The enterprise exerts a decisive influence upon the natural and socia-econo
mic milieu. The impact of society on the landscape sphere is increasing with 
the development of production and rational introduction of science and modern 
technique into production. The beginning of the chain reaction, the revolutionism 
of production and social changes in society is in the enterprises. 

The enterprise affects substantially the environment of man and its, shaping, 
for production draws the complex of social relationships into the social process. 
I t affects the mode of life, the living standard, the standard of housing conditions. 
social security, the possibilities of cultural life, etc. 

The geography of enterprises leads the enterprise as subject of study into the 
dialectically copious quantity of variations of relationships in the effects of the 
exterior and interior structure inside and outside the enterprise manifesting them
selves actively both positively and negatively. The geography of enterprises stu
dies the activity from the viewpoint of spatial relationships and this is why even 
other scientific branches and/or specialists mainly economists, jurists" doctors, etc. 
should participate in the search for optimum solution. 

Sometimes, geography is defined as a science on complexes. By this is meant 
its significance from the point of view of the synthesis of knowledge from natural, 
social and technical sciences. The complexes are of different territorial extent and 
have a different spatial level from geospheres up to basic geographical objects,. 
The enterprise is one of these complexes affecting by its effects the natural, so
cial and technical spheres. The geography of enterprises investigates the enter
prises in their concrete spatial manifestation and territorial effect, the quantity 
and quality of these relationships. Practical checking of theoretical approaches 
has proved that two levels are involved in this process. 

In the case of vertical level on the one hand the components of the place to 
the given enterprise are analyzed, on the other hand the sector or branch relations 
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from the viewpoint of production. In horizontal level, the relationships of the 
enterprises to the individual components of place are systematized as regionally 
specific relationships, and/or among components of different places, i. e. from 
regionally general viewpoints. 

The system approach in the geography of enterprises is based ~n the ne
cessityof a complex critical examination of the enterprise as a geographical object. 
The system approach involves the morphological, structural, functional, dynamic 
and prognostic-model systems. The ihdividual systems are step-likely linked up, 
the extent of investigation is determined by the tasks and aims of research. But 
the tasks and aims of each system are determined in a gradation leading to 
a complex investigation of the effects and relationships of the enterprise, its in
terior and exterior structures. 

The geography of enterprises as a research basis for the branch 
of socia-economic geography 

The geography of enterprises originates on the margin of geographical scien
ces proper and has a multidisciplinary character in its, utilization. As a compo
nent of the system of socio-economic geography it makes itself felt in the gea 
graphyof industry, agriculture, services, transport, population,settlements, towns" 
etc. with a close relationship to the disciplines of physical geography and the pro
tection and modelling of the environment. But even the relationships to a number 
of other branches of science, such as economic sciences, especially economics and 
planning, are of the same significance. But it encroaches even into the sphere 
of social sciences for the enterprise is not only the basic production unit but even 
a social and political unit. 

The geography of enterprises is of special significance for investigations, ill 
the geography of industry. The geography of industry investigates in harmony 
with the tasks and aims of geography,the laws and particularities 0.[ the disloca
tion of industry in the complexity of spatial relationships and interaction rela
tionships to a certain concrete industry, branch, sector or landscape sphere. The 
aim is, similarly as with the other scientific disciplines of socia-economic geo
graphy, to specify the territorial particularities, and differences in the social and 
territorial division of labour from the viewpoint of dialectic relationships, of a hig
her geographical complex, i. e. the branch, sector or region, landscape sphere. 

The geography of industry studies the dislocation, its general laws and 
particularities globally, i. e. the industry as a whole, a complex, and separately, 
i. e. industrial branches and sectors. It is the geography of enterprises which is 
engaged in individual concrete enterprises and singular research. The results of 
these investigations improve qualitatively the scientific content of the geography 
of industry placing it on a new broad fundament which will make possible to 
reveal the profound general and special inherent laws. The geography of enterpri
ses affects analogical the development of the other branches of socio-economic 
geography supplying them with basic data which are necessary for a qualified 
judgement of the state. 

In settlement and town geography the enterprise and/or enterprises manifest 
themselves as settlement-forming agents. The enterprise has the function of ail 
a priori factor for it provides job opportunities and ensures the economic basis 
of the population, forms its own economic infrastructure and affects directly the 
social infrastructure. 
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From the historical, evolutionary point of view, the enterprises came i.nto 
existence either subsequently in already existing settlements or primarily and their 
establishment gave an impulse to the creation of a settlement. There is a sufficient 
number of examples of both groups. The geography of enterprises investigates the 
position of enterprises as settlement-forming factors. 

Usually in each larger settlement, town, there is one main, most important 
enterprise which affected substantially the development of the respective settlement 
and was of decisive significance in its development. 

Necessary structural changes transform the present-day proportion of rela
tionships ~nd location factors. The active share of the geography of enterprises 
in the solution of the territorial division of labour has a concrete impact even 011 

the sphere of settlement problems. The utilization of the potential of place, keeping 
the balance is linked organically to the existence of the production expressed in 
terms of organization by the basic production complex _. the enterprise. 

The relationships of the geography of enterpris.es and population geography 
an~ very close. The enterprises linked together by organization into production 
units are a dynamic component in the distribution, numerousness and cumulation 
·)f populations. They came to be the main economic basis of the population in 
the function of the "maintenor", they provide job opportunities. The unevenness 
in th~ distribuiion of the population is determined more by the dislocation 01 
enterprises, mainly industrial ones, than by natural factors,. The enterprises affect 
by their attractivity gravitatiollally practically all demographic agents from migra' 
Lion up to the age structure. 

Spontaneous aI}.d planned migrations are in their way a social manifestation 
of the influences of the enterprises. The monoindustrial or polyindustrial structure 
!1S a result of the specialization and concentration of production creates similarly 
preconditions for the extent of profession varieties in the rate of employment. 

In geographical regionalization the enterprises manifest themselves too as 
a dynamic elementary complex. The most important enterprises give the character 
of a certain region, express its position in the territorial division of labour. The 
dislocation of the enterprises expresses the heterogenity, homogenity or nodality 
in the region. Location relationships to natural factors, economic or social factors. 
are in many lines of de terminating significance. The concentration of production 
owing to specialization expresses even a certain degree of the specialization of 
the region in the territorial division of labour. 

The decisive position of the main, most important, enterprise manifests. terri
torially mostly in the microregion and mesoregion according to the character of 
production and the significance of the enterprise which is the subject of investi
gations of the geography of enterprises .. The different extent of the areas of ach
vities depends on the developed interior and exterior structure of the enterprise. 
The highest degree of macroregional activities in the region is usually attained 
by enterprises producing means of production which exceed by the extent of pro
duction the all-state significance. 

In a region, there are usually several enterprises. The microregions, proper 
are mostly territorially affected by enterprises with a production of predominantly 
local up to regional significance. Large enterprises with a production of all-state 
and international s,ignificance make felt their attractivity in mesoregions. From 

, the point of view of the dislocation of the enterprises and their economic and so
cial functions, the region can be divided into areas of activities of the individual 
most important enterprises. The basic economic infrastructure; the population 
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to whom the enterprises provide employment, settlements with social infrastructu
re and, naturally, a number of other medium-size and small enterprises of COIn

plementary significance are bound to the main enterprises. 
Analytical-synthetical analyses within the frame of the geography of enter

prises have proved that the enterprises are the main element of dynamics in the 
utilization of the potential of the region. The geography of enterprises together 
with the other even non·geographical disciplines studies its utilization. It envisa
ges on the basis of prognoses and models the possibilities of optimum utilization, 
investigates and studies the adherence to the autoregulation of the system, points 
out the disturbance of the equilibrium, the existing or arising deformations caused 
by the enterprises. The geography of enterprises supplies these ar13.lytical-synthe
tical analyses as basic data for the territorial analysis of a region. 
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Ceske shrnuti 

GEOGRAFIE ZAVODO 

Geografie zavadil vznika jako nove odviHvi v systemu socioekonomicke geografie, 
leji likoly a cile jsou v souladu s likoly a cili geografie. Objektem zkoumani je zavod, 
predmetem vztahy, interakcni vazby, ktere jsou jim vyvolany. Zavod je pOjiman jakn 
jednotka lizemne dislokovana, prostorove se projevujici jalm elementarni komplex. 
Geografie zavodu vznikii v obdobi zespolecensteni vyrobnich prostredku, ktere uvolnilo 
vyrobni sHy spolecnosti. 

Zavod se jevi jako zdroj energie a dynamiky ekonomickeho a celospolecenskeho 
rozvoje, je aktivnim objektem. Ma zvlastni vyznam pro Mdani kvantitatillne a kvalita
tivne fundovane v oblasti geografie prumyslu, zemedelstvi, infrastruktury, sidel a mest, 
obyvatp.lstva a v geograficke regionalizaci. Geografie zavadil je sledovana z hledisp.k 
teoretickych, metodologickych a jejiho uplatneni v praxi. 
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JOSEF HORSK'2' 

THE REGION CONFIGURATION INDEX 

In geographical studies as well as in regional planning appears sometimes the 
need to compare the nodal regions -- i. e. practically to classify them - not only 
according to their extent but also to their shape and to the position of the cor
responding nodes (centres) in the region. The index of capability of the centr" 
to form a region relatively rounded and compact can be called "the index or 
form" and the capability of the centre to form a region in all directions approxi
mative equably" the index of centrity". The better prospect of common applicatior. 
has as title for both these abilities "the index of configuration". 

The given problem can be elaborated fram two points of view. In the first 
place it is possible to treat every region separate their boundaries were indivi
dually delimited by lower limit - e. g. by the lower limit of the numbers of 
commuters, of immigrants, of transport intensity etc. - typical for the correspon· 
ding region. The other alternative is to treat the whole system of nodal 
regions. i. e. the whole regionalization. The boundary lines of nodal regions 
resemble the watersheds being economicogeographical divides of certain type, 
e. g. of geography of production, of transport, of population etc. This paper gives 
preference to the second of the two alternatives mentioned. The author's subdi
vision of the Czech Socialist Republic based on passenger traffic attractivity was 
used for he given purpose. This is a very representative economicogeographical 
criterion of regionalization. The advantage of it - compared with the results of 
the other economicogeographical regionalizations - is a relatively great density 
of fixing points for the boundary lines of the regions. 

A very exact method of indication of both these indexes supposed measuring 
in maps, i. e. making good use of curvemeter and planimeter. That would be 
accomplished - considering the whole territory of the Czech Socialist Republic 
- at best only for the regions of higher order, i. e. for 12-14 in numbers. A~ 
there are only some of these regions delimited, it was necessarv to make use of 
the system of middle order regions, the number of which is in different economico
geographical regionalizations of the Czech Socialist Republic roughly 100-150. 

The author tried some time ago a compromising solution of the mattter in 
a study considering the province (krai) North Bohemia. He compared the sinu
ousness of the time accessibility divide lines on the one hand and on the other 
hand the sinuosity of oistrict borders -- of corresponding district centres of cour
se. He compared the lengh of both lines, their different spread, the deviatio:1 
from their ideal position etc.1 ) Even the aPDlication of this method would re
quire - considering the 150 middle order regions of the Czech Socialist Republic 
- too 'much time. 

During the further tests we cosidered also the accuracv of the data of the 
position of some bus-stations and the accuracy of maps available and we came to 
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conclusion, that in fact a classification into 6 degrees is fit for the purpose and 
that to the aim considered an estimating measurement using compasses and rule 
is sufficient. In this way the author determined the cofiguration index of 137 
commuting regions of the Czech Socialist Republic, which were delimited by M. 
Macka. A report of this with a cartogram was published by the author in this jour
naL?) With regard to the substantially more sinuous forms of the commuting 
regions with many enclaves etc., it was necessary to use a more differenciateci 
classification than for the passenger traffic regions. 

In the reforms of the territory organization more weight was adjudged to 
the position of the centre inside the administrative region than to the configura
tion of the region. Observing the position of the centre we have to consider, that 
the nearer the centre to the boundary line lies, the more disandvantegeous its 
position is. Theoretically the degree of deviation of the centre from the geometri
cal centre of the region would be decisive. As a means of device we can use -
especially in transitory cases between two classification degrees - a pair of 
tangential circular lines, the one to the nearest point of the boundaries, the other 
to the most distant one. The width of the annular space is to be seen to first, but 
the rang of the boundary line is to be respected too. The most unfavourable is the 
situation of a regional centre in a bend of a province border line or especially 
in that of the frontier line, as it is in the case of the town Varnsdorf at the north 
frontier of Bohemia. Such extreme cases and the regions with the position of 
their centres very near to the regional boundaries are of course to be included in 
the lowest, i. e. in the first classification degree. It is roughly the tenfold of the 
distance between the nearest and the most distant point mentioned which is the 
limit for this lowest degree. In the sketch enclosed the regions of Kutna Hora 
and Rokycanyare of this degree of centrity. 

It must be said, that sometimes the distance between the geometric centre 
and the regional centre cannot be decisive. The large forest areas and other spar- . 
sly inhabited territories of the region ought to be taken into account. In these 
cases the metric centre must be considered as the centre of the inhabited regioll. 
As a rule such consultations with the geographical map make for a more favou
rllble classification degree of centrity. 

The index of the form of a region is to be found as the degree of deviation 
from a circle or from a hexagon. As an elementary means of device we can again 
use a pair of tangential circular lines. In this case the circles have not their centres 
in the centre of the region, because the one is in its boundary inscribed and the 
other circumscribed. Besides the width of the annular space also the shape of the 
extremities is to be considered. For the lowest first classification degree the re
gions with disunited parts (enclaves) and wIh long polypous extremities are very 
typical. For the most rounded form was fixed the degree 6, perhaps "too coose· 
quenlly" (see the region of Louny classified with 5 in the sketch enclosed), but 
in the form classification of regions of the lower order the degree 6 would cer
tainly submit a greater, i. e. more proportional, frequence. 

The suit:lble corrections in accordance with the geographical map are for the 
degrees of form more problematic than for the degrees of centrity. Such cases 
can be looked on only as the polypic incision in the region of Melnik (In NWN 
of the centre of the region. See the sketch enclosed.) I t is given by the course 
of the river Labe. The causes of high sinuosity and high decentrali.ty of centre; 
in the regions are very diverse and it would pass over the frame of this paper tf' 
go through. For comparing the different types of regions it must be said that the 
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greater number of fix ing points of the transport geographical regionalization 
compared with the other economicogeographical regionalizations causes of course 
a higher sinuosity of the boundary line. E. g. the boundary lines of the regions 
constructed from the point of view of the geography of industry are more freely 
interpo la ted, and therefore more generalized than the t ransport geographica.l 
boundary lines. 

• KARLOVY 
VARY 

1. Five Czech transport geographical regions as example for determining classification 
degrees (1-6 ) of t he centrity and form of the regions. (Karlovy Vary 4.3, Louny a 5, 
r';utna Hora 1.2, Melnil{ 3.3, Rokyciln y 1.5-). 

In concluding, it must be said, that both characteristics had an important 
function even at elaboration of the regionaliza tion. 3 In the final adjustment of 
the system of regions the very low values of the index from of the region con tri
'buted to the decision to 'make some corrective changes in the s'ystem of centres. 
In the most part of the ca~es the corrections were realized by "implantations " of 
new regions and chIefly subregions. The necessary assumption in this case was, 
that the complementary centres had their centrality value near to the primary 
settled lower limit. Also the effort to adapt the system of centres to the system of 
centres of the total tertial sphere (inc!. retail business , culture, sanitation, sport 
atc.), participates on the final adjustment of the system of regions. By this COI

rection some regions raised their centrity class ification degree mostly from 3 
to 5, as it is evident from the asymetry of frequency data in the table adjoined. 
A certain share of regions with an unfavourable position of their centres remained, 
especially in the neighbourhood of big cen tres, which seem to attract the smaller 
centres of their neighbourhood. The sketch adjoined demonstrates as example the 
region of Rokycany "attracted;I by the centre of the province of the West Boh!,;
mia Plzeri; but even more "attracted" regional cen tres are in the vicinity of Pra
ha and Ostrava. 

In connection with the problem mentioned it i& perhaps suitable to refer 
to the sharpness of the boundary lines. This in dex has Its Significance especially 
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for the unification (generahzation) of boundary lines treated from various eco· 
nomicogeographical aspects (retail, transport, production atc.). The author poin
ted to the realization of this problem in his paper written on the occasion of the 
International Geographical Congress of New Delhi (1968).4 ) Even if the sharp
ness (distinctness) of the boundary lines were in the 'mentioned questionable part.; 
of the regionahzation network classified in 3 degrees onfy, the balance of the 
corresponding factors will be easier. 

1) Pi'edely dosazitelnosti okresnich center Severoceskeho kraje (Accessibility divides 
of district centres in the province North Bohemia.) Studi·a Geographica 8:70-78, 

Geograficky ustav GSA V. Brno 1969. 
~] CI!lnitost spiidovych oblasti dojizdky do zamestnani (Sinuosity of boundary lines 

of commuting regions). Sbornik CSZ 77:88-92. Praha 1972. -- M. Macka: Regions 
of commuting of the Czech lands. 1:750000. Geograficky ustav CSAV. Brno 1967. 

3) An economico-geographical regionalization of the Czech SOCialist Republic, b"lsed 
upon the attraction 'Of personal pubHc tr.ansport, was el.a·borated !by the author. 
Two publications give the results. The first is a methodical one (1978), the other 
is an application of the method to the territory of the Czech SOCialist republic: 
Metody oblastniho cleneni podle dopravniho spadu (Methods of regional subdivisirm 
according to the passenger traffiC attraction). Praha 1978. - Regionalizace Ceske 
socialisticke repullliky na zaklade spadu osobni dopravy (Regionalization of the 
Czech SOCialist Republic according to the passenger traffic attraction). Brno 1979. 

4) On the probl.em of transport-geographical boundaries. - Sbornik CSZ 73:254-260 
Praha 1968. 

Number of regions 

Province according to classifica tion degrees 
(kraj) total of centrity 

6\ 
of forms 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 f) 

Middle Bohemia 21 2 5 1 2 9 2 1 2 4 6 7 1 
South Bohemia 14 0 0 1 1 9 3 1 0 3 7 3 0 
West Bohemia 13 2 0 1 3 7 0 0 2 6 1 4 0 
North Bohemia 22 5 1 2 3 8 3 0 3 2 ·10 7 J 
East Bohemia 31 1 2 4 4 18 2 0 1 10 11 9 0 
South Moravia 22 1 6 1 5 7 2 0 0 8 9 5 0 
North Moravia 26 2 2 4 8 9 1 1 1 11 9 4 0 

Czech SOCialist 

I 14<) 
113 16 14 26 67 13 1 

3 9 44 53 39 1 Republic 

UKAZATEL KONFIGURACE OBLASTI 

V ekonomicko-geografickych rozborech i v plilnovaci praxi se obcas jevi poti'eba 
porovnat nebo i rozti'ldit nodalni oblasti urcitel!o typu nE!jen podle relativni velikosti, 
ale i podle clenitosti jejich tvaru a podle polohy centra uvnltr oblasti. Schopnost vytvo·· 
fit oblast relativne celistvou Ize nazyvat "ukazatelem tvaru oblasti" a schopnost vytvo· 
fit oblast rozkliidajici se od centra do vseeh stran relativne rovnomerne "ukazatelem 
sti'edovosti". Pi'iznivejsi vyhHdku na obeene uplatneni rna vsak jako oznaceni souhrnne 
eharakteristiky "ukazatel konfigurace oblasti". 

Tv,ar oblasti Ize chapat jednak individualne na zaklade zdiivodnene hranic:ni hod,n:)
tv, jednak podle postaveni oblasti v cele regionalni soustave tehoZ i'adu; v tom pi'ipade 
je smerodatny priibeh pi'edelovyeh car (produkce, dopravy. sluZeb ap.). Tento druhy typ 
je podstatou ekonomicko-geograficke regionalizace a jiZ proto je metodieky nepomernti 
vyznamnejsL 
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Jako podkladu tu bylo pouzito ifutorova oblastnlho clenenf Geske socialisticke re
publiky zalozeneho na spadu osobni vei'ejne dopravy, jemuz lze pi'iznat z ekonomicko
geografickeho hlediska znacnou reprezentativnI hodnotu. HlavnI jeho vyhodou je - Vo:! 

sravn(mi s vysledky oblastnich cleneni podle jin}'ch ekonomicko-geografickych kriterif 
poclstatne vetSi hustota upinacich bodu urcujlcich zminene predelove cary, ti. oblast

ni hranice. 
Pi'lsne exaktnl postup ph kvantitativnim urcovalll obou charakteristik pi"3dpoklad<"l 

kal.'tometrickci merp-nl, tj. pouziti krlvkomeru a planimetru. S ohledem na pi'esnost pr'l
mennS-ch podklad(\ i pozadovanou delailnost vysledku je vS9.k nejl1celnejsim rese.'lim 
Idasifikace do sesti stupnu. K dosazenf tohoto cfle se vysta'cI s iednoduchou empirickou 
metodou, totL! ,nel'enlm v podstatp odh2.dovym toliko s pouzitfm kru7.!tka a pravitka 

Ukazatel tvaru sleduje predevslm stupen zaokrouhleni, teoreticky tedy stupeil 01-
rhylky od idealnlho tvaru krulm. Jako 8lemenHirnf pomucky lze pouzlt dvoiice kruznic. 
z niz by jedna byla oblasti vepsana, druhu opsana. Poloha centra ie prirozens tim DP

vhc dnejsl, Urn vice je centrum vysunnto k okrajl oblastI. Pomuckou je opet cvojice 
kl u2:nic, v tomto pbpade ovsem se sti'edem v oblastnlm centru. 0 stupen odchylky od 
[or)loily geometrickeho centra jde spfSe jen teoreticky. V nekterych pripadech rozsahl6 
lesni komplexy a jine velmi ridce zalidnene arealy si vynucujf,:tbychom se fidili spL3() 
pLllohou teziste osidlenf. 

Obema charakteristikam musel byt priznan vliv jiz v ramci samotne ekonomicko
geograficke regienalizdce Geske socialisticke republiky, totiz pri zaverecnem s,ladovan i 

regionalizacl z ruznycll odvetvovych hleaisek, zvlaste vsak l'f~gionalizace podle doprav· 
niho spadu s regionallzacf podle sluzeb, jejfm2: autorem byl M. Blazek. Nizke hlJdnoty 
obou ukazatelU pi'spely v nejednom pi'ipade k rozhodnuti 0 dodatecnych zmenach v obeu 
scustavach cp.nter. Tyto koneene I1pravy se dotkly asi 5 % z celkoveho poctu 120 oblasti 
-- rp.sp. 150 oblasti a {-odolJlastL 

Pi"ipojena tabullm udava, kolik ze 149 oblasti (bez Prahy) je klasifikovano stUpll! 
1-6 ukazatele sti'edovosti a ukazatele tvaru oblasti, a to podle kfi:lJu Geske socialis
:iche republiky. V titulu kartografickeho nilcrtu isou uvedeny hodnoty zminenych uka 
zatelii.. 
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MIROSLAV HAVRLANT 

FUNCTIONAL TYPOLOGY OF LANDSCAPE 
WITH RESPECT TO RECREATIONAL NEEDS 

The contemporary development of advanced societies lays ever increasing 
claims on planning, especially on that of economic character. The realization 01 
relevant aims, well secured financially, depends on particular territorial systemJ 
whose categories are closely connected with the economic exploitation of the land
scape, with the conditions of settlement and the pos~ibillties offered by the natufa.: 
potential of the landscape. Regional planning must, at the same time, respect 
the existing function of the landscape Of the prognosis of its development. The 
necessity of complex analyses for the realization of the above-mentioned aim~ 
provides geography with extensive possibilities of applIcation. 

In contradistinction to works dealing with individual components of the 
landscape with the aim of the regionahzation we watch in this case also the re
quirements of the inhabitants of the industrial and urbanized areas in the quality 
of the environment and their recreational possIbilities in the place of residence 
and Its near hinterland. 

To ensure recreational possibilities in suitable conditions becomes a probJem 
especially in heavily industrialized and urbanized areas. It is here that the method 
of functional analysis finds its most extensive utili7,ation; three basic functions of 
the landscape are applied in this method: productional, residential and recreatio
nal ones. When analyzing them, it is also necessary to find a means for defining 
the meaning of each of these functions, for determining the priority of one of 
them. 

The submitted article is an attempt at a functional analysis conceived in this 
way, with an estimation of forest stands considered as .one of the basic factors of 
the recreational potential in the conditions of Czechoslovakia (they can be si
milarly analyzed in different conditions in other factors as water surfaces a. s. o. ). 
The forest stands have in the CSSR an economic function primarily, with possi
bilities of forest exploitation. Besides, however, forests in a landscape affect the 
quality of the living environment, too, and they have a significant share in the 
uioclimatic and water economic condition~, in the aesthetic and hygienic factors 
of the lands,cape and in recreational possibilities. A number of forest stands are, 
however, utilized for special purposes (reservations, hunting-grounds, etc.) and 
cannot be used for recreational aims. 

We have taken into consideration the following criteria for the evaluation 
of forest stands in connection with their recreational function: 
a) species composition: although a number of writers regard coniferous stands 

as more convenient for recreation, in our conditions we must rather take into 
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consideration mixed forests which, in this case, increase the effectiveness of 
the "dust filter" and are also more suitable from the landscape point of view. 

b) age composition: it makes itself felt especially in young stands which are 
impassable when densely planted and therefore not utilizable for recreation. 

c) wood floors: the undergrowth in forests may even have several floors and the 
lowest floor may be so densely overgrown that older forests may be impassable 
even at normal density of tree stand. In that case, although they may fulfil 
their hio·climatic and water economic functions very well, they are-as such -
inconvenient for recreational purposes. 

d) location and size: we consider the utilization of forest stands only in those 
cases if they do not form isolated islands in the economically utilized landscape 
and if they are directly connected with other forest complexes or other areas 
which can be utilized for recreation. As a basic unit of size, we have chosen 
an area of 500 ha of stands which are passable and located in a convenient 
relief. 

When analysing forest stands we also estimate the relief, the quality of the 
soils and the location, as all of them can impose limitations on recreational uti .. 
lization. When estimating the relief, we take into consideration especially the slo
ping of the terrain and the exposition of the slopes. We regard the gradient up to 
100 as the 'limiting value because such slopes can still be employed for the pur
poses connected with recreation, including the construction of buildings and 
roads, and they are easily passable. The other limiting value is the gradient of 
20°; above thIS value, the slopes are practically impassable for common holiday
-makers and we must eliminate them from the considered utilizable area. Practi
cal experiences also reveal that the quality of soils in low places is often harm
fully affected by the high level of underground water. Such slimy forest grounds 
eliminate forest stands from recreational utilization. The location of wooded areas 
in the vicinity of industrial enterprises should be estimated in a similar way be
cause they may fulfil the function of hygienic belts in noisy and dusty localities 
but cannot be utilized for recreation. A mere sum total of green public areas is 
not a decisive indicator for the estimation of recreational possibilities. It is ob
vious that climatic conditions of considered areas must be included in the relations 
affecting the utilizability. When analyzing the hinterland of the industrial region 
of Ostrava, we found out that the above-mentioned factors caused the limitatIOll 
of the utilizability of forest stands for recreation by more than 50 per cent. Quali 
tative indicators must be complemented by further factore, such as the hygienic one 
- effects of gas emissions, the health one - the danger of contracting encepha
litis, the spare dislocating a. s. o. 

We can divide forest stands into three groups when carrying out their final 
evaluation from the point of view of their utilizability: 
a) utilizable forests -- fully convenient, 
b) forests which may be utilize~ after certain adju3tments and improvements, 

such as the thinning, the cutting down of the undergrowth, the draining 01 
slimy areas, the making of paths in sloping terrains, etc. 

e) unutilizable forests - forest stands are in such conditions that they would ha
ve to be completely reconstructed for recreational utilization, which continues 
many years; or the qualities of the terrain and/or climatic conditions, "uch 
as steeply sloping terrains, inverse hollows, etc., are thoroughly inconvenient. 
This does not mean, however, that these forest stands cannot fulfil the rest 
of their functions; on the contrary, they usually fulfil them very well. 
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Forest stands estimated in this way must than be incorporated into lile 
functional typology of the landscape. In our case, we applied, when doing so, the 
pOint of view of employment and economic basis with the prevailing industry. 
The division of communities considered as units of settlement can then be carried 
out according to a system which is commonly used in this country (Tab. 1). 

Tab. 1. 

Settlements with weak or even with employment residential I negligible economic bases of in the place of type 
their own residence up to 

35 per cent 

Settlements with their own with employment residential 
economic bases in the place of --- productional 

res-idence from type 
36 to 58 per cent 

Settlements with significant with employment productional 
economic bases of their own in tile place of --- residential 

I 
residence from type 
59 per cent and more 

In connection with the above-mentioned types of settlements, we also tak~ 
into consideration the recreational function based on forest stands regarded a5 
a recreational potential. Besides their size, location and other qualities, we should 
try to find their relations to agriculturally utilized areas. If these forests represent 
at least 35 per cent and have all the above-mentioned qualities, we regard them 
as recreationally utilizable; when their share is lower, we regard the considered 
area as proeluctionally-agricultural, in which forest stands - usually scattered -
can serve for tourism because of their scenic value. But even the functional value 
of agricultural lands is dependent on other factors, such as the relief and clima
te, and its value will be different in lowlands and in higher mountain locations 
with sloping reliefs. 

When determining the priority of functions, we must take into consideration 
the density of population, too. The recreational function of the landscape can be
come prior only in such places where the density of population is relatively low. 
We have set the limit of 60 persons per 1 sq km for this purpose, as it represents 
the nation-wide average. The other two functions - residential and productional 
ones - are usually combined with the recreational function. Only in those case~ 
where the density of population is lower than 20 persons per 1 sq km while the 
capacity of the recreational potential is high and the share of agricu'ltural areas 
is minimal, we can regard such a region as a purely recreational type of landscape. 
Questions connected with the level of equipment and accessibility are secondary 
in such a case and can be settled within the framework of further plans of deve
lopment. 

In Czechoslovak conditions, the residential function of the landscape appears 
as prior most frequently. In a number of cases, in the vicinity of larger towns, it 
even appears as monofunctional in the typology of communities; but in the typo
logy of the landscape, other factors, especially productional and recreational, al
ways complement it in those places where the recreational potential has a more 
Significant capacity. 

The productional function usually appears as prior only in larger towns or 
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agglomerations with the industrial basic and/or in typical productional agricultu
ral areas in which more conspicuous factors of the recreational potential can 
hardly be found. But in some towns, the recreational function can play an impor
tant role, too, even for holiday-makers from more distant places:.it depends on the 
situation of the locality and on the recreational potential. We can mention, as 
examples, seaside resorts in a number of states, tourist centres operating all year 
round in the Alps; such cases occur in the CSSR, too, though they are not very 
numerous - e. g. Roznov p. Radhostem, Liptov~ky Mikulas, Karlovy Vary, 
Treboii, etc. 

Each of the three basic functions - productional, residential or recreationa:l 
- may hold the prior position in the typology of the landscape, while the re
maining two usually make themselves felt as well. Monofunctional areas -are less 
frequent: they are 'limited to several mountainous regions on the territory of Cze
choslovakia. 

The above-mentioned relations of all basic factors, which we analyze with 
the aim of the functional typology of the landscape in view, are presented in the 
ta~e 2. 

1'ab. 3. Typology of landscape with a recreational function (with a corresponding 
recreational potential - forests, areas of water, etc.) 

density af economic basis in the place of residence 
population 

low or I basis of its own I conspicUOUS number of even 
inhabitants negligible 
per 1 sq km employment in the place of residence 

up to 35 per cent I 36-58 per cent I 
59 per cent 
and more 

61 and more residential residential productional 
-recreational - productional -residential 

-recreational -recrea tiona I 

residential 
- productional 
-recreational 

21-60 residential residential productional 
-recreational -productional -residential 

-recreational -recreational 

residential residential productional 
-recreational -recreaticnal -recreational 
-prodUctional -prodUctional -res.1dential 

recreational recreational recreatlonal 
-residential -residential --productional 

-productional -residential 

recreational 
-reSidential 
- productional 

up to 20 I recreational I recreational I recreational 
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Fifteen types of landscape are theoretically possible, with the priority of 
iunctions determined by the following relations (nine types of landscape are 
practically possible): 

The submitted system of functional analysis represents a sample which 
would require verification under different concrete conditions. 
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Resume 

F UNKGNI TY£OLOGIE KRAJINY S PRIHLt:DNUTIM K POTREBAM REKREACE 

Pot1'eba komplexnich uzemnlch analyz se v soucasne dobe stava vysoce aktualni 
pro seri6zni uzemn! planovani a progn6zovanl dalSlho vyvoje. Autor ve svem pi'!spevku 
uvadl p1'lklad metodiky, l{tere pouzil p1'i funkcnl analyze ostravske prumyslove oblasti 
v CSSR s cilem stanovenl priorit funkcl, ktere jsou pak vodHkem pro dalSi zamery 
prostoroveho rozvoje. Jako rekreacnl pi achy jsou 1'eseny lesnl porosty, u nichz jsou 
hodnoceny mimo jine i biologicke kvality, vazby k zemedelskemu pudnimu fondu, a da
le vztahy vyhovujicich rekreacnich ploch k hospoda1'skym a demografickym pomerum. 
Hodnocenim vzajemnych vztahu dochazi pak autor k urceni vyznamu jednotlivych funk
ci a typu krajiny, v niz registruje t1'i zakladni funkcni slozky: vyrobnl, obytnou a re
kreacnL Kartograficka synteza pak umoziiuje rajonizaci zkoumaneho uzemL 
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REVIEWS 

THE INFORMATION BULLETIN "DIDACTICS OF GEOGRAPHY" 

The scientific - t8ctinical revolution is characterized by an irrepressible influx of 
informations. Nowadays nobody is capable any lllore to master all his sp9cialization 
by studying on his own. That's why in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic an informa
tion proces9ing system has been established to coller-t, classify and make accessible'll! 
:uformation on particular branches of knowledge. At the Pedagogical Faculty of Char
les University in Prague the Informil lion Centre for Didactics of selected disciplines of 
natural sciences has been founded; this Centre issues infoqnation bulletins, which inc1u 
de an annotated bibliograplJy of articles printed in Czechoslovak and foreign periodica,s 

Since 1977 this Information Centre at the Fedagogical Faculty of Charles Univer· 
sity in Prague has been issuing also the Information Bulletin "Didactics of Geography", 
which enables orientation in contemporary geographical journal litqrature aiding to 
s"lve the problems of school geography in the Czechosloval< SOCialist Republic and 
abroad. It leads also to the systematic knowledge concerning the development of geu· 
graphy didactics, it helps to apply good experiences in school practice and in thiS 
way it contributes to speed up and to improve the process of modernization in geo· 
graphy teaching. 

Every volume of the Information Bulletin contains a survey of some 50 geographi 
cal, methodological and pedagogical journals whose excerpts have been included. All 
annotations (about ;300 in a copy] -apart from bibllOgrafical registration- are supplied 
with the index. of the uniform claSSification. This enables the chOice of themes and the 
filing of entries. The classification represents roughly the structure of didactics of 
geography and is drafted out insuch a ways to include even the wider problems of 
scllOol geography. To elaborate this for the need of information proved to be rather 
complicated because the articles of complex character are too wide and it is difficult 
to express the relations within the framework of a particular entry. This is the reason 
why the classification will be made more precise in the future and the Bulletin edi
tors intend to work up the list of baSIC terms. 

The first part of the classific.ation is based 011 the structure of general did,actirs 
of geography. 

1. Didactics of geography as a science 
2. The social conditions of geography teaching 
3. Institutional conditions of geogr.aphy te.aching 
4. The geography teacher 
5. The pupil in geography teaching 
6. The aim of geography teaching 
'7. The contents of geography teaching 
fl. The organization of geography teaching 
9. The realization of geography teaching 

10. The methods of geography teaching 
11. Geography teaching media 
12. Conceptual framework and achievement in geography teaching 

The second part of classification deals with the didactics of different geography 
diSCiplines, which participate in the didactic geography system and form the basiS of 
thE' geography subject matter. Owing to the fact that the object of investigation is 
shlfted more and more from general problems to special questions of instruction in 
different courses, such as phYSical geography, economic geography, geographical 
cartography, teaching about the country side etc., this speCial part of claSSification 
will be further worked out. 

The Information Bulletin "Didactics of Geography" is issued in 3 versions: in Czech. 
English and Russian. It is sent as a free copy to scientific organizations, to SChools of 
university level, which educ·ate teachers of geogr,aphy and to all persons that aTe 
interested in the didactics of geography or to those who take part in organization of 
school practice in geography. Versions in foreign languages are sent abroad if they 
are ordered. 
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Since 1976 the first three volumes wHh annotations have been issued. We plan to 
broaden the excerption basis by including further foreign journalsl and university 
bulletins. 

Pedagogical workers from the whoie country take part in working out the Bul[e
tin; all people interHsted in cooperation in the Held of geography are we'lcomed. The 
edItors will be grateful for every information about any journal suitable for exc~rption. 
The Bulletin will be exchanged for all periodicals sent regulary from abroad. 

The address of the editor's office: Oslrcdnl knihovna pedagogicke fakulty UK -
OBIS, 116 39 Praha 1, Rettigove 4. 

The Information Bulletin "Didactics of Geography" is the only publication of its 
Kind and proves the signaficance given to the development of geography didactics, 
which is the scientific basis of geography teaching in the SOCialist school in Cze
choslovakia. 

Ceske shrnuti 

Oborove informaenl sti'edisko (OBIS J pedagogicke fakulty UK v Praze vydava od 
roku 1977 Informaenl bulletin didaktiky geografie, ktery ullloznuje orientaci v sOlleasne 
geograficke easopisecke literature pi'isplvajicl k resenl problemu skolske geoa,raf!e 
v CSSR a v zahraniel. Kazdy svazek bulletinu obsahuje na 300 anotacl casopiset;kych 
LlunkfI z celeho sveta za bezny rok. Kazdy zaznam je opat1'en indexem jednotnehp t1'1-
aeni moznujlclm tematicky vyber a serazenl zaznamu do kartoteky. Trideni zahrnuje 
)}roblematiku obecne a specialni didaktiky geografie a tez sirsi otazky skolske praxe. 
Bulletin vychazl ve ti'ech verzlch: v jazyce ceskem, anglickem a rusk em. Ie zasllan zdar
ma odbornym pracovistim a zajemcum zabyvajfcim se didaktikou geografie nebo re 
podflejlclm. na i'ldlcl a odborne organizaen( einnosti v oblasti praxe skolske geografie. 
Excerpcnl zakladna bude dale rozsii'ovana 0 nove zahraniCnl casopisy a sborniky vyso
l\):ch skol v CSSR. Redakce uvita dalSl zbJemce 0 spalupraci pfi tvorbe bulletinu. 

Ad res are d ,a k c ,e: Usti'ednl 'knihovna (.oBIS J pedagogicke f,akulty UK, Rettigove ,~, 
116 39 Praha 1. Dusan Fric 
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V Hauner: Ekonomick6 geografie Ceskoslo<venska (Economic Geography of Cze
choslovakia J. 6il:'i pp., 264 illustrations, maps' and charts. Academia, Praha 1978. 
University text-book. Price 53 Kes. 

The standards of economic and regional geography in individual countries might 
be Judged, among other things,' according to one, certainly not insignificant aspect: 
how the geographical literature of the given country has treated its own state terri
tory. If one accepts that criterion, then Czechoslovak economic geography can hold 
its own very well, for only few countries, not excepting far more populous ones with 
a far stronger developed geography can boast such an economic-geographical mono
graphy as that which Professor Hiiufler presented to expert Circles and the broader 
public in 1978. His "Economic Geography of Czechoslovakia" is the most extensive 
work on that subject published in the entire post· war Czechoslovak geographical lit~ra
ture. Its scope and penetration can be matched only by a similar work written by I. M. 
Mayergoys, the late Professor of ,economic geography at MoscoW's Lomonosov Univer
sity.! J In foreign geographical literature one finds similar works compiled, as a rule, 

J j MAYERGO'tS I. M. (19G4 J: Czechoslovatskaya sotsialisticheskaya respublica. '130 pp. 
Isdatyelstvo social. p.konom., M01>cow. 
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by several authors jointly; it is therefore remarkable, that in this case there is only onn 
author. V. H!iufler is active university professor of economiC geography at the Faculty 
01 Science Charles University in Prague. His undertaking such an extensive work was 
justified by his thirty years' teaching at Charles University, where he has given lectures 
on the subject for many years and published dozens of research papers and essays. 
His most recent and greatest book is therefore a fitting climax to his entire previous 
pedagogic and scientific activity. H1iufler's studies and essays treating the economiC 
and regional geography of Czechoslovakia cover a wide range of problems: agriculture, 
industry, transport - but above all the population, on which the author's interest 
focussed in the past 15 years, during which he published several larger papers on chan
ges in its geographic distribution and ethnic composition. On this occasion, one cannot 
fail to recall his first extensive work on the geography of Czechoslovakia, deaUng 
with the mountainous regions and their utilization, which - by its subject and approach 
- has remained unique in Czechoslovak geographical literature to this day. In 1900, 
the pubUshlng house of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (now Academia] 
published the first comprehensive post-war geography bOOk on Czechoslovakia, in which 
V. H!iufler was the author of detailed economic-geographical treatises on agriculture, 
transport, as well as of the entire regional part.2] 

In the book under reView, the author chose the classical economiC and regional
-geographic approach, In particular the comparative method. The work is divided into 
10 chapters, the first being devoted to the geographical position of Czechoslovakia, 
its borders and territorial shape, the second dealing with the physical geographic en
vironment. The third chapter is concerned with the problems of pupulation and se-ttle
inent, the fourth and the following three chapters are devoted to the economy (If 
Czechoslovakia and its individual branches. Chapters eight and nine present a regio
na.l survey of the Czech and Slovak Socialist Republics, and tbe last chapter treats thl:! 
international economic relations of Czechoslovakia and its status within the Council of 
Mutual Economic Ald. The proportions of the individual parts fully harmonize with 
the subject of the book - 8 percent are devoted to physical geography, 62 percent Lv 
the population and the ~conomy according to branches, and 30 percent are taken bv 
the regional survey. 

From the first, introductory, chapter, the broad erudition of the author is evi· 
dent. In particular, his well-founded historical approach is remarkabl'l, which facio 
Iltates an understanding of wider ,geographical continuitie3. 

The chapter on the physical- geog~aphic environment is written in a matter·of·fact 
and orderly way and is based Oil the latest sources. The author, though an econom.l~ 
gec>grapher, takes note also of tile problem of negative effects exerted by the activitir.., 
of. man on nature, and the problem of nature CCllservation. It might be .u~ful for tl,~ 
reader to compare the situation in' Czechoslovakia as depicted in this chapter with that 
of other, in particular neighbouring countries, where the problems of. environmental 
protection are not fundamentally different. 

In the chapter dealing with population and settlements, the author fully applied 
tile results of his previous long-term research. Here, Loo, his hi,toric31 3pproach is 
manifest, when he takes note, in particural, of long· term changes ill the demographic 
trend and the geographical distribution of the pOJ,Julation of Czechoslovakia, paying 
much attention also to ethnic composition and chullges ip. it. However, one misses a lar
ger number of international comparisons, e. g. is to. changes. in the proportion of the 
Czechoslovak population compared wilh the world population. 

The economic geographpr will be interested above all in tliat part in which the 
author characterizes the economy of Czechoslovakia as a whole as well a'll itsindivi
dual sectors. This part is of an almost encyclopeadic nature, containing a mass of va
luable and well classified data nd surprisingly topical facts. It is a pity that the author 
did not give more room to economical-geographic territorial relations in the manner 
in which he demonstrated them e. g. in a simple chart on iron metallurgy; one has to 
l.onslder, however, that the facts involved cannot easily be made public. 

The extensive regional part greatly enhances the value of the £:ntire b'](lk; it com
pared with other similar works it is far more detailed.3 } The author presents tlle re-

2) HAuFLER V., KORCAK J., KRAL V. (19tlO J: lem1!pis Ceskoslovenska (Geography of 
Czechoslovakia) 660 pp., NCSAV, Prahu. 

~j See e. g.: STRIDA M. (edit.] (1963 J: Oblasti Geskoslovenska (Regions of C.z:echoslova· 
kia) 220 pp. SPN, Praha. 
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gional survey of Czechoslovakia according to administrative units, i. e. according to 
regions and districts, with all regions treated according to a single pattern. Objections 
;night be raised against this approach, but it should not be forgotten, that this defini
tion of regions faCilitated the use of available statistics and the approach was also 
subject to the fact that the bOok is to serve as university text-book. However, in the 
preamble to this part, a theoretical introtduction could have been useful, in order 
to acquaint the reader in greater detail with the present stage of comprehensive eco
nomic-geographical regionalization of Czechoslovakia. In this part also a greater number 
of charts describing territorial industrial complexes would have been welcome, such 
as lhe chart showing the area of Kladno-Beroun or the North Bohemian Coal Basin. 

The book is concluded by a chaysten on international economiC relations of Czecho
slovakia and the pOSition, or part played by Czechoslovakia, in the Comecon. It is the 
first time that a book on Czechoslovakia's geography contains a chapter thus concei
ved, which will be of interest also to non-geographers (e. g. the role played by indi
vidual regions in CzeChoslovakia's export). 

The graphical aspect of the publication should be described as an asset, though 
some smaller maps (in particular the complex maps of the regions), appear a bit too 
heavyor due to the cross-hatching and are sometimes badly legible. A useful supplement 
for the study of this book will be, without doubt, the Atlas of Czechoslovakia (1966 J, 
or its forthcoming new edition. 

In conclUSion, it should be said that the aulhor presented a work which not merely 
meets the exacting requirements on an university text-book, but that it is at the same 
time a detailed monography on Czechoslovakia, which the public has been waiting for 
for a number of years. The subject, however, will be of interest also beyond the borders 
of Czechoslovakia, and it might be recommended to the Publishers to consider publi
cation of a foreign-language version (e. g. English), somewhat abbreviated if necessary, 
to replace the "Geography of Czechoslovakia" ,4) which has been out of print for some 
time. losef Brinke 

Zdenek Kukal: Atlantis VB svete modern! vedy (Atlantis in the Light of Modern 
Science). Academia, Prah.a 1978. 257 pp., price 52 Kes. 

Dr. Zdenek Kukal is an outstanding Czech geologist. He spent many years prospec
lmg oil in Arabian Countries. Among geographers he is known by his books; some of 
Llwm tr.anslated into Enghsh and pubiished by Elsevier. Three years ago Dr. Kukal 
j)ublisheda Large textbook of oceanogr.aphy, the first modern (lne in the Czech 1,angu
age. I suppose this was the reason, which lead dr. Kukal to thoroughfull analyse of 
AtJ.antis Story. Searching foOr the mysterious Island of Atlantis is a very thrillingscienti
lic adventure. A conSiderable number of papers have been written about Atlantis. It 
can be estimated at 3600. 95 out of this number being books. I am of the cpinion that 
I\ukal's book r·epresents an outstanding book in this history. I personally reai this book 
with a great interest. The methods of ilnalysis used by the author are really very 
modern. Dr. Kukal is using newest data and proving the value of most information 
about the problem under study. 

I read this book' twice. For the first time just after the book appeared in the 
Publishing House of the Czechoslowak Academy of Sciences in Prague. For the second 
time now, when J. was asked to write this review. And twice I was· unhappy when 
I came to the last page of this splendid book, because the result of author's analysis 
is ... we did not find any traces of the legendary and mysterious Atlantis, either in the 
i51ands of Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea or on the sea floor. Neither geology 
and geography, nor history and archeology including etnography are able to present 
even tlJe smallest positive prooff of its existence. We conclude, therefore, that the 
whoiee Atlantis is a pure invention of P[,ato... . 

As a SCientist, I have to agree Willi the conclusions of Dr. Kukal's very complex 
analysis. Devoted SCientists did have not found Atlantis so far and according .. he 
author will never find it, but their efferts dedicated to Atlanteall researches encoura
ged and brought about many other geographical, geological, historical, archeological 
and other discoveries. 

:) DEMEK J., SIiUDA M. et al. (1971): Geography of CzechQslovakia. 330 pp. Academia 
Praha. 
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I ~'ould like to congr atulate Dr. Zdenek Kukill to his succe'l'lfull book, but 1:: 
a plain Man i still hope, that somebody will find "('mevlhere on the spreading s{)a 
bottom ruins of the Atlantis. Sometimes, perhaps. F. S. English speaking readers can 
follow ways of the author's thinking in the rather extensive summary in English. 

Taromir Demek: 

Jaromir Demek et al.: Zivotni prosti'edi Geske socialisticke republiky (The Envi-
rnnment in the Czech Socialis,t Republic). Statni pedagogicke nakladatelstvi, Praha 
':'818. 158 pp., 1 map. Price 31 Kcs. 

The list of references in the reviewed book disloses the number of Czech buoks 
treating of the environmental problems. The book by J. Demek et al. (E. QUitt, H. Kri7, 
B. Novakova, D. Sekaninova, A. Bucek, J. Rauser, P. Balouzka, V. Tousek, A. Giitz, O. 
Stehlik, D. Kvasnickova) most of whom work at the Geographical Institute of the Cze
choslovak Academy of Sciences in Brno, is the first to treat of this most vexing problem 
from the general geographical point of view. 

In the introduction the authors give the fundamental terms applied .in geogrilphj' 
wilen speaking of the living environment in what is called the system approach. The 
second chapter is dedicated to environmental changes taking place on the Earth. Th" 
largest part, however, (pp 37-136) is concerned with concrete problems peculiar to 
Bohemia and Moravia. 

In this part the authors describe the present state, the main problems to be snl
ved and the prospects of the ,environment-al protection in the CSR. The chapter opens 
'vith a survey of the demographic conditions and continues with the analysis of ele
ments of the natural SUb-system and elements of the socio-economic sub-s,ystem. The 
8ncloS8d maps show the types of natural landscape as well as the cultivated areas in 
the CSR. The main subject of this chapter-as well as of tile whole book- i3 the synthe
sis of the present influences of economiC activities of the human society upon the 
landscape in the CSR and upon its elements, L e. upon the relief (the or'igin of anthro
pogenous forms), upon the atmosphere, hydrological conditions, soil conditions as well 
as upon the fauna and florl}. At the close of this chapter ·the authors treat of the aggra 
vating enVironmental problems especially in urban areas where on an area taking up 
10,3 % of the whole area of the CSR 50 % of its population, 60 % of all indus,trial 
enterprises, and 80 % of all services are concentrated. The increase in the de2th 
rate in Prague by 35,92 % over the last 16 years - especially due to what are caEed 
the Civilization diseases - shows clearly the urgency to remedy enVironmental problems 
as much as possible. The authors pay much atiention to the prospects of the environ
lIlent in tllJ CSR choosing the realistic appro.ach based upon s-cientific .and statistic data. 
They rightly see the main reason of its present state in the energetic situation whictJ 
necessitatrs he burning of the less valuable foss-il fuels, e. g. the brown coal from the 
basin of the Krusne hory (Ore Mountains) containing a large percentage of sulphur. 
They also treat of the increasing danger of air pollution due to the extreme exhaust 
emissions which is expected to reach almost 1 million tons of carbon monoxide (CO J 
emitthed in the air in the CSR by 1985. Also the fresh water supply, the traffic ann 
pastime organization will become substantial problems all over the world as well as 
in our country. Much attention should be paid to a deliberate education in schfJols. 
families, SOCial organizations, in the press, radiO broadcasts and television programs 
regarding the care of the environment. The authors stress the importance of a complex 
geographic approach viewing the problems of environment protection with raspect tu 
the stormy economiC evolution taking place !11 the mdividual areas and to the anticipa· 
ted growth of the living st.andard. They describe different possibilities o[ socialist ,and 
capitalist states to solve tl1ese complicated and economically difficult problems. 

The book contains many numerical data as well as several tables which help tl) 
complete the picture of the present state of the environmental problem in the CSR. No 
other book offers the teachers of geography so many well classified data on this 
subject. Nevertheless, the next edition should be more detailed, containing more con" 
r:rete data regarding the individual regions. General statements of this kind "compa
ratively large numbers of mineral resources are found (p. 57) in the CSR" should not 
be used. More exact data are required. The maps should depict the real, not the pre
sumed state (e. g. the map on p. 69 depicts not yet existing protected landscape areas 
- Novohradske hory, Vitorazsko, Kralicky Sneznik, Bile Karpaty, etc). Also the in
fluence of the deleteriOUS emissions from the neighbouring states causing great dama
ges in the forests along the frontier, e. g. in the Jizerske hory (MountaIns) and the 
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Krkonose (Giant Mountains), should not be (p. 67J omitted. More attention should be 
paid also to the medical-geographical conditions in the CSR showing the quality of 
the enVironment, and to the travelling. The quality of some graphs (Fig. 13, 13, 2HJ 
is also disputable. A considerable enrichment of the bool{ is the enclosed coloured map 
of the environment in the CSR on the scale of 1:500000, compiled and puhlished hy the 
Geographical Institute of the Czechoslpvak Academy of Sciences in Brno in 1978 (3rd 
I;ditionJ. 

The hook is not meant to hring the results of its ,authors' scientific ras.e.arch, but 
is claimed to provide the teachers of geography (biology, geology and also other sub
JectsJ with a complex view of indiVidual environmental problems in the CSR as they 
arise in the course of a powerful economic advance, and require a perfect balance of 
natural and technogcnous processes. 

As the first manual of this kind written in Czech, the book is sure to serve its 
purpose well. Only, it should have had an abstract in some foreign language. 

J. Rubin 
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Supplement 

ORBIS GEOGRAPHICUS BOHEMOSLOV ACUS 

A LIST OF THE MAIN GEOGRAPHIC INSTITUTES AND INSTITUTIONS 
IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

SEZNAM HLAVNiCH GEOGRAFICKYCH OSTAVO A INSTlTUCi 

Compiled by Vdclau Kral 

Explanations: 

[1) Address 
(2) Director, Head 
(3) Vice-director 
[ 4) Members, Fellows 
(5) President, Chairman 
(6) Vice-president 
(7) Secretary 
(0) Editor·in·chief 

Vysvetleni: 

(1) adresa 
[2J reditel, vedoucI 
(3) zastupce i'editele 
(4) clenove 
(5) pi'edseda 
(6) mistopi'edseda 
(7) tajemnlk 
(8) vedouci redaktor 

Sestauil Vaclau Krul 

A. The Ins tit ute S 0 f the A cad e m i e s 0 f Sci e n c e s - 0 s t .a v yak a dl e
milved 

GEOGRAFICKt tiSTAV CESKOSLOVENSKt!: AKADEMIE VED, BRNO 

The Institute of Geography of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, BrniJ 

[1 J Mendlovo mim. 1, 662 82 Brno 
[2J lng. Vladimir Vahala, esc. 

Seh:retal'iat - Secretary Staff 
(4) Doc. RNDr. Miroslav Macka, esc." RNDr. Zdenek Hoffmann, esc., ing. Vladimir 

Voracek. 

0c1.cieienz tyzickt! geografie - Department oj Physical Geography 
(2) RNDr. Jan Pribyl, CSc. 
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Pracovnf skupina geomorfologie - Working Group of Geomorphology 
(2) RNDr. MOjmir Hradek, esc. 
t 4) RNDr. Tadeas ezudek, CSc., RNDr. Jaroslava Louclwva, CSc .. 
Pracovnf s,kupina pro vyzkum krasu - Working Group of Karst Research 
(2) RNDr. Ji]'f Vodicka 
Pracovhf skupina klimatologie a hydrogeografie "- Working Group of Climatology 
and Hydrogeography 
(2) RNDr. Jan Munzar, esc. 
[4J lng. Radan Kvet, esc., RNDr. Stanislav Ondracek. 
Pracovni skupina hiogeograIie a pedogeografie - Working (3roup of B:ogeography 
and Pedogeography 
(2) RNDr. Jaroslav Vasiltko 
(4) RNDr. Dagmar Sekilllinova, esc., RNDr. Milrta Kamanovil. 



Odtlii!lenl ekonomick~ geografle - Department of Economic Geography 
(2) RNDr. VAclav Tousek. 
( 4) Marie KrAlova. 

Pracovni skupina geografie vyroby a dopravy - Working Group of Geography of 
Production and Transport 
(2) RNDr. Milan Viturka, esc. 
(4 J PhDr. Vera ForetovA, ing. Lubomir Graffe, RNDr. Jaroslav Mares, ing. RNDr. 

VAclav NovAk, esc. 
Pracovni skupina geografie obyvatelstva - Working Group of Geography 9f Po· 
pulation 
(2) PhDr. Pavel Tomiisek, esc. 
(4J RNDr. Jan Bina, esc., Jaroslav Maryas, RNDr. Bozena Novakova, esc., RNDr. 
Ji1'i Vystoupil 

Udd/Hen! geografickych syntez fak/oru iivotnihu prustredz .- Department of Geographl:: 
SynthesIs at Environmental Factors 
(2J lng. Antonin Bucek 
(4J RNDr. Jana VaisharovA 

Pracovnf skupina modelovych oblasti - Working Group of Model Regions 
(2) lng. Jaroslav Ungermann. 
(4J RNDr. Antonin Ivan, esc., RNDr. Hubert Ki'iz, RNDr. Vladimfr Vlcek, RNDr. 

Jana Zapletalovii. 
Pracovni skupina syntetickych praci - Working Group of Synthetic Works 
(2) RNDr. Old1'ich MikuUk. 
(4J lng. Jan Lacina, RNDr. Evzen Quitt, esc., RNDr. Jaroslav Rauser, esc., Antonfn 

Vaishar. 

Oddelenl kartografie addlkov~ho pruzkumu Zemli -- Department of Cartography and 
Remote Sensing 
(2) lng. Vladimir Vahala, esc. 

Pracovni skupina kartografie v Praze - Working Group of Cartography in Prague 
[1) Na slupi 14, 128 00 Praha 2 
(2) RNDr. Antonfn Glitz, esc. . 
(4) RNDr. B1'etislav Balatka, esc., RNDl'. Natalie HanzlikovA, esc., Jaroslav Kesti'B.-

nek, Ji1'f Mojdl, Karla Rosova, Ph Dr. Jaroslav Siadek, esc. 
Pracovni skupina dAlkoveho prfizkumu Zeme - Working Group of Remote Sensing 
(2) RNDr. Otakar Stehlik, esc. 
(4J Zdenek Kratky, RNDr. Ladislav Planlm, RNDr. Ludmila VaneckovA. 

Oddelen1. vedecko-/echnickych informad - Department at Scientific-technical Infor
mations 
i2j RNDr. Stanislav RehAk, esc. 
14J RNDr. Ivana Maresovii, RNDr. Dagmar Majerovu, Helena Rambouskova. 

GEOGRAFICKt OSTAV SLOVENSKEI AKAD£MIE VIED. BRATISLAVA 

Tbe Institute of Geography of tbe Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava 

(lJ Obrancov mieru 49, 886 25 Bratislava 
[2J Prof. RNDr. Emil Mazur, DrSc., eorn::spondillg Member of the GZ9chosloVdk and 

Slovak Academy of Sciences 
(3) Doc. RNDr. Jozef Kvitkovic, DrSc. 

Oddelenie tematicke; kartografie - Department of Thematic Cartography 
(2) Prof. RNDr. Emil Mazur, DrSc. . 
(4J RNDr. Jozef JakAl, esc., lng. Jan Pravda, esc. 

Uddelenie fyzicke; geografie a kra;ilmei ekol6gle -- Department of Physical Geograpny 
and Landscape Ecology 
(2J Doc. RNDr. Jozef Kvitkovic, DrSc. 
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l4j RNOr. Stefan Bucko, esc., RNOr. Jan Feranec, RNOr. Jan Harcar, esc., RNOr. Eduard 
Krippel, esc., RNDr. Milan Lehotsl{y, RNDr. Anton Porubsky, esc., Cubomfr SOl1l1, 
RNDr. Koloman Tarabck, esc., Anna Velebova. 

Oddelenie geomortol6gie a paleogeogra!ie - Department 01 Geomorphology and Paleo 
]cugraphy 
(2J RNDr. Juraj Cincura, esc. 
(4) RNOr. Anton Oroppa, esc., RNOr. Valeria Mazul'ova, esc., RNDr. Milos Stankovi3n· 

sky, esc., RNOr. Jan Urbiinek, esc. 

OcJ.aelenie geosystemou a iiuotneho prostredia -' Department of Geosystems and Em>i
ronment 
(2 j RNOr. Jan Ordos, esc. 
[4) RNOr. Anton Bezak, RNOr. Jan Olahel, RNOr_ Stefan Polacik. 

Uadelenie ekanamickogeoyra!ickych synNz -- Department at Economic-Geographicul 
SYlltheses 
l2) RNDr. Peter Mariot, esc. 
l til RNOr. Jan Hanzllk, esc., Vikt6ria Kandracova, Darina Nemcova, RNDr. Frantisek 

Podhorsky, esc., RNOr. KonstanUn Zelensky. 

Oddelenie obyvatelstva a sidlel - Department al Population and Settlement Geography 
(2) RNDr. Jan Veresik, esc. 
(4) RNOr. Alojz Krajtir, esc., RNOr. Stefan Ocovsky, esc., PhDr. Juraj Zudel, esc. 

B. The 0 epa r t men t s 0 f G eo g rap h yon the U n i v e r sit i e s - K a
tedry geografie na vysokych skolach 

PRIRODOVEDECKA FAKULTA UNIVERZITY KARLOVY, PRAHA 

Faculty of Science, Charles University, Praha 

(1) Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2. 

Katedra kartagrafle a tyzick{! geogratie -- Department at Cartography and Physical 
Geography 
(2) Prof. RNDr. Vaclav Kral, esc. 
(4) RNDr. Richard Capek, esc., RNDr. Bohumir Jansky, RNDr. Vlastimil Letosl1fk, RNDr. 

Ludvik Mucha, esc., RNOr. Zdenek Murdych, esc., RNOr. Vaclav Pi'ibyl, esc., RNOr. 
Jan Votypk,a, esc. 

Iwtedra e/conomicke a regionalni geo{jl'atie - Department 01 Ecalwmzc ana Regional 
Geography. 
(2) Doc. RNDr. Vaclav Gardavsky, esc. 
[4 J RNOr. Ivan Bicik, esc., RNOr. ]os,ef Brinke, esc., Vaclav Fr1a-jer, RNDr. Hana Fricova, 

esc., RNDr. Martin Hampl, esc., prof. RNDr. Vlastislav Hiiufler, esc., RNDr. Vaclav 
Kaspar, esc., RNOr. Libor Krajicek, esc., RNDr. Karel Kuhn!, esc., doc. ing. Zde
I1ek Pavllk, esc. 

PRIRODOVEDECKA FAKULTA UNIVERZITY J. E. PURKYNE, BRNO 

Faculty of Science, J. E. Purkyne Univerzity, Brno 

[1) Kotiai'ska 2, 611 37 Brno 

Katedra geogralie - Department at Geography 
(2) Doc. RNDr. Jaromfr Oemek, DrSc. 
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Oddelenl !yzicke geogratie a kartogratie - Division oJ Physical Geography and Car
tography 
(2) RNDr. Alvis Hynek 
(4) RNDr. Milan V. DrapeJ,a, RNDr. VladimIr Herber, RNDr. Milan Kone'eny, RNDr. 

P,avel Trn ka. 

Oddelenl meteorologie, klimatologie a hydrologie -- Division of Meteorology, Cli
matology and Hydrology 
(2) RNDr. Rudolf Brazdil, esc. 
(1) RNDr. Miroslav Kolar, doc. RNDr. ing. Vladislav Krlz, esc., doc. RNDr. Rostislav 

Netopil, esc., RNDr. Pavel Prosek, esc. 

Oddelenl ekonomicke a regiorullnt geogmtie --. Divisiun ut Economic and Regional 
Geography . 
(2) Doc. RNDr. J,aromIr Demek, DrSc. 
(4) PhDr. et RNDr. Milos Drapal, doc. RNDr. Miroslav Macka, esc., RNDr. Zdeiika 

Tarabova, PhDr. Dusan TriivnI,eek, esc., RNDr. Rene Wokoun. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA UNIVERZITY J. E. PURKYNE, BRNO 

Teachers Training College, J. E. Purkynl! University, Brno 

(1) Poi'1C1 7, 662 80 Brno 

Katedra geogratie - Department ot Geography 
(2) Doc. RNDr. Stanislav HornIk, esc. 
(4) RNDr. Zdeiika Hodinkova, PhDr. Petr Chalupa, RNDr. Slavomir Juranek, RNDr. 

Jan Supka. 

PRIRODOVEDECKA FAKULTA UNIVERZITY PALACKI!:HO, OLOMOUC 

Faculty of Science, Palacky University, Olomouc 

(1) Leninova26, 771 46 Olomouc. 

Katedra geogratie - Department ot Geography 
(2) Doc. RNDr. Ji!'1 Machycek, esc:. . 
(4 j RNDr. Ivan Lepka, doc. RNDr. Vladimir Panos, esc., RNDr. Miroc;lav PlU3kill, doc 

JUDr. Stanis lava Sprincova, esc., RNDr. Ladislav Zapletal, esc. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA UNIVERZITY PALACKEHO, OLOMOUC 

Teachers Training College, Palacky University, Olomouc 

(1) ZeroHnovo nam. 2, 771 40 Olomouc 

Katedra geogratie - Department ot Geography 
(2) Doc. RNDr. Frantisek Sevcik, esc. 
(4) RNDr. Miroslav Carda, RNDr. Jaromir Duda, RNDr. Mojmir PytHcek, lvliroslav Vy 

soudi!. 

pRtRODOVEDECKA FAKULTA UNIVERZITY KOMENSKI!:HO 

Faculty of Sciences, Comenius University, Bratislava 

Katedra tyzicke; geogratie - Department at Physical Geography 
(1 J Rajs,ka 14, 801 00 Bratislava 
(2) Prof. RNDr. Pavol PlesnIk, DrSc. 
(4) Viera ehovanova, doc. RNDr. Jozef Krcho, esc., doc. RNDr. CudovH Mieian, esc., RNDr. 

Arnold Skvarcek, esc., RNDr. Frantisek Zatkalik, esc., doc. RNDr. Michal Zafko, esc. 
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Katedra ekonomicke/ geogralie - Department 0/ Economic Geography 
• [2) Doc. RNDr. Michal Zatko, esc. 
(4) Prof. RNDr. Koloman Ivanicka, DrSc., RNDr. Vojtech Lobotka, Ing. Pavel MiSeje, doc 

RNDr:. Jozef MIadek, esc., RNDr. Erika Otrubova, RNDr. Peter Spiliiak, esc. 

Katedra regiondlne; geogra/ie - Departme11l 01 Regional Geography 
[1) Trnavska 1, 801 00 Bratislava 
l2) Doc. RNDr. Oliver BaSovsk9, DrSc. 
(4) Doc. RNDr. Jozef Frail.o, RNDr. Edita Hvozdarova, Viliam Lauko, prof. RNDr. Michal 

Luknis, DrSc., RNDr. Jan Paulov, esc., RNDr. Elena Povincova, RNDr. Magdalena 
Zatkova. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA UNIVERZITY KOMENSKEHO, TRNAVA 

Teachers Training College, Comenius University, Trnava 

Katedra geogra/ie - Department 0/ Geography 
(1) Hviezdoslavova 10, 917 24 Trnava 
(2) Doc. RNDr. Jan Sabaka, esc. 
(4) RNDr. Anna Bojkovskli, RNDr. Lucian Seko, esc., RNDr. Emil Sipka, doc. PhDr. 

Jan Turkota, esc. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA UNIVERZITY P. J. SAFARIKA, PRESOV 

Teachers Training College, P. J. SafArik University, Preiiov 

Katedra geogra/ie - Department of Geography 
( 1) Leninovo nam. 6, 081 16 Presov 
(2) Prof. RNDr. Jan Sislik, esc. 
(4) RNDr. Rudolf Novodomec, esc., doc. RNDr. Martin Mihaly, esc., doc. RNDr. Matej 

Papik, doc. RNDr. Jan Hrinda, esc., I:udmila StecovA, Olga Lessova. .. 

Kabinet pre v!lskum kra;iny - Division 01 Landscape Studies 
(4) Doc. RNDr. Jan KosfAlik, esc., RNDr. Eva Michaeli, esc., RNDr. Zdenko Hochmuth, 

Vikt6ria Kandracova. 

FAKULTA OBCHODNI, VYSOKA SKOLA EKONOMICKA PRAHA 

Faculty of Commerce, University of Economics, Praha 

(1) A. Zapotockeho 3, 130 67 Praha 3 

Katedra hospoddi'sk~ geografie - Department 01 Economic Geography 
(2) Doc. Ladislav Skokan, esc. 
l4) RNDr. Vaclav Hraloa, esc., Karel Stransk9, Irina Vitvarova. 

NARODOHOSPODARSKA FAKULTA, VYSOKA SKOLA EKONOMICKA, BRATISLAVA 

Faculty of National Economy. University of Economics, Bratislava 

(lJ Palisady 22, 886 38 Bratislava 

Katedra ekonomicke; geogralie a de;in narodn~ho hospodarstva - Department of Eco
nomic Geography and IiZslory oj National Economy 
(2J Doc. Ing. Zdenko Mocko, esc. 
[4) RNDr. Milan Kadlec, RNDr. Ema Mis'l1nova, RNDr. Viera Vlckova. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA, PLZEN' 

Teachars Training College, Plzeil 

(lJ Veleslavinova 42, 306 11 Plzeil. 
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Katedra zemepisu - Department of Geography 
(2J Doc. RNDr. Ji1'i Pech, esc. 
; 4) Doc. RNDr. Ii1'[ Dvorak, CSc., RNDr. Stanislav Mirvald, doc. RNDr. et Paed.. Dr. Ludv[k 

Mistera, DrSc., PhDr. Ii1'i Winter, CSc. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA, CSTI NAD LABEM 

Teachers Training College,Cst( nad Labem 

(1 J Ul. Ceske mllideze 8, 400 96 Osti nad Labem 

Katedra geografie - Department of Geography 
(2J Doc. RNDr. Bohuslav St/;jpan, CSc. 
(4j RNDr. Jan Charvat, CSc., Karel Kunc,' doc. RNDr. Vlastimil Mostecky, CSc., doc. 

RNDr. Vaclav Nemecek, CSc., RNDr. Miroslav Spiir, CSc. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA, OSTRAVA 

Teachers Training College, Ostrava 

(1) Realni 5, 701 03 Ostrava 1. 

Katedra geografie - Department of Geography 
(2J RNDr. Mlroslav Havrlant, CSc. 
(4) RNDr. Ladislav Buzek, CSc., Alois Matousek, esc., Jaroslav Venculek, RNDr. Arnost 

Wahla, esc. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA, NITRA 

Teachers Training College, Nitra 

(lJ Rooseveltova 3, 949 74 Nitra 

Katedra geogra!ie - Department of Geography 
(2) RNDr. Gejza Olas, CSc. 
(4) Ing. RNDr. Franti§ek Brabec, esc., RNDr. Anton Soucek, CSc., doc. RNDr. Jan 

Szabadi, RNDr.Sylvia Suiiova. 

PEDAGOGICKA FAKULTA, BANSKA BYSTRICA 

Teachers Training College, Banski Bystrica 

(lJ lajovskeho 40, 975 49 Banskc1 Bystrica 

Katedra geografie - Department of Geography 
(2J Doc. RNDr. Jozef Kosir 
(4J RNDr. Vladimir Baran, CSc., RNDr. Eva Makarova, 

CSc., RNDr. Pavel Michal, Blanka Vidova. 

, 
doc. RNDr. Jaroslav Mazurek, 

C. G e 0 g rap h 1 c a I Com mit tee san d Soc i e tie s - G e 0 g r a f i c ken a
rodni komltety a spolecnosti 

CESKOSLOVENSKf NARODNI KOMITU GEOGRAFICKf 

CzeChoslovak National Committee for Geography 

(1) Obrancov mieru 49, 886 25 Bratislava 
(5) Prof. RNDr. Emil Mazur, DrSc., Corresponding Member of the Czechoslovak and Slo

vak Acadeniy of Sciences 
(6J Doc. RNDr. Jaromir Demek, DrSc. 
l7) Doc. RNDr. Jozef Kvitkovic. DrSc. 
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(4) Doc. RNDr. Oliver Basovsky, DrSc., prof. RNDr. Vaclav Kral, esc., prof. RNDr. Mi
chal LukniS, DrSc., doc. RNDr. Ludvfk MiStera, DrSc., prof. RNDr. Pavol Plesnfk, 
DrSc., RNDr. Jan Veresfk, esc., RNDr. etibor Votrubec, esc. 

CESKOSLOVENSKY NARODNI KOMITET KARTOGRAFICKY 

Czechoslovak National Committee [or Cartography 

(1) Siroka 5, 110 01 Praha 1, P. O. Box 20. 
(5) Doc. lng. Milan Hajek, esc. 
(6) lng. Miroslav Miksovsky, esc. 
(7) lng. Ales Hasek, lng. Albert Kelemen 
(4) lng. Mikulas Farkas, ing. D. Hrnciar, prof. ing. RTDr. J. Kovai'll(, esc., RNDr. O. 

Kudrnovska, esc., RNDr. Ludvfk Mucha, esc., pplk. ing. F. Oliva, plk. ing. E. 
Srnka, esc., PhDr. Ondrej Roubfk. 

CESKOSLOVENSKA GEOGRAFICKA SPOLECNOST 

Czechoslovak Geographical Society 

(1) Mendlovo nam. 1, 662 82 Brno 
(5) Doc. RNDr. Jaromfr Demek, DrSc. 
1 6 J Doc. RNDr. Ludvik Mistera, DrSc., RNDr. Franti§ek Nekovar, doc. RNDr. Miroslav 

Macka, esc. 
f 7) RNDr. Stanislav Rehak, esc. 
(4) Prof. RNDr. Miroslav Blazek, RNDr. Hana Fricova, esc., RNDr. Zdenek Hoffmann, 

esc., RNDr. Miroslav Havrlant, esc., prof. RNDr. Vlastislav Haufler, esc., prof. 
RNDr. Vaclav Kral, esc., RNDr. Vera Kubickova, doc. RNDr. Jiff Machycek, esc., 
ing. RNDr. Vaclav Novak, esc. 

Sli'edoceskd pobocka, Praha - Central Bohemian Branch, Pralla 
r 1 J eeletna 20, 110 00 Praha 1 
(5 J Doc. RNDr. Marie Riedlova 
[7) Marie Muchova. 

Jlhoceskd pobocka, Geske Budejouice -- South Bohemian Branclz, Geske Budejouice 
(1) Jeronymova 10, 371 15 Geske Budejovice 
(5) Jindrich Rozkopal 
(7) lng. Miroslav Novotny, esc. 

Zdpadpceskd pobocka, Plzeii. - West Bohemian Branch, Plzeii. 
(1) Veleslavfnova 42, 306 19 Plzen 
(5 J Doc. RNDr. Jiff Pech, esc. 
l i") Stanislav Sourek 

Seuerocesk6. pobocka, Vstl nad Labem - North Bohemian Branch, Usti nad Labem 

(1) VI. Geske mladeze 8, 400 96 UsH nad Labem 
(5) Doc. RNDr. Bohuslav Stepan, esc. 
(7) RNDr. Miroslav Spur, esc. 

Vychodoceskd pobocka, Hra'dec Krdloue .- East Bohemian Branch, Hradec Krdloue 
(1) nam. P. Jilemnickeho 30, 500 00 Hradec Kralove 
(5) Jiff Fikejz 
(7) Ph Dr. Karel Rezny 

Seuer.omorauskii pobocka, Oslraua - North Moravian Branch, Ostrava 
(1) gen. Hrusky 1215, 709 00 Ostrava 1 
(5) RNDr. Petr Sindler 
(7) RNDr. Arnost Wahl a, esc. 

Jihomoravskd pobocka, Brno - Soulh Moravian Branch, Brno 
(1 J Porfef 7, 662 80 Brno 
(5) Doc. RNDr. Stanislav Hornfk, esc. 
(7) lng. Lubomfr Graffe 
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SLOVENSKA GEOGRAFICKA SPOLECNOST 

Slovak Geographical Society 

(I) Obrancov mieru 49, 886 25 Bratislava 
(5) .RNDr. Jan Drdos, CSc. 
(6) Doc. RNDr. Michal Zatko, CSc. 
[7] Darina Nemcova 
(4) RNDr. Frantisek Kele, CSc., RNDr. Peter Marlot, CSc., prof. RNDr. Emil Mazur, DrSc., 

Corresponding Member of the Czechoslovak and Slovak: Aoodemy of Sciences, doc. 
RNDr. tudovlt Mii!ian, CSc., doc. RNDr. Jozef Mladek, CSc., doc. RNDr. Matej Paplk. 

Zdpadoslovenskd pobocka, Bratislava -- West Slovakian Branch, Bratislava 
[1) Obrancov mieru 49, 886 25 Bratislava 
[5J RNDr. Anton Bezak 
(7J RNDr. Jan otahel 

~tredoslovenskd pobocka, Banskd Bystrica - Central Slovakian Branch, Banskd Bystrica 
(lJ Tajovskeho 40, 975 49 Banska Bystrlca 
(5J RNDr. Jaroslav Mazil.rek, CSc. 
liJ RNDr. Pavel Michal 

V!1cllOdoslovenskd pobocka, Pre~ov East Slovakian Branch, Presov 
(1 J Leninovo nam. 6, G81 16 Presov 
(5J RNDr. Rudolf Novoaomec, CSc. 
i7) RNDr. Zdenko Hochmuth 

Speleologickd pobocka, Liptovskfi MzkuUl.s - Speleological Branch, LiptovskfJ Mikultf.r; 
(1] Sturova 40, 031 01 Liptovsk~ Mikul.1s 
(5J RNDr. Anton Droppa, esc. 
f7J RNDr. Emil Sipka 

D. G e 0 g rap h i c a I J 0 urn a I 51 and Pe rio d i c a I s - G e 0 g r a f i c k e i! a
sopisy. a periodika, 

SBORNIK CESKOSLOVENSK£ GEOGRAFICK£ SPOLECNOSTI 

Joornal of the Czechoslovak Geographical Society 

(1) Academia, Vodii!kova 40, 112 29 Praha 1 
(d) Vaclav Kral 
[4J J. Demek,V. H1!.ufler, R. Hendrych, J. Kvitkovic, M. Macka, L. MiStera, L. Mucha, 

·F. Nekovar, P. Plesnik, J. Rubin 

GEOGRAFICKt CASOPIS GEOGRAFICK£HO OSTAVU SAV 

Geographical Journal of the Institute 01 Geography SAV 

(1 j Ol'lrancov mieru 49, 8B6 25 Bratislava 
[8 J Emil Mazur 
(4) O. Bailovsky, J. Demek, M. Koni!ek, M. Luknis, P. Plesnik, A. Porubsk~, E. Srmo, 

J. Sisak, J. Vereilik 

ZPRAvy GEOGRAFICK£HOOSTAVU CSAV 

Bulletin of the Institute of Geography CSAV 

(1) Mendlovo nam. 1, 662 62 Brno 
(8J Jaroslav Ungermann 
(4J T. Czudek, M. Macka, J. Mares, J. Munzar, V. Novak 

STUDIA GEOGRAPHICA 

(1 J Mendlovo nam. 1, 662 82 Brno 
(4J V. Novak, M. Macka, J. Pribyl, O. Stehlik, V. Voracek, J. Ungermann 
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NAUKA 0 ZEMI, SiRlA GEOGRAPHICA 

Geoscience, Series Geographica 

(lJ Obrancov mieru 49, 886 25 Bratislava 
( 8 J Emil Mazur 
(4J J. Cineura, J. Kvitkovic, J. HanzHk, J. Veresfk, J. Jakal , 
GEODETICKt A KARTOGRAFICKY OBZOR 

Geodetic and Cartographic Review 

(lJ Kostelni 42, 170 30 Praha 7 
(8 J Ivan Cermak 
(4J B. Delong, J. Kukuca, M. Hauf, I. Horiiansky, S. Olejnik, J. Petras, Z. Roulova, J. 

Yanko 

METEOROLOGICKE ZPRAVY 

Meteorological Bulletin 

(1 j Holeckova 8, 151 29 Praha 5 
(8 J S. Ulbrich 
(4J J. Hrbek, M. Kurpelova, F. Molnar, S. PetroviC, J. Rak, S. Slaby, O. Sebek, H. 

Vondrackova 

VODNI HOSPODARSTVI 

Water management 

11) 
(8J 
(4] 

Vaclavske nam. 47, 113 11 Praha 1 
Jirina Novakova 
P. Grau, M. Caras, J. Cd belka, t. Hyanek, M. Chalupa, S. Kafata, I. Kazda, J. Ko· 
vacovsky, t. Lahodova, I. Lichner, E. Nater, V. Pytl, V. Sllidecek, D. Sarlina, T{. 

Sarnik, F. Stein, J. Vancura, J. Vasa, K. Vrana, V. Vueka, G. ZatkaHk, J. Zdarek 

DEMOGRAFIE 

Demography 

[lJ Sokolovska 142, 180 80 Praha 8 
[8 J Ladislav Mikus 
(4J J. Bezouska, F. DurcYoviC, F. Hlad, M. Kostal, M. Kucera, Z. Novotna, J. Petrik, 

J. Radkovsky, V. RoubiCek, V. Srb, J. Sirek, O. Ullmann, D. Vojtko 

ZIVOTNE PROSTREDIE 

Environment 

(lJ Obrancov mieru 3, 885 34 Bratislava 
[8J tudovlt Weismann 
[4J D. Bartko, E. Bellus, M. Cerny, J. Demek, M. Dzubak, J. Havranek, S. Kachanak, J. 

Klapac, P. Mariot, E. Mazur, L. Pittermann, M. Ruzicka, J. Stepan, T. Zalcik, M. 
Fiserova. 

PAMATKY A pRIRODA 

State Monuments and Nature Conservancy 

[lJ Valdl!tejnske nam. I, 118 01 Praha 1 
[8 J Otilie Svobodova 
[4J L. Antony, J. Lorenc, V. Lozek, J. Majer, M. Novakova, O. Novy, O. Pechova, K. 

Seidl, J. Stalmach, J. Svoboda, J. Vult erin, J. Antos, M. Bloudkova 
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CESKOSLOVENSKY KRAS 

Czechoslovak Karst 

[1) Academia, Vodickova 40, 112 29 Praha.1 
[Il) Vojen Lozek 
[4) J. Louckova 

SLOVENSKY KRAS 

Slovak Karst 

[1) Sturova 40, 03~ 01 Liptovsky Mikulas 
[8 J Jozef Jakal 
[4) 1. Blaha, M. Erdos, J. Gulicka, J. Klinda, E. Mazur, J. Otruba, A. Porubsky, M. Zatko. 

A. Chovan. 

ACTA UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE, GEOGRAPHICA 

[1 J Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2 
[S) Vaelav Kral 
[4.) B. Jansky, V. Gardavsky, V. Haufler, Z. Pavlik, L. Mucha 

FOLIA FACULTATIS SCIENTIARUM NATURALIUM UNIVERSITATIS PURKYNIANAE 
BRUNENSIS, GEOGRAPHIA 

(1) Kotlai'ska 2, 611 37 Brno 
(8) Jindi'ieh Stelel 

SCRIPTA FACULTATIS SCIENTIARUM: NATURALIUM UNIVERSITATIS PURKYNIANAE 
BRUNENSIS, GEOGRAPHIA 

(1) Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno 
(8) Jindi'ieh Stelel 

ACTA UNIVERSITATIS PALACKIANAE OLOMOUCENSIS, GEOGRAPHICA - GEOLOGICA 

tl) Leninova 26, 770 00 Olomoue 
(8) JiTi Maehycek 

ACTA GEOGRAPHICA UNIVERSITATIS COMENIANAE, PHYSICOGEOGRAPHICA, 
ECONOMICO-GEOGRAPHICA 

(1] Rajska 12, 801 00 Bratislava 
[8) Pavol Plesnik, Oliver Basovsky 
[4) J. Frano, J. Kosir, M. Luknis, E. Mazur, J. Mladek, L. Seliga, M. Zafko 

GEOGRAFICKE PRACE 

Geographical Studies 

[1) Leninovo nam. 6, 081 16 Presov 
[Il) Jan Sisak 
[4) J. Harcar, J. Hrasko, J. KvitkoviC, M. Lukl1is, E. Mazur, M. Mihaly, P. Plesnfk 

pRiRODNI VEDY VE SKOLE 

Natural Sciences in the School 

[1) Lazarska 8, 110 00 Praha 1 
[8) Hana Fricova 
(4) J. Doubrav1a, J. Herber, F. Kele, V. Konradovii., \/. Kubfckova, M. Riedlova, J. Tur

kota, A. Wahla 
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LIDE: A ZEME 

Peoples and Lands 

(1] Academia, Vodickova 40, 112 29 Praha 1 
(8 J Ladislav Skokan 
; 4) B. Balatka, S. Bartl, V. Haufler, Z. Hoffmann, V. Kral, P. Mariot, J. Sladek, M. Ho· 

lecek, M. Schmoeger 

E. Other Institutions where Geographers are employed - Jine 
ins tit u c e, k d e p r a cui i g e 0 g r a f 0 v e 

USTAV CESKOSLOVENSKYCH A SVETOVtCH DEJIN CESKOSLOVENSKE: AKADEMIE 
VED, PRAHA 

The Institute of the Czechoslovak and World History of the Czechoslovak Academy 
of Sciences, Praha 

(1 J Fanska 7, 110 00 Praha 1 

OSTAV KRAJINN£ EKOLOGIE CESKOSLOVENSKJ!: AKADEMIE VED, PRtJHONICE 

The Institute of Landscape Ecology of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Priihonice 

(1) Zamek, 252 43 Pruhonice 

ENCYKLOPEDICKY INSTITUT CESKOSLOVENSK£ AKADEMIE VED, .PRAHA 

The Encyclopedical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of SCi!lnces, Praha 

llJ Nerudova 21, 110 00 Fraha 1 

OSTAV EXPERIMENTALNEJ BIOLOGIE SLOVENSKEJ AKAD£MIE VIED, BRATISLAVA . . (. 

The Institute of Experimental Biology and Ecology of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, 
Bratislava 

[1) Obranr.ov mieru 3, 8il5 34 Bratislava 

KARTOGRAFIE, n. p., PRAHA 

Cartography, Praha 

(1) Fr. Kflzka 1, 170 27 Pralla 7 

SLOVENSKA KARTOGRAFIA, n. p., BRATISLAVA 

Slovak Cartography, Bratislava 

(1) Ff!kna cesta 19, 827 17 Bratislava 

VYZKUMNY USTAV GEODETICKt, TOPOGRAFICKY A KARTOGRAFICKY, PRAHA 

Research Institute for Geodesy, Topography and Cartography, Praha 

[1) 250 66 Zdiby 98, o. Praha-vychod 

HYDROMETEOROLOGICKY USTAV, PRAHA 

Hydrometeorological Institute, Praha 

(1 J Holeckova 8, 151 29 Praha 5 
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HYDROMETEOROLOGICKt OSTAV, BRATISLAVA 

Hydrometeorological Institute, Bratislava 

[1) Illseniova 43, 800 00 Bratislava 

VtzKUMNt OSTAV VODOHOSPODARSKt, PRAHA 

Research Institute for Water Management, Praha 

(1) Podbabska 219/30, 160 62 Praha 6 

ACADEMIA, NAKLADATiELSTVI CESKOSLOVENSK£ AKADEMIE V£D, PRAHA 

Academia, Publishing House of the Czeohoslovak Academy of Sciences, Praha 

[1) Vodickova 40, 112 29 Praha 1 

STATNI PEDAGOGICK£ NAKLADATELSTVI, PRAHA 

Publishing House of the Pedagogic Literature, Praha 

[1) Ostrovni 30, 110 00 Praha 1 

FEDERALNI STATISTICKt ORAD, PRAHA 

Federal Statistic Office, Praha 

[1) Sokolovska 142, 180 00 Praha 8 

STATNI PLANOVACI KOMISE, PRAHA 

State Planning Commision, Praha 

[1) Nabi'. kapitana Jarose 1000, 170 00 Praha 

TERPLAN, StATNI OSTAV PRO OZEMNI PLANOVANI, PRAHA 

Terplan, Institute for Teritorial Plann_ng, Praha 

[1) Platnei'ska 19, 110 00 Praha 1 

URBION, STATNt INSTITOT URBANIZMU A OZEMN£HO PLANOVANIA, BRATISLAVA 

Urbion, Institute for Urbanism and Territorial Planning, Bratislava 

[Ij Drienova 36a, 800 00 Bratislava 
~ . 

VtZKUMNt OSTAV VtSTAVBY A ARCHITEKTURY, PRAHA 

Research Institute for Construction and Architecture; Praha 

[ 1) Letenska 3, 110 00 Praha 1 

vtSKUMNt OSTAV CESTOVN£HO RUCHU, BRATISLAVA 

Research Institute for Tourism, Bratislava 

(1) Leningradska 3, 800 00 Bratislava 
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Cena 10 Kcs 47 303 

REDAKCNI POKYNY PRO AUTORY 

1. Obsah pi·ispiwkii. Sbu l'Ilik Cs. gcog ra fl ck.:! 
spo lecnos ti uvei'cj i'i ll jR puvod ni jJrace ze v5ccil 
odviHvi geografie a clanky souborne informu
jici 0 pokrocich ' v gcog ra fii, 0 [Jro blcm alicc 
s lwlsk e geogra[i e", Mil e kr,ltsi zprflvy ()so iJni, 
zprav y Z vedeckych LI [Jcd iJ gogic llycl1 "on· 
[e re nci, z [J,ra vy 0 c ilillus li ' ustnvl't dom Clcicll 
i zailrani c il ich. vlas ln i vyz kulllJl c zpr [lvv 
a zpravy referalivlli (zprilvidla ze zClllrani cn ich 
pramenu), rccc nzc vyznamne jslc h ze lll e pi s nych 
a pf ibuznych praci a pr ispevllY lylwj lei se te1' 
minologieke problematiky. 
2. 7'echnicke vlaslnosU rukopisil. Rulwpis pi'ed
klada autor v origina le (u hlavnich clcl.nku 
5 jednou kopi.i) jasll rj CI s truc ne st yJi zovany , 
jazykove spravny, upraveny podle cs. s tatni 
normy 880220 (Oprava rukopisu pro knihy, 
casopisy a ostatni tiskopisy) . Original mus i 
byt psan na stroji s cernou neopotfebova nou 
paskou a s normalnim typem pisma (nikoliv 
perlickovym). Rukopis y neodpovidajici norme 
budou bud v1'Ciceny auturovi, n ebo nCl le ha 
Ocet zadany k Oprave. Prijill1a ji s e pouze 
Opine, vsemi nalezitostll1i [tj . obrazky, le xty 
k obrazkull1, literatllra, resume, a bs tr il ln ap. ) 
vyba ven e rukopisy. 

3. Cizoiazycna resume. K puvodnim pracim 
v ~eskem nebo slovensll em jazyce pripoji 
autor strucne (1- 3 stranky J r esume v rus kem. 
anglickell1 ll ebo ne ll1cckem, vyj illlel:: ne po dohu 
de s redakci v jinem svetovem jazyce. Te:« res u 
me dodiiva zasadne soucasne s rlllwpisem, a lo 
primo v cizim jazyce. 
4. Rozsah rukopisil. Oplima lni l'ozsa h hlil vn ich 
Clankl't je 10- 15 stran s trojo pisu , v iadn ri m 
pfipade vsak nesmi prcsahova t ~5 s lra n te xl' u 
vce lne Iiteratury, vysvetlivek pod olJ razky a Ci 
zojazycneho resume. ]e treba , aby ce ly ru l<: opis 
byl takto sei'azen a prubezne strankovan. 
U pi'ispevku do rubriky "Zpravy" a "Litera tu
ra" se prp.dpoklada rozsah 1-3, vyjimec ne do 
5 stran strojopisu a pi'ipadne ilustrace. 
5. Bibliograficke citace. Puvodni pi'ispevky a 
referativni zpravy mus! byt doprovazeny se
znamem pouzitych literarnich pramenu, sera
zp.nych abecedne podle pi'ijmeni autoru. Kazda 
bibliograficka citace musi byt Oplna a presna 
a ll1usi obsahovat tyto zakladni (ida je: pri
jmeni a jmeno autora (nebo jeho zkra tku], 
I'ok vydani prace, nazev casopisu (nebo edice), 
I'ocnik, cislo, pocet stran, misto vydani. U knih 
se rovnez uvadi celkovy pocet stran, na kla 
cia telstvi a misto vydanL Dop0l'ucujeme clo
drzoval poi'adi Oclaju a interpunkci podle te ch
lo pi'ikladu: 

eI ) Cilacc Ci lSOpisecke praee: 
BALATKA B., SLADEK ]. (1968): Neobv ykl{; 

rozlaze ni sl'azek na Ozemi Gech v kvelnu 
1967. - SlJol'l1ik CSSZ 73:1:83-86. Acade 
mia. Praha. 

IJ ] Citacc Il lli zni publika ee: 
KETTNER R. (1955 ): Vseobec na geolog ie IV . dB . 

Vn8 js f geol og icl\r. sHy, zemsky powl'ch . 
2. vyd., 361 s U'., N(;SAV, Praha . 

Odk azy v lp.xl u. - Odllil zuje-li se v le xtu na 
pr[lci jine ho aulonl (napr. Ke ttner 1955 ), 
lllu si byt la lo prace uveclcna v plnem zneni 
v seznamu literalury. 

6. Obdzky. Perokl'esby rnus i byt kl'esleny bez
vadlh1u cCl'noll lusi nel klad ivkovem nebo pall
zovacim lhlpii'(l v lakov e ve lilwsti, aby rnohly 
byt reprodukovany v pome rll 1 :1 nebo 2: 3. 
Pi'edlohy ve lsich rozm e l'u. ncz je format A4, 
se p i'ijilllilji je n vyjimec ne a jsou vystave ny 
pl'avcle pod obnemu pos lwzeni pi' i nekolikcre 
[Jos tovni dopl'ave mezi redall ci a tisktll'JlO11 
mimo Pra llU. Predlolly rozmel'LI ve lsich nez 
5J x 60 c m S C) nc pi' ijlmajl VlIL'cc. 
Fotografie formiilll 13 x 18 cm (popi'. 13 x 13 cm) 
musi byt lechnicky a kompozicne zdai'ile, do 
kon a le os lre a na Icskl em papii'e. 
V rukopisu k vysve tlivkam ke kazdemll obl'[lz
ku musi byl lived en jeho puvocl [jmeno alltora 
snirnku, mapy. ses tavitele IO'es by, popi'. odkud 
je oiJrazek prcvzat apod . ). 

7. Koreklury. Alllorum hlavnich clanku zasila 
r eda kce je ll sloupcove korektury. ZmellY proti 
puvodnirnu rukopi su nebo dopliiky Ize respek
tova l jen v mimoi'iidnych pi'ipadech a jdou na 
(icet autora. Ke korekturam, klere autor nevrati 
v pozadovan e Ihule, nemuze byt z technic
k yc h duvodii prihJectnulo. Autor je povinen 
po uziva t v5' lI rad ne lw r ekturnich zndme ll cl, 
podle Gs. statni normy 880410, zarovei'i oeislo
vat nati s ky obrazku a po strane textu oznacit 
mis to, kam maji byt zarazeny, a vratit vse 
i s rukopisem v pozadovane lhute redakci. 

8. Honorare, separtitni otisky. Uverejnene pi'i
spevky se honoruji. Alltorum hlavnich clanku 
posila redakce jeden autorsky vytisk eisla 
casopisu. Zada -Ii autor separaty (zhotovuji se 
pouze z hlavnich clanku a v poctu 40 kusu) , 
zasle jejich objednavku na zvlastnim papite 
soueasne s rukopisem, nejpozdeji pak se 
sloupcovou korekturou. Separaty rozesila po 
vyjiti cisla se kretariclt Gs. geograficke spnlec · 
nos ti, Na prikope 29, Praha 1. Autal' ,i 8 pm· 
plnci dobirkou. 

PUspevky se zasilaji na adresu: Reda !I cc S lJorniku Cs. geograficke spolecnosti, Vodickov ') 40, 
psC 11229, Praha 1. Telefon redakcc 246246. 
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